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'Creative writing works best when
the writer is willing to let the
writing go where it will. This is
the secret joy of writing, one
that few writers will talk about,
perhaps because it is so
different every time.'
Kevin Brophy, Some Things About
Creative Writing : Three Stories (p142)

River Sin
Like river sin does now come death,
Pure and shallow shall they rest.
Shallow like the children's cries,
Pure as the other's lies.
One torment's kiss soon raise black seas
that cleanse the drowning loss.
As sun drenched glaciers melt away
Illusions of the other day,
where forest lost in world of steel.

Meg Andrews
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Finished Business
Your face becomes too sharp for me to see.
Angles disappear like mirrors
while your hands seperate into flesh
coloured air. You have disassociated
from your common voice. It crawls through doors
and roofing, searching for a phrase
or word to utter. It contemplates your littered
eyes
like a lid. You have finished with this business
of living.
Andrea Sherwood

Peloponnese Sunset
How can you be lonely, you make love to this
environment, the hills have slopes you can swoon
on
they have rocks you can open your thighs to
they have Venetian structures ready for you
to melt your gaze, the colour of lilac
if it was blue and the black crosses on the white
churches
reminders of sacred sensuous ness
reminders of honey skinned almond eyes
the touch of madness and of chance
Angela Costi
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Net Get Love

My fingers feel you
dancing your keyboard
logged on, cocked in
pressing entering trapping

mice in Canada, America, Amsterdam
You are the ultimate pest control
Cybergal,
Hyper-X,
Mamsie
23,
14,
21,
'Where's Rameo? Ram, Ram, where for art thou?'
Who's the mistress of your monitor
My fingers tremble
like a virgin
having her first private Pow Wow
Ram, Ram, where for art thou?
Memory overload, PC heaving
with your cheeky grins, our secret
handles in fluid connections
we fell head-first
I made you LOL, LOL, LOL
it's here, stored pasted copied
home paged, no one before me
made you forget the distance
Kisses framed with asterix
Ram, Ram, where art thou?
Chart room coasting
Aussie Ram hosting
Megabyting another's cheese
My fingers quiver

Angela Costi

(Note LOL = Laugh out loudly)
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untitled
The bed drags
Me down
Into days
Below the surface
Where all is consciousness
Sky of water
Hands to my face
I smell my despair
My shoulders ache
With dark wings of
Winter water
The waves under my hair
Shifting leaves
Reminds me of
How people pass through my life like walls of
water
Seeing self through the bottom of a glass
The vibration comes to sound from
You moving away
But wanting to stay
I couldn't see for the weight of warning
Fighting for the freedom
Of this breath
C1aire Gaskin
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Blood Alcohol cont ent
Unravelled seasons pass in phases the
terll)erature's twisted like the words you spoke
she was sorcery of bleak ethereal dusk a desert
void straining through the trains nightmare of lust
to hear your naked cool voice so infinitely
your waves collect accurate in flawless
oblong muscles that rely on exquisite
purity obliterated sympathy dusk in
failing LIMBS separates the day
of celestial souls into Nirvana's incestuous
hymn. Numb after revolving he
resigns from giving his gentle hand
is the separation dissolving in her
inspired land?
Fixed upon the threshold in the hour
of broken faith the jagged edge in pieces
the heart of dusk, late.

Anna Sullivan

KnOWledge
You would think
a poem would spawn
from a river
muted green, golds
and brown
mud-rich birds
the fertile smell of loam
and subtle silence
of a kookaburra
his secret safe
as long as he
keeps his mouth shut.
You would think
i could learn
something here.
Carole Johnson
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Jake Looses His virginity
always one
It was Barry and Phil who started i�- It's
it at all. Well,
of those two. I didn't play a part in
To be honest, I
to.
d
force
much
y
not until I was prett
pretty
fucked up to
was
ion
!mew that the whole situat
begin with, but there's no point arguing with those
two, especially when they're drunk. They'll just shout

you down.
There were six of us in the club in all. Some were
out to pick up, others were just there to get pissed.
designated driver. Staying sober while all of
I was
friends
are getting off their guts really puts a
your
different slant on events. You don't notice the changes
in character so much when you're drinking yourself.
some guys get happy, some get ugly, some just get
sleepy. The other thing you don't notice is how much
complete and utter bullshit drunk people talk. I had to
listen to these guys all night as they went on and on
about fuck all, just shouting it louder and more insis
tently as the night wore on, and the thing was, if I
was drunk I would have been doing the same.
Anyway, it was something like two in the morning,
and I was ready to go home, but the others were still
at it pretty hard. I expected to be standing around
bored for a couple more hours yet. Barry and Phil had
started talking to these two girls. They were kind of
feral looking and seemed pretty spaced out. I just
stood there with my bottle of water in my hand listen
ing to the drunken banter, not saying anything; the
fifth wheel. They were being loud and obnoxious, Barry
and Phil, bouncing off each other like some kind of
stage act, while these two girls just sort of stared
into the crowd, not saying much. It goes without say
ing that Barry and Phil were out to score. It's all they
ever do. I was wondering why they were bothering with
these two girls, though. They were just. vacant.. Not
that those two would even notice a thing like that, mind
you. Women are just objects for fucking. They don't
have relationships with women so much as jus t to hav
e
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them.
After about twenty minutes of the Barry and Phil show
one of the girls walked off. No word of explanation. I
thought maybe she had gone off to the bar or toilet but
she never came back. Barry and Phil barely noticed.
They just honed in on the one who had stuck around. They
were trying to get her to come home with them, said they
had drugs to smoke back at their place, the usual spiel.
I decided to leave them to it, and went looking for the
others. I found them all sitting around a table having
a sculling comp. There were empty pot glasses every
where and spilt beer dripping of the sides of the table.
It looked pretty seedy. Jimmy was the first one to see
me, and waved me over. They all began chanting 'Jay
key...Jay-key' and swinging their glasses at me. I
pulled up a chair and let them get on with their game.
Someone must have made the rules up on the spot because
they were beyond stupid and basically centred around
getting everybody to drink as much as possible. You had
to tell a story, and if you put a certain word in, like
'and', then you had to drink. They were all pretty
hyper, despite their drunkenness. Whenever somebody
broke a rule and had to drink the others would bash
their fists violently against the table and laugh. I
hoped there wouldn't be any shit started. There are a
couple of them who like to fight after they've had a
few, especially Dave, and it was possible that all this
energy would spill over into a blue before too long.
Dave was starting his routine already. It's always the
same with that guy. He'll get this stony look in his
eye and pick out people in the crowd that he doesn't
like the look of.
Look at that fuckin idiot. Dumb cunt, I heard him mut
ter. I can't say that I like him all that much actual
ly. Guys who always want to start fights when they are
pissed are a pain in the arse.
I leant back in my chair and did a bit of crowd watch
ing myself. There were a few girls around the place,
but mostly it was just guys. It was dollar pots at the
bar and $2.50 spirits, and people were going at it like
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' k'
ever. There would
it was their last night of drin ing
when they turfed
be some nasty scenes come clos ing time
arou nd by then.
g
everybody out. r didn't plan on bein
and then announce
I f igured I, d give it half an hour
one could fit
that I was leaving. It wasn't like every
so
those
who
wanted
a lift could
in the car anyway,
come, and those who didn't want to could find their own

way home.
I went over to the bar and brought another water.
The heat and smoke inside the place were making me
thirsty. I took my time finishing it, and when I had
told everyone that I was going home there were a cou
ple of half-arsed protests but they were all pretty
much ready to leave. I went in search of Barry and Phil
to tell them our movements. By now they had the feral
space cadet girl cornered by the bar and were still
chewing her ear off. I told them I was going and they
said okay, that they would follow us and get a cab.
The group as a whole staggered out of the club,
and it wasn't until we were all standing beneath a
streetlight outside that I realised the girl had stum
bled out with us.
'What's she doing, ' I asked Barry.
'She's coming with us, ' he said.
I looked her up and down. She was either very brave or
very stupid.
Jimmy, Davo and Noel followed me to my car,
jostling each other and arguing over who had fucked the
ugliest girl. Their conversation had reached that level
of stupidity; the sounds that came out of their mouths
were closer to grunts than words. I felt myself getting
annoyed for a second; that kind of conversation gets
pretty annoying at times, but I checked myself and just
let them get on with it. I suppose it was vaguely funny.
The trip home took about twenty minutes. I parked
my car in the drive and the others collapsed out onto
the front garden. Once we were inside Jimmy blasted on
the stereo and Noel pulled out a mix. I went to the
fridge and got a beer, then sat down on the couch .
Pretty soon the bong was passed my way. The effect was
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almost instant, and I felt it take the edge off my brain
and turn my body to jelly. I sank into my seat. There
was the noise of the others talking, but I found that
I couldn't concentrate on it. The music coming out of
the speakers had me absorbed. I had my eyes half shut
and my chin rested on my chest when the front door
opened and Barry and Phil came in with the girl. We all
stared at her. She just looked straight through us like
she didn't give a fuck, like going home with six guys
she didn't even know was no big deal. She squeezed in
between Barry and Phil on the couch and Phil packed her
a cone. She mumbled a word of thanks and sucked it down.
The entire dynamic of the night had shifted now.
There was no longer six mates having a few relaxers
after a big night out. I felt the air of expectation,
and wondered who would make a move on the girl, Barry
or Phil. Probably both.
Sure enough the two of them lead her off into
Barry's
room and closed the door. The rest of us stayed where
we were, and passed the bong around the circle one more
time. Jimny was starting to drift off beside me, but
Davo and Noel had begun going on how it's how it's
always Barry and Phil who pick up the chicks and get
all the action.Davo said that he would like to 'give
the bitch a good seeing to', and pretty soon he was up
out of his seat and pacing around the room. Suddenly I
felt wide awake.
Davo went into the kitchen and got himself a
beer.When he came back he just stood in the centre of
the room, staring down the corridor and sipping his
beer.just looking, then suddenly he said 'Fuck it' and
charged into Barry's room. I heard laughter as he went
in there, and then something crashed and there was more
laughter. Then Noel got up and went down the hall as
well. I didn't want to know, so I went and sat on the
front step and drank my beer. I could still hear their
voices and laughter from inside. All four of them were
in on it now, I knew. I couldn't believe it. Who was
this girl?
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. Barry stumbled
I went inside and got another beer
into the kitchen in his boxers.
You gotta come
,
'Jake! he said. 'There you are.
all go through
us
into my room, this chick's let tin
her. '
'No thanks, ' I said, but he kept persisting.
'What's the matter with ya, ' he asked me. He was
being really insistent, and not letting me get a word
in. Davo came into the room as well and Barry got him
into the act. He was being really aggressive about it,
as usual, the fucking hardarse, and calling me a fag
for copping out. It was Barry who was having the biggest
effect on me though. He has this way of getting you to
do what he wants and making it feel as if it's your
decision.
'There' s no reason not to, Jake, ' he said. She
doesn't give a shit. '
And all the while he had this look in his eye, like he
was offering me a gift, and for me to have rejected his
offer would be to reject our friendship. I don't know,
that's how it seemed to me, anyway. Like I said, he has
this way about him.
They led me into the room. She was naked on the
bed, all wiry limbs and pale skin. Noel was sitting
beside her without any pants on. She glanced up at me
with recognition and acceptance.
'Go on, Jake, ' Barry said. Davo pushed me for
wards. I stood in front of her for a few seconds more.I
really didn't want to go through with this, but it was
too late now. Everyone was watching me and expecting
it. I remembered that I had a condom in my wallet, so
I put that on. There was no way that r was going to do
this without one.
It took ages for me to come. Most of the time r
didn't even have a proper hard-on. Beneath me,
the girl
wasn't making a sound. When I did fi'nall
Y come there
was hardly any sensation that went with 1·t
at a 11 ,certainly not pleasure. I pulled out, and saw that
the rubber was all torn and bunched up around the ba
se of my
dick. I hitched up my pants and left the ro
om.
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'Onya Jake, ' Barry said as I passed him.
That wasn't so bad now was it, ya big poof, said

Davo.
I couldn't believe, that I had let myself be talked
into this. It was so like me to have caved in. I'm
such a chicken shit. I was freaking out a bit about
the broken condom too. Who knows how many guys have
been through that girl? Could be hundreds. What the
fuck was she doing here anyway, the stupid, fucked up
bitch?
I sat in my room, listening to the others talking
out in the loungeroom, then got up to go to the toi
let. When I pushed open the bathroom door she was
there, sitting on the toilet seat with a needle in
her arm. She looked up at me.
'What do you want?'
I stumbled into the garden, thinking I was going to
be sick, but it never happened. I just fell to my
knees and coughed. After that I went straight to bed.
I lay there, wide awake and fully dressed, listening
to the others all laughing about it like it was a big
joke. I couldn't stop thinking about the broken rub
ber. This whole thing was a fucking nightmare.I felt
like getting up and running for miles, something, I
didn't know how I felt. I lay there and stared at the
ceiling.

Adam Carey
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Villanelle No 3
I'm sure I don't need it more or less
some act like love is a wishing well
some dance like life is a flaming dress
then stop and talk to wolves in the forest
the soft hope and the hard sell
I'm sure I don't need it more or less
Some love each other not to excess
some kiss with passion some show & tell
some dance like life is a flaming dress
& some can barely keep up their interest
& sure you don't need to be in love to be in hell
I'm sure I don't need it more or less
some make love like they need to confess
some like they need to rebel
some dance like life is a flaming dress
some think
& they use
I'm sure i
some dance

love's a new address
it as a citadel
don't need it more or less
like life is a flaming dress

Eric Beach, Kevin Brophy, Myron Lysenko.

villanelle No 9
he gave us a ride for half a block
On our way to Barkly Square
It was hardly worth getting in
Never mind, he said, I'll drive you there
Time for a question & half a reply
He gave us a ride for half a block
He had some good news but couldn't say what
But he whispered it was a win
It was hardly worth getting in
Your Beastie Boys' tape is distorted, we said
Don't worry, that's how I like it.
He gave us a ride for half a block
He took off before we closed our doors
We got there before our seat belts were on
It was hardly worth getting in
His tyres smoked as he drove away
We went off to buy our tobacco
He gave us a ride for half a block
It was hardly worth getting in

Lyn Boughton&: Mryon Lysenko
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A Different Shade Of Light
s.
she waters plastic plants and rubber tree
(slow
door
front
the
gh
He returns from work throu
like a disease. )
She breaths life into dried flower arrangements.
He places a small brain on the second shelf of the
fridge.
she dreams of another solar system.
This place, this house, this block was built on a
swanp. Reclaimed. They found the old house abandoned.
They filled in the cracks and painted over the old
colours. They scrubbed the stains from the walls and
painted the back room a light shade of blue. They
pulled out all the weeds and planted tiny seedlings.
He takes a can of beer from the door of the fridge.
She inserts babies' breath into the rest of the dried
flowers.
He puts his can on the bench and nervously smiles as
he looks at her.
She looks away and places the flower arrangement on
the kitchen table.
He goes into the toilet and sees blood on the edges
of. the paper roll.
They arranged furniture in the rooms to transfonn
the house into a home. They put pots and pans in the
pantry and filled the shelves with food. They decorat
ed the back room with pictures of puppets and filled
empty corners with stuffed toys.The seedlings grew up
from the ground and established their roots in the
earth.
She sweeps dead leaves and flowers into the bin.
He returns from the toilet and opens his can of beer.
She sits and watches the clock tell tales of time
He puts his beer back on the bench and tries to get
closer to her.
She pushes away his embracing anns and ignores his
soft sleight of hand.
They held a celebration in honour of their moving
house. They invited eve.ryone they knew to come down
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and look around their home. They brought a puppy, for
evezy boy needs a dog. They began to build a verandah
in the back yard to sit under at the end of sunny
days. They put a cot in the back room to fill it with
anticipation and they watched as the seedlings grew.

He runs the back of his hand over the softness of her
cheek.
She sits, staring at the white wall.
He moves away, back to his beer.
She stands and turns on a television.
He walks over to the open back door and looks at the
almost finished verandah.
They spent their spare time working in the back yard.
She tended to the garden. He continued his work on
the verandah. They played with the pup and watched
how he grew into his paws. They watered the seedlings
and gave them fertiliser, encouraging their growth
and eventual blossom in the summer's sun.

She changes the television station and watches him
step outside.
He wraps his tool belt around his waist and fastens
it at the front.
She watches a scalpel cutting skin up the middle of a
man's chest, exposing a rib cage.
He stands in the back yard, drinking from his beer
and looking up at the verandah.
She sees two black lungs and realises they have been
infected with cancer.

They were apart when it happened. The next door
neighbour drove her to the hospital in the midst of a
heatwave's forty degree heat. He ran eve.ry night in
an attempt to make it there in time but when he got
there it was already too late. She spent three days
in a hospital bed. He remained ever present at her
side, watching over her from a chair. When they
returned home the garden soil was d.ry and the
seedlings had all died.

He looks past the framework of the verandah and
watches the movement of a dark sky.
She stands at the kitchen sink and looks out the win-
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light.
dow at him in the dull winters
pats th e dog on the head
He drinks from his beer and
as it jumps onto his leg.
of the garden and sees
She looks at the barren soil
that the weeds have grown.
the roof of the house,
He climbs a ladder and sits on
ds.
watching distant storm clou

They dealt with it in their own ways. She stayed in
the bedroom and hid in the darJmess of long shadows.
He sat in the kitchen and looked out the window at
the surraner 's sun. He stayed away from work and cooked
meals for her that she didn't eat. During the day he
would stare out the window at the verandah; incom
plete. And fine lines began to appear in the walls.
She looks out the window the clouded sky and wishes
for the surrmers sun to return.
He hears thunder and sees lightning; he laughs as the
dog barks at the distant storm.
She moves away from the window and opens the fridge
door.He takes final mouthfuls of his beer and drops
the errpty can to the ground.
She picks up the brain and holds it in the palm of
her hand, staring at the veins and cells.

They spent their time separate during the days.
Neither acknowledging or talking to the other and at
night they would lay side by side. Looking up at the
darkness of the ceiling or staring up into the cor
ners of the room. She would tu.rn her back to his
reaching hands and leave him to lay alone. The lines
in the walls began to run long and crooked, the plas
ter began to protrude along their edges.

He feels cold gusts of wind from the approaching
storm as the dog chases his tail.
She wraps her fingers around the brain and feels the
weight in her tight grasp.
He sees his beer can run along the ground and the dog
attacks it.
She squeezes her hand into a tight fist; pink mush
comes through finger gaps.
He leans back and sees that the first few heavy drops
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of rain have begun to fall.

They did not talk for one month. She ignored any
attempts he made to converse. She pushed away any
attempts he made to compensate. She brushed aside
loving hands and gentle kisses. She stayed inside and
tried to hide within herself. He forced her hands and
held her legs. He punished her with his love; trying
to regain that summer sun. The plaster began to fall
from the walls and the cracks came back. Weeds began
to grow in their garden as the leaves turned brown
and fell from the trees.

She washes her hand under the running warm water as
she looks at the storm in the back yard.
He sits on the roof letting large rain drops pelt
into his body.
She watches him sitting with a smile on his face as
the rain soaks his clothes. He releases a screaming
roar He releases a screaming roar into the rain as
lets it wash his soul clean.
She looks into the back yard and decides that it is
time the weed's roots are pulled.
Jason Gent

SCARP
P.O. Box 1144 Wollongong NSW 2500
poetry and prose
biannual
Editor: Ron Pretty
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the spice shop
today zanzibar, otherwise
known as the spice
islands, smells of cloves
and cumin, coriander and
coffee. its handsome but
decaying architecture is

we tumble each other across the bare
boards, \\ith their dust aromatic, and
i pull o,·er a huge glass jar of clo,·es,
lirtle wooden sccpters, they
shelves
cling to your back as
and
shelves
i roll you though
rise up around

a medley of the people them, fall to
u s . each hold i n g jars
who have settled here · lea,·c your
to h ide us from the
portugese, persian ,arabic skin dimpled
beady eyes behind
passage,
the
.
indian
and
by
theiiafrican
counter,
m
british colonial p. bone dimpled by the
each · jar spices sit

brief union. cinnamon turns our bodies l ike paint pigments,
brown when it touches in the
sealed up tight, or fabric dyes
their moisture, and
modern
that wait dark and anonymous

i c.tn smell yo� ;
context spices
till the time comes to seep
as all warm
reveal the sensuality of
brill iantly across the
colours
food and, when used properly,
l i ne n . the powders
in so many shades
brown create an intensity, a harmony and
yellow complexity in food that cannot be
of brown their
red
found _ with any other combination
nature
h idden
black skin
of Ingredients. c mansfield.
till you lift the lid
like soil, you taste like each jar i open eagerly, sweet perfume on my
tongue, when i hold onto you its a handful of fragrance that i grasp

Kat e Fielding

Drunk ' s Moon
I look for you every day
Long lonely nights in vain appeal
Not knowing what it is I wish
I find solace in my cups
A drink to find myself
Beer , wine , spirits ,
It matters not
So long as the supply remains
I search from place to place
Knowing it's time to move on
When the bartender asks
"The usual"
A drunk ' s moon lights the way
As I travel newspaper littered streets
Seeking the blinking neon signs
That melt into the night
Announcing another haunt
A place where I can bury
The man that's me
And live a falsity
With kindred spirits
Gaining comfort
In easy off the tongue lies
Before moving on
Searching
Searching

Martin Downey
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Sky
a sweep of sky pulled up to your chin
these short struck autumn days
tomorrow hangs like a moon

A lwaYs
this rattling
of ourselves
a leaf scrapes
along the footpath
& your eyes, always
your eyes stop me
in my tracks

w i nd o w
this breath against
the window's retreat
a finger pai nted laughter

Rory Ha rris
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(1)

smile stretches across
their mouths bits of faces
enlarged , red rirraned eyes
this is what i see
well what i think i see
flesh becomes pale becomes
crossed with shadow , there ' s
the descent of dark angels
everything slows
down

(2)

with my jelly ears i listen
for the drag along of voices
everyone ' s staring at me and
my body feels fluid, is loose
i'm moving like a wave in water
gently swirraning through the world
this beautiful glorious earth and
i look up at the wonderful
then step into this long prayer
of leaves-golden

i can hear music in the trees

the rosy hum of day

one with blue sky, while
down here there's darkness
walking the streets
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(3 )

i hear voices whisper, the brush
-ing of leaves against concrete
and i get stuck in the slide of time
ankle deep in the flow of gold path
i'm crossing the hugeness of desert
the grey movement of people
is the shadow of a long
thin cloud, travelling over
big fat curves of sand
a whole lot of white bellies
facing the sun

(4)

and my body has turn
-ed from softness to a
heaviness which i can't
work out-like how to move,
what all these parts do
i'm confused with the purpose
of things
where is everyone going
what's all this rushing about

(5 )

and i'm the last one to hear him speak
see him sit up , back against hard wall
his face has shrunk
there's nothing much but eyes now
death is emptying his pale blue
pyjamas out is turning his head all
round.

and his eyes tell me this

it's a strange world down here
and nothing is understandable

Anna Dusk
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Being TOld
Being Told
is flat,
blue ,
somewhere between
two and three dimensions.
Being Told
is a moment
you never want to relive
But you do
over and over.
Being Told
stares blankly ,
doesn't feel real
more like a bad dream,
or a cartoon
which isn't funny.
Being Told says
Don't tell me that
and after
Being Told
would prefer not to know.

Sandy Caldow
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Yel low

Formica

his love, I suppose, was pract ical
it was measured in miles per gallon
and by the dif ference SAE 4 0 made in winter
she would wait in the imprac tical darkness
by the picture window ' s aluminium framing
until the sweeping headlights signalled
the absence o f a horrific car smash
she walked in the steam
of dreaming ket tle
he walked on industrial carpet
and green hospital linoleum
her love poured from the hot tap
and filled the room with aromatic vapour
but lef t water-marks and lifting wallpaper
she was ever twiddling the knob of the radio
searching through the static for a slow waltz
then she would glide about the kitchen
with Victor Sylvester in her arms
his love had a
yellow formica top
and tubular steel legs

James Norcliffe

Forty F ive Minutes Of neath
And Near Li f e Experiences
If every wish came true, there would be a lot less
to dream about, I kept thinking as I handed the guy's
winnings over in big, fat, uneaten one hundred dollar
bills. He'd backed a roughie in the forth race, ' My
Floozie'at 6 6 -1, a horse that the other horses would
have teased in kindergarten for having too many aller
gies and not enough nostril flair. Rumour has it that
she wanted to be an architect just like Wilbur Post.
' My Floozie' must have felt sexy because she won by a
slender neck and this flunky in front of me was so
happy, he let me have fifty dollars for good measure.
Believe me, no-one ever does that. Today was especial
ly candy-apple sweet for a part time gambler/writer and
pseudo psycho analyst like myself. There was one thing
pinching the base of my brain that the delicious sun
light on my ears couldn't even fix. What had Kirsty said
about murdering Nicholas? I tried to recollect if it
was words left over from a drunken, hopeful conversa
tion or was it something she told me she had done? Both
thoughts came into the 'Um, shit' category.
Kirsty was so 1977. She was an old friend from around
then and was very Star Wars orientated. She reminded me
a little of Dianne Keaton in ' Annie Hall' without all
the big shirts and complaints about having sex too fre
quently. I hadn't seen her for around six years until
last night and there was still that Princess Leia
thing, the space suit with her breasts tightly bound.
Because, as George Lucas put it, there would be no
bouncing bosoms in his space films. ( I thought that
kinda clever as anti-gravity could be painful. ) She was
in tight plastic, muttering ' Blah-de-blah-de-blah'
every time she wanted to say, ' and so on, ' and talking
heavily about chocolate topping and it's various appli
cations to the body's midsection. Kirsty also talked
about transference of pain. How a child will start
crayoning a big Paddington Bear with a hangover on the
toilet walls just because the mother feels personal
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frustration . She delved deep into my feelings for
Steven. Apparently I cried for him as he was too afraid
to cry h imself. Sometimes he was socially regarded. I
thought he was just emotionally retarded and Nicholas,
her past life stale mate, smoked a heap of cigarettes.
Thousands in fact.
This thought interrupted my gambling instincts to put
ten dollars on the fifth at Randwick. It would take me
too long to run to the interstate bookies and be back
in time to get lunch for my very large boss. He liked
peanut butter, loads and loads of gut feeling and pun
ters that didn't have to be told something one million,
four hundred and nine times as he put it. He hurt the
bricks he stood on. He loved laughing and that's exact
ly what he did when I asked him a question involving
death and slippery footwear. How could I be so foolish
and high school? He belted out words as fast as the time
he yelled ridiculously at me for questioning the rea
soning behind his back betting. This time, to his cred
it , he didn't shout 'What kind of imbecile are you?'
accenting the 'im' and then 'be' with a louder ' cile'.
( I never understood how many or what kind of different
imbeciles there were. ) This time he just jam rodded me
with words as fast as the Cup itself. 'Love, ' he said
(and don't we all like getting called that? ) . 'How
could anyone get arrested for attempted murder i f the
victim doesn't even know the person tried to kill them
in the first place?' And with that, he promptly burped
in my direction.
I stood,
puzzled with the adrenalin rush I usually
save for when I'm playing music, having witty phone sex
with one special person or when I need to go to the toi
let. Now I could add to the list- 'When thinking of how
a friend got away with blue murder. ' ( I always saw mur
der as a pastiche with red and purple, but that's just
me. ) And as Hamlet said
'The memory be green' in my
head, the frenzy of the racecourse escalated to a
pounding of 'Go, go, that a boy, c'mon. ' I paused for
a momentary lapse of breathing and began to bite down
on my teeth harder. It was when we were eating the salad

and spinach pastries over dinner. ( It seemed like an
appropriate time to eat . ) She outli ned the gory story
in between a conversation about the experimental chirrps
in the sixties who converse in sign language and were
fond of saying ' dirty bird' gratuitously and an episode
of Melrose Place. I remember distinctly, she hated Jo
and I disliked some new guy and she said as clear as
how drunk we were, 'He just pissed me off, so I pushed
him. '
This made me tingly. Kirsty was coming here to take
me home and go out tonight and I didn't know whether to
be afraid or tell lots of jokes to cover up my emo
tional frailty. Suddenly, I felt like Steven. Not just
intimately but I felt distant and bemused just as he
would . Kirsty had said that Nicholas never listened
(the usual Oprah Winfrey stuff ) and worst of all, he
smoked so many cigarettes that he couldn't start one
sentence without lighting up. She obviously had some
thing inside of her that hated addictions. Maybe it was
the relying on things too much, but my instincts told
me ( I must mention, I predicted Spaceballs would be a
good movie) she hated smoke because it was anti life.
With knowledge she always followed it with action. If
red jelly beans were said to make children hyperactive,
she stopped feeding them to her dog, when she discov
ered salami came from a quadruped, she stopped eating
flesh altogether and when she discovered her grandpar
ents were killing themselves with their habit, she cam
paigned outside their porch. I guess Nicholas, on that
fateful day, must have been on the end of her militant
side.
She hated, she told me, hypocrisy, how he was a hip
pie, into crystals, lots of hugs, astral projection and
a land called Mu but he would not free his lungs. Like
many murder cases before, especi ally the 'Who shot
Monty Burns' episode of the Sirrpsons, this all felt a
little cartoonish and sinister. Cigarettes and arrogance were the only reasons she gave bes ides seven
years of intensive counselling. She described how
Nicholas walked over with her to the crossing that
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·
d the birds
Sunday morning. They had been arguing so lou
else was
ne
(no-o
,
off
nearby were getting j acked
perfect
the
saw
aro und) . Luckily , for Kirsty , she
opportunity when a black ' 7 8 Volkswagen came bolting
down the street and she lunged him right into it. The
driver was too busy fast forwarding the song 'The girl
is mine' on the Thriller tape and his head was down when
Nick made the impact. She knew this because the police
had questioned her the following morning when she was
at his bedside . He was then critical but stable and when
he woke he smiled gently at her. The police left it at
that and besides , who would suspect a grieving pouty
lipped girlfriend?
I remembered how she had called her boyfriends a ' hip
pie-crit' and as these flash moments dashed passed my
third eye , betting started on the sixth at Flemington.
Kirsty tapped me on the shoulder as quick as you can
say " fuck , " I did. I gave my boss an ' It's alright ,
she's not going to steal any money' kinda look and took
Kirsty to one side. (I couldn't very well take her to
both) I wanted to sound like Kinky Friedman and say
'start talking' but all I could muster up was an
'explain girl. ' She sighed a big 'no matter how hard I
try , my bra size isn't going to get any bigger' sigh
and blurted it all out. She said 'He was okay. ' I mean ,
besides the broken leg and punctured lung , he's going
to be fine. The doctors all have given him advice on
rest and what to eliminate from his life to assist the
recovery. ' She then went on with a soft voice as a
punter told me HIPPO CRASSY , I want ten each way on
Hippocrassy' I shouted at my boss , 'Five hundred to ten
each way , Hipoocrassy. ' I then flinched at the irony.
She continued , 'He's not allowed out for at least
eight weeks as his leg's in traction. ' I asked 'Does he
know? Do you think he' 1 1 remember?' She shrugged her
shoulders and gave me a weird look. ' I • m not really
sure, ' she paused much to my dismay ' I was leaving his
room when he grabbed hold of my bum as he leaned clos
er to me. He pinched so hard that I bet if I dared to
look I'd still see the bruise. And he said as calm and
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dry as anything, 'At least in here, ' ( her lips were
quivering ) 'I'll have to give up smoking.'
My eyes widened as we both shrieked a lot different
from that small guy in 'Home Alone' when he uses after
shave for the first time . This sounded spooky. I
reflected on my thoughts ( as I eyed my watch) which I
had about forty or so minutes ago. If every wish came
true there'd be a lot less to dream about and, I guess,
a lot less to be frightened of being put in jail for
life for and compromising your soul for as well . I
looked at the Tote board for incoming odds and thought,
we each pay a different price for the same thing, or,
in the words of my favourite tarot reader- 'Be careful
what you wish for. '
alicia sanetimes
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on The P latform
Mother polishes my sister' s face with spit
and a lace-edged handkerchief
'Be a good girl now
be a good girl for your father . '
The train's breath curls my sister's hair
her hand flutters and her eyes
grow big as head-lights.
Two silver ribbons spill behind
wavering in the dark
' Don't cry now, it's only once a year
she has to go to see her father. '
i shiver in her hand-me-down coat
hold our mother's hand
feel myself grow smaller and smaller
on the platform, pinch my arm
to make sure i am still there.
Watch her settle back, face
turned toward her father
the guard's lamp flickers
and dissolves.

Carole Johnson
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some Males
Some males are boys
who bleed easy on
barbed-wire words like
' it doesn't matter who it's
with , with your eyes shut. '
Some males give the perfunctory kiss ,
' I really do respect you , thank you
for letting me spew my sperm in you, '
and tell you they don't usually do this
as their girlfriend, fiance or whatever,
lies in the space between.
Some males rev their guts out and
die in a heap on the side of the bed , alone
and self-contained like their emply crinkled sacks.
Some males need to punish and it
feels good to give you pain and when they
finish they expect you to thank them
and serve them breakfast with respect.
Some males say
' I think it's been a long time
since you've felt a real man , '
and know a good hand- job
when they get one and think
withdrawal is the same
as safe sex.
Some males always know what you like
because they are performers and always say
' I don't know what went wrong with my girl
friend'
and ' I really must stay away from married women'
with the cowards' macho grin , they always say
' are you ready' as a rhetorical question.
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Some males don ' t say anything
and all the words that have longed
to be said make their blood surge
and their hands hard , and their mouths
suck for your insides and
s i lence is best avoided
unless you are deaf .
Some males say ' let me in , let me in
or I ' l l huff and I ' l l pu ff ' t il I
make you give in, ' with heaved out chests
and eyes l ike roos ters .
Some males aren ' t satis fied
' I won ' t s top until I see the j uice running
out of your cunt ' and they get off
on making you have an orgasm
whether you want one or not .
Some males look at mannequins and explain
' They have their mouths open because they ' re
wait ing for a cock . '
Some males rol l off and laugh
' cos they think they ' ve fooled you
because you didn ' t know they were wol f
an d you roll over and say
• you can fuck off now you bas tard '
as you draw the rifle from under the mattress ,
' piss off or suck my cock mother fucker , '
and you release the safety-catch as he
heads for the door and then you
lock the night in and laugh yoursel f
to sl eep .
Some males are gent le and slow and take
you wi th them and s tay to touch you after
and draw you into their shape
to block out the negative spaces of
being separate .
But I haven ' t met any yet .
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Do o r Knock
You talk o f ' your wife'
who's five years gone
from your life
'cept for the money
while I wear your socks
your undies, your shirt
and cook you stir-fries
and go halves in wine
and watch you get drunk
and smile when you think
we're getting close .
Sitting in your house
your life
waiting to go
horre
I want my life
back
not an endless trial
of whether I fit
through other people's doors,
I'll trace a copy of
my shadow on your floor
and then you'll know
when you've done all
the calculations
if maybe
we'd have
made it
through your door
together
when the sun
had gone.
Your garden has flowers
despite
your technique
some things will thrive
unbidden
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unnoticed
and die
petals of dormant hope
reappear
a l l the years,
it's life
unasked for
never grasped
the smile
of your first barn's
trust.
Love me now
before I'm gone
don't j ust take me
like a thief
in the night
and doubt me
with morning eyes
the hunted must be killed
when wounded
or a l l life's lies
like metal in the sun
on a heat-haze day
beside the dead river
of plastic bags and
aluminium cans
a bottle for every wish
I wish for you
with desert-sun eyes
I'm going home.
The bark of my life
has scaled my skin
psoriasis-ugly
and I wil l snake-shed
the past like a glittering gift
and I wil l not turn,
for fear of being turned,
to stone.
Elizabet h Winfield
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Dai sy Searby Es say
The sumner, the hot sumner had j ust ended and
the record player had been sold. The man and woman
met in Morocco, his hands brown and orange from
tobacco and henna.
They parted at the border he had something to
fix. A song to finish. He told her to wait like
the desert with his child in her belly.
He stole the sky from her eyes.
The leaves yel lowed and wailed with the wind.
She waited ; the house clean
The floor swept and the tea set dusty.
A long week before her babe was born he came at
dawn, tired eyes from the skies.
He bought her a hookah and a trumpet to play to
his child.
How did they sleep in those long nights?
The voices of prophets hurraning vainly under their
door.
He awoke at night to play his music
Sat in the garden with a blatant moon suspended
like a disk,
Watching
He became anxious and his thoughts chased each
other in
circles, he wept with fear and
and
Spirits ate at his eyes and his head.
So he fil led his pipe again and his dreams grew
more vivid.
The mosque down the road called to him at prayer
time and sent him songs about his family.
He had fear in his chest its talons rested betwixt
his ribs.
He spent days wandering the open streets singing
of his pain to people without ears to hear.
The woman waited like the desert
With her babe
And her tears had not yet fallen.
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There was a night once when plates crashed against
the wal l s
His screams hung like tattered rags from the rafters
His love , his child ran from him
He fell against the wal l l ike a dying man
His reflection grinned while he held his head in his
hands .
And s t i l l the desert lay bare and waiting .

A1ice the Gamble
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Sunday Thank God For Sunday
It's always early these mornings that I'm up and
into it in and out of it like the running of a hare
or darting cockroach or is that from side to side zig
zag like or do I mean to say back to back and side by
side one after the other like the days of time
appearing briefly like butterflies' fluttering
fleetingly among horses and hills under rolling
clouds shifting across the sky like the days of auld
lang syne running away with bottles of scotch and
glee and el cubano cigarros for Charlie B's running
out Biro in bistro bars and hangouts just when a hot
word number comes to mind and you aint got a dime for
another pencil.
Anyway it's on the couch covered with African
cloth I plonk the botty with a cuppy coffy and a
smokey dokey drolly rolly for a while reading text
it's not novels or anything like that these days not
even the sat morn reviews aint got no time couple of
hours goes past so fine and quiet before the beast
awakens the beast of modernity of should that be
post-neo-colonialist destructionalist or so I'm told
has replaced postmodernist theesa days anyway it's
the beast of the street and its almost endless roar
traffic hippy hippy shakes my house and rattles my
cup cakes as the super road transports thunder in one
ear and out the other brother taking half of my
brains with them that is half of the half that was
left after alcohol and D plundered my over twenty
five years a problem I don't have now.
When I do pick up the review in a coffy shoppy or
somewhere I do the scan thing real fast aint got no
time to waste ruthlessly search out poetry and gulp
it down with the caffy careful not to coffy coff coff
though sometimes I do spluttering and choking like a
stuck pig drowning in a publico pissoire spoiling my
incognito which I'm big on these days incogniti vu et
tui vu Julie baby and March two is here hear lend my
your pricks and pussies too et vu all the same to me
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they
five
even
that
sand

say or so I'm told but then I did write twenty
years ago "believe none of what you hear and not
half of what you see/ then whose eyes are these
are rnine? "get the picture that's worth a thou
words ?

But then that was another place another time
around old Carl ton town circa ' 7 3 my bad dream city
the deconstruction and reconstruction of the under
world was going down the el corporate road of this
thing that thing and the other thing and people that
I stood at the bar with went for a piss did not
return and were never seen again and the 'cultural
revolutionaries' ( sic ) expected me to take their sur
realist poesy seriously and mind you they thought
that I had smoked too many that day too much the
Albion Stewarts drunken clown don gal ligaro they
thought l isten to him waffling on wil l you about don
Scagliati yeah another time another place then within
a couple more years around the mid/ late seventies the
pig came home to roost for all and sundry to see and
the scum rose to the top of the melting pot and now
whose fami ly has not been touched hmnnn?whose eyes
now are those that are seeing hmmnn?much too late
jake much too late.
Yeah the word gets back to me I've heard the sto
ries but you see my hands are clean my prick too I
didn't go down swinging I never went down.
I have poetry books next to my bed on the side
tabl e and just before I doze off I down a few pages
of the draft that sweet drop of diamond thought
embedded in the bracelet of jewelled word chain
sounds tricks and trade of tit tat riff.
By now the sun is high though not high noon but
bandits nine o'clock high and if you have been up and
about since bandits five o'clock then by nine the sun
is burning into the room through the French doors
that face it head on to the East I shut the doors to
the now hot outside air and draw the curtains and
turn the radio down even lower and doze for a bit on
the African cloth covered couch and take my chances
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so to speak with the geek hoping today I wont meet
taking the punt on warm cosy dreams or sweat drenched
waking out of very berri berri bad dreamy weemy stee
my sauna dream.
I l ive dangerously every day these days in my
dozey naps though not quite like the old days but
then not al l that di f ferent either only di fference
these days is there is much more shit-pie to eat and
like it or lurrp it baby your eating it right now
though most o us are too far gone in the old bour
geoisie brain encodement cogito to notice even though
it stares you in the face each day its creepy geek
bulging eye balls dribbling slime.
Yeah I take my chances on sweet dream or screamy
berri berri baddy dreamy and I mean l ike bad bad
dream I see looting burning plundering pillaging
cities and institutions I see poison napalm the mob
and their minions the oh so upright standing
respectables murderous miserab les chi ld s lavery bas 
tards and al l the rest of the lie of society and al l
their tricks of trade in the trade and traffic in
human flesh the younger the better the old sticking
the middle finger al l the way up to the hilt into a
juicy six year old pussy cunt and the shove eight
inch hard al l the waydown the throat and shoot spunk
into its belly bum yum yum.
Lets have another inquiryanother commi ssion another
bundle of findings recol'm\endations ad nauseam ad
infinite infinitum and al l the while the searing
burning tattooo of violence hatred heartless evil
murdering respectable snail children up on the wall
and they never ever gonny feel happiness ever not
ever al l the way to the grave yeah well now lets see
I think we should investigate this hmmnn lets have a
talk about it you just don ' t understand do you and I
do mean YOU.
I have absolutely no doubt that al l the way up to
the top of every respectable institution power struc
ture of our yes OUR oh so squeaky cleany society is
directly irrplicated along with a big heap of alleged
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respectable bastards colluding aiding abetting masking
murdering behind the scene berri berri bad dream?
An eye for an eye kill them ruin them for life
strip every single cent from them and their
family (puke ) banish them from sight drive them into
the desert do anything but just get the fuck rid of
them the miserable scum sucking pigs of the earth.
Well thank God for Sunday because those dreams
don ' t occur on Sundays and don ' t ask me why they just
don ' t and I don't question it I just make the most of
it and lose myself in the day without hardly leaving
the house developing essays and assignments and read
ing text till I tire and then nap without fear.

Karl Gallagher

Pe ac e And My Dove s
'Tattoos On Heat'
said the sign
in a husky
voice.
Bogga,
the cliche of
the industry,
squeez ' d my arm
like it were a slab
of meat in need of
tenderising,
bad breath'd my
front side ,
couldn ' t hide
his drool
for the tit
under my leather.
Thought about
peaceful shit;
dandelions,
fish fingers,
stain glass windows ,
while Bogga buzzed
his colour ' d bees about
my bicep , I smell ' d
his pouch tobacco thumbs
press ' d against my
white arms,
and squinted
' cause it hurt .
Where my face was ,
pressed to some crusty cushion
stiffened by a thousand previous
screams and sweat fountains ,
I was staring straight
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at a glossy ten by ten fat chic
coverd in a detailed
Japanese metropolis
all combed gardens
grape-type trees
and yellow midgets on bikes.
About an hour
or so ,
his greasy chin was in my face
saying fifty bucks all up,
and I slid to the six foot mirror
bared my bicep
did the cool chic pose
looked,
looked at the words etched
red as inflammation,
bright as the polished sun;
' PEACE'
big, bright, pulsating ' PEACE'
(yeah go on, laugh ,
laugh l ike an ignorant shit
before you reach the end
of the poem. J
I was a huge eccy grin
walking down Oxford street ,
stopped by HJs , bought
a bag of tank tops ,
a chocolate milk,
and went to meet my doves.
My doves ;
scatty , scrawns of smog incarnate,
the eyes benieth
every pipe and awning,
are my driving force ,
recyclers of tears ,
bearers of hope
in the morning.
They were all there !

4

From cousin to distant cousin
to even more distant cousins of cousins,
'cause that's how they're related,
by way of being cousins,
and they were all lined up,
a bristling queue of powdered
ticket holders.
I changed , came out with my scarf
of feathers, and paraded,
slowly, sexy,
making sure I gave them little moments
of breast
( which I knew they love ! )
and then,
slower than slow motion,
considering the adrenalin of flight,
I revealed;
' PEACE'
and sudden, like the pain
of icecream,
I fell into the intense whirl,
the wild tornado
of a hundred screaming friends.

Benjamin Gilmour
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Unsaid
Words belie your eyes,
Avoidance conveys fear Bulging pupils become floor bound,
Affectedly shaped
into jagged statements
And sharp comments,
Brazenness cutting into your own facade
And exposing truth For resistance, ruthlessness implies magnetism
An acre of space
For you might get sucked in again,
Although hurts never stopped you staring The periphery catching desire
That chokes the throat and spills into lies Solitude warning
That the strong pour their hearts. . .

Body Language
I hang my head
Between my knees,
As a crutch to support me,
So I won't see reality.
My arms, like a protective mother,
Shield me form biting love
And getting attacked by savage lust. . .
My foetal position
Stops those coming to me
As a woman, wanting me
Because I sit as a child.
Although my brain beats
With head breaking sadness,
I am encompassed by
A dome of withdrawal.
Yet l ove
Is shining it's eye
Through the crevices of my body ,
Making sure I don't drift too far away . . .
Kerry Ridgway
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war
0 for the good old days,
when there were real wars !
World Wars !
Let me tell you, the Ulla Dulla
Ladies ' Lawn Bowls Christmas Club
is all washed up,
it ' s been too long between World Wars !
Wars fought over big black lies !
Over little white lies !
Damn lies !
Seductive lies !
Try these for size !
This Goes With That Goes With War !
War ! What ' ll They Think of Next !
War ! I Like It Like That !
Oh ! What A Feeling ! War !
Is War ! Is Good !
I ' m As Australian As War !
Have You Driven A War Lately?
War ! Don ' t Leave Home Without It !
War ! Take As Directed And See Your Doctor
If Pain Persists !
Long After You ' ve Forgotten The Price
You ' ll Remember War !
A Hard Earned Peace Derserves A Big Cold War !
Haner Rieth
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JUstice
Justice is procedure and form
that shuff les a demented kil ler
and the old rural busybody
in and out, in and out
in a flux axiomatic.
Justice is a current
that laps against the drunk
but never carries home his soul--cool , soothing water
that caresses rough edges
and douses intuition,
relentless , faceless certainty.

4

Las t Evening Run o n the
1 6 5 Line
Punk kids in psychedelic vinyl
beat tin cans to ward off boredom,
playing word games
and rollerblade clown-dance.
And the laughter---uncontrollable ,
on and on, choking and croaking
like a.rcphibians, like crickets.
The patter of ' wine ' ' f * * k'
' parents' 'freak-out'
' away. . . '
jolts us around to stare--
can your derisive look
see the love within my stare?
Behind this white mask lies
a disposition shaped by Hopper and Eliot ;
behind the cage a naughty little boy
with a relishing grin
whose words buck and siz zle
as in your turbulent word games ,
spinning the swirl of soup,
conj uring the chatter of crickets.

J'ulian Zytnik
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Crossings { Richmond s t at ion ,
Winte r )
• . • & today a book slapped shut
when your voice
which I recognised
opened something else.
Three years almost
your voice in my head.
Three years almost, we knew.
' Hello' you said 'how are you?'
The train swerved & the book
fell & then 'the family?'
(bent a page
backwards like
forced talk )

' Fine. Yours? '

with Richmond Station still
a corner's lurch away.
After we'd stopped
& the doors slid between
I bent my mouth into a smile ;
your train burrowed down
& I was again alone. . .
Dan Disney

Reading I n Spanish
It's the biggest project in years
she's bought the tank
the tropical fish
and they're learning Spanish
The pump issues bubbles
strings of words
repeated over 24 hours
The climate is controlled
to Barcelona in winter
and small banded fish shiver in shoals
posing as Spanish mackerel
There's even a galleon
nestling in the gravel
just as it sank
minutes ago
She sips sangrias
writes squat poems
in a thick Latin tongue
glues them to the glass for feedback
The fish seem to struggle with some words
loco is an easy one
conquistador is giving some problems
regurgitation is not a good sign
And there's a growing algae of discontent
in this transparent sea
the suckerfish won't touch their olives
guppies are squirming for sex
in the gaudy plastic weedbeds
and Siamese fighting fish
hack each others' shawls
to a short back and lateral
- a civil war triggered
' cos she ' s reading in Spanish
Stuart Solman
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Habit
So many faces enter her rooms , speaking
the same habits and despair. She uses
their friendship, the secret door !mocks ,
the exchange of blood monies , blood,
the ends of straws packed with hope.
She keeps her nose spotless, benches wiped clean
as any neurosis. Scavengers can't find a crumb.
Like gulls , they pick her
while her intelligence yawns their simplicity.
She grinds her teeth. Her taste is exclusive.
She doesn't believe in mirrors . Vanity is middle class
and she's not going there . Property is something else
to barter for release. She counts the days
like an incantation till the Government deposits again.
This hole in her heart she's trying to fill.

Colleen Cridland
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n r ink ing O n Daddy ' s Money
Drink without thinking
A single thought
Voluptuous
The fire burns me
As does naming contradictions
A woman playing a man
An actor Hamlet ridden
Secure in reasoning
Secure in doubt
Poured black and free
I loved him
In the bottom of a glass
That Daddy pays for or so Daddy says,
Dream like resin
What you don't see
You never regret
I see him take me
I see him forsake me
Mostly I see him dead
As a doornail, as it happens
Flame licked body
Ravaged, criminal really
Christ help me
He no longer listens
A voice aimless in the
Distance. Die in drink,
A liquid salvation, of sorts.
Water douse the emotion
And return my sanity.
His vanity is killing me.
Miranda Schooneveldt

The Frida Must ache
It was my first night at the Mercury Cinema and I was
a wreck I hadn't put myself at risk with people for a
long time. Finally off the dole and still opting to do
shit work for shit pay and me turning 3 4 . Another new
job, more new faces. But, I'm proud to say the new boy
walked into that foyer and no one else knew he was a
wreck.
I checked out the other staff. I'd spoken to Andrew
on the phone already. He was the cinema manager. He came
over and shook my hand. It was love at first sight.
There was a woman behind the counter watching me and
smiling nervously. She had the suggestion of a Frida
Kahlo mustache, glasses and brown hair pulled back
tight. Andrew introduced us. Her name as Anna and I
thought she could be my friend.
She peered at me through her tortoiseshell glasses
while she told me all about the espresso machine and
how to rip tickets at the door. I didn't have the heart
to tell her it wasn't that complicated, but I thought
she's going to be alright.
I kept my eye on her over the next couple of weeks,
building conversation a sentence at a time, working out
a routine.
One night, after work, she introduced me to her
friend, Sarah. I wondered who the hell was this? Then
it clicked, they're lesbians, they're lesbians and that
was a bad thing because I had a poor record with les
bians but I was going to make an effort here because it
was an opportunity for me to fill up my scorecard - I
mean it couldn't be that difficult to make friends with
a lesbian.
I enjoyed my shifts. The work wasn't too hard : let them
in, let them out, make the choc- tops, stack the
shelves, perfect. But it still caused me the odd panic
attack. One night the cinema was really busy. I was on
the door letting in scores of punters and feeling fran
tic. No one could tell I was frantic but I waved Anna
over.
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' I'm not sure I can handle this. '
' I know what you mean, ' she said and I knew she was
n ' t mucking me around with some empathetic ' yeah, yeah,
yeah'. She stood next to me and talked to me while
everyone filed past us. At one stage she had to leave
and she asked me,
'Will you be alright on your own?'
No worries. I thought to myself I've got a friend.
We arranged to have coffee. We met at Charlie's in
Central Markets. She was late. I saw her corning up the
alley way , red and sweating. She had ridden her bike in
and, for some reason, she looked fearful and I pan
icked . I decided this is not going to be a cheery, fun,
let ' s have coffee situation. Nevertheless, I pretended
I hadn't noticed anything. I over compensated, played
it light and breezy , did most of the talking and watched
her out of the corner of my eye.
She was the exact opposite. She'd ridden so fast to
get here and she was frightened and embarrassed by her
appearance. That , alone, brought out some tenderness in
me , which was a very unusual thing at the time.
I thought honey , you don't have to impress me. I don't
care I'm walking , I had to catch the bus. There's real
ly no problem.
She ordered chamomile tea and I thought what's the
matter with this woman? Is that what all lesbians
drink?
' I ' ll have a strong coffee , thanks. 'And I asked her ,
' Sit outside or inside?' I was trying to be polite so
we sat outside. Lovely, lovely.
I chatted about the heat , then changed the topic in
case it embarrassed her. I mentioned Andrew at work and
what a shame he already had a boyfriend, the coming
Festival. She wasn't saying much. I got half way
through my coffee when she said, ' I don't feel very com
fortable, I'm going. It's been lovely seeing you. Good
bye. '
She walked off into the crowd and I smiled and said,
' Yes well, let's do lunch sometime. '
I wondered if I had failed because , obviously , it
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wouldn't have happened if I had done the right thing.
I j ust didn ' t get it. Nobody had ever said that to me
before. I was used to drag queens and queens saying,
'Lovey, this is dead boring, I'm getting out of here. '
I was feeling pretty uncomfortable. She had really dis- .
turbed me.
The next few days, I worked with her occasional ly. I
tried to cut back on the flippant, camp irony. I was
becoming worn out with that stuff anyway. Looking back
now, she was probably the first person I tried to be
real with.
I wasn't surprised she was a bit of a loner. Her
choice of subj ect matter wouldn't have been everyone's
first choice. We were talking about neuroses on one
shift and she asked me if I'd ever had anything unusu
al in my family's mental history.
'We're all neurotics, ' I said.
'What's the difference between neurotic and psychot
ic?' she asked. 'You haven't heard that one. ' I enj oyed
explaining things to her. 'Neurotics build castles in
the air and psychotics live in them. '
She smiled at me but she didn't seem particularly sat
isfied with the answer. She persisted .
'Do you think there is anything wrong with living in
a castle in the air. It strikes me as being a pleasant
lifestyle. '
I told her I had some books on the subj ect in my
library at home. She accepted that fact without ques
tion so I suggested she ring me when she finished work
and I could give her a medical diagnosis. I was confi
dent I could perform this task and be in control of the
situation. I also thought the information might high
light some discrepancies which could be disturbing for
her. But mainly I thought that providing the informa
tion would impress her and link us and we could be
friends.
She rang me that night after our shift, sounding ner
vous. I had a pile of books in front of me and start
ed ad libbing with neurosis. ' Many people are neurot
ic, suffering from anxiety and panic attacks that have
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no real basis for their fear. They are called the walk
ing worried in the industry. In the old days they admit
ted themselves into private hospitals or took expensive
cures in Swiss clinics if they had the money. Otherwise
it tended to go unnoticed because people had to get on
with their lives. '
' You don' t care for neurotics? ' she asked.
' It tends to be an upper middle class problem, ' I
replied.
' Psychosis is different. That' s the big league. They
don ' t let just anybody into that club.'
I heard her giggle and was encouraged. ' We ' re talk
ing delusions, hallucinations. We ' re talking other
realities. They don ' t even have insight into their dis
turbance. '
' So how do they know if they ' re sick?
' They don ' t ! It' s the people around them who see the
changes. '
We organised to have another coffee at Flash in
Hindley Street, round the corner from the cinema. I
don ' t !mow how she felt about the developing friendship
but I was panicking and running into my reserves of
energy but I didn ' t let on. She even said to me,
' You seem so calm and balanced all the time. You' re
never fazed. '
I agreed, ' Yes, you ' ve got to be. It ' s very impor
tant to keep rational and focused. '
I think she attributed some wise man prophet status
to me. I was flattered by that and allowed it to con
tinue. I couldn ' t see the harm . And everything would
have been fine except she was actually driving me
crazy.
She was doing this strange thing in our conversations.
She never talked about herself and I was too polite to
ask. Rather she interrogated me with the most direct,
personal questions and she had a good interviewee
because I had no shame or embarrassment. If someone
wanted to ask me a question I would answer just so I
could talk, which I did. I went on at length giving her
information about my past, my family, my sex life and
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all the time I was wondering why she wanted to know.
It wasn't probing, direct questions that bothered me.
What bothered me was their persistence and regularity
and her CO!ll)lete lack of contribution about her own
past.
I knew she was probably neurotic but I began to won
der if she might be a little bit mad. I certainly did
n ' t mind, people are mad. I think I found her more
attractive because she was mad.
Then, one day, she said, 'Well, you ' ve told me about
your life. . . '
'Yes. '
'How do you feel about it? '
I looked at her not wanting to give anything away. I
came up with some answer, 'Fine, fine ' but I thought
you fucking bitch. No one had ever had the courtesy to
ask me how I felt about life.
I was glad to walk her to her bike and send her on
her way and hoped, oh my god, that she never rang me
again.
Of course we had to work at the cinema together and
all the time I was fascinated by the comings and goings
of her faint mustache. I wondered what she thought
about that minor physical trait. Was it a good thing or
a bad thing? Was it depilatory needles or wax? Was it
shaving or let it go? Was it like Frida Whatsername? I
liked it.
Then she asked me to lunch in her Parkside back gar
den. She said it was the first time she ' d had visitors
in six months. I was struck again by her timidity and
fearfulness. She stood in front of the louvre windows
in the kitchen which opened out onto a pomegranate tree
and white sheets drying in the sun.
She burnt the coffee and, stumbling and embarrassed,
she poured out this strange saga. Apparently Sarah, her
flatmate had promised faithfully to have the coffee pot
ready to go, coffee and water filled. Because she never
drank it, Anna didn't know how to make it. There was no
water in the pot and she said Sarah had done it on pur
pose to undermine and humiliate her. I didn ' t get it.
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Meanwhile Anna was bright red and apologetic as though
some terrible crime had been committed.
Despite making desperate attempts to be gentle, it
was like watching a personality crumble and I became
afraid of crushing her. I slowed my speech and dropped
my voice , thinking it best to agree with her even though
I didn't really Jmow what was going on. I was picking
up bits and pieces but all I had was what she was
telling me, which wasn't much.
You could say , by this stage, we had become intimate :
as much as one person telling the other person who isn ' t
saying anything c an be. Frankly , for a long time I did
n't Jmow whether I liked her or not because we didn't
have fun. Easy social intercourse , for me , was based on
making fun of yourself and other people. That didn't
come easily to her.
After a little while, when I had assured her the
blackened, bitter coffee tasted fine, she relaxed a
little and we sat outside and talked; I mean she asked
questions and I answered them.
We talked about safety and fear. She wanted to know
if I had ever been in a fight. I told her I had been
bashed and she wanted to lmow all about it. I was happy
to tell her. I'm the most matter-of-fact, unsentimen
tal story teller but she seemed fascinated by helpless
vulnerablity, focusing in on moments : when the boot
hits the face, when the littlest boy says, ' That's
enough, ' when you're left by yourself lying on the
footpath.
At the end she said, 'That's the saddest story I've
ever heard. How can you live with that?'
And then I had a clue. Even though she wasn't telling
me anything I suspected she had an understanding of
some kind of pain and the only way she could express it
was by hearing other people speak.
I don't remember clearly what went on. There was a
mood, a sense of oppression, sadness and desperation
about that lunch. It was inconsolable and there was
nothing I could do for her. I j ust kept telling my sad
stories over and over again wondering am I helping any?
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At that lunch time I came to the conclusion that she
was unwell , perhaps because I ' d been there mys elf.
Stephanie Luke

what Mart in Want s
Martin wants a cell -phone. Martin wants a cell -phone
so badly he can hear it ringing in his dreams. And not
the whining ring of your common-or-garden , dime-a
dozen, got-a-great-deal , bottom of the cel lular pile
cell -phone either. No. More the ring of the London
Philharmonic playing Chopin in digi tal -dolby-nicam
stereo-sensurround. Not so much a ring as a fanfare.
That ' s what Martin wants .
That and a karaoke club for every night of the week.
Martin ' s bus shudders to a halt at the city terminal
and he begins his twelve and hal f minute , uphi ll walk
to the bank. He knows the exercise is good for him , but
that doesn ' t mean he l ikes it. Martin is a big man. Not
short and round , but tall with big arms , sagging
breasts , rubbing thighs and legs that appear ready to
buckle at the knee.
Every morning he makes this trek
and every morning dreams of limous ines and cell -phones .
Two and a half minutes into the walk, sweat beads on
his forehead and cheeks , and spreads through his shirt
like a nasty rumour. He ignores i t , pausing only to pull
the tie from his pocket , unroll it and dab at his fore
head before s tretching its elastic cord over his head.
As it settles into the fo lds of his neck, Martin fan
tasises his cell -phone is ringing .
He assumes , quite correctly , that it wi ll be the
of fice. He reaches into the breast pocket of his navy
suit and flips open the phone. The fantasy is so com
plete he even reaches inside his grey nylon j acket as
if the phone were really there. Jus t as he thought- it ' s
his secretary . No , he won ' t be long-the traffic was
horrendous. Tell them to delay the meeting five min-
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At that lunch time I came to the conclusion that she
was unwell, perhaps because I'd been there myself.
Stephanie Luke

what Mart in Want s
Martin wants a cell-phone. Martin wants a cell-phone
so badly he can hear it ringing in his dreams. And not
the whining ring of your common-or-garden, dime-a
dozen, got-a-great-deal, bottom of the cellular pile
cell-phone either. No. More the ring of the London
Philharmonic playing Chopin in digital-dolby-nicarn
stereo-sensurround. Not so much a ring as a fanfare.
That's what Martin wants.
That and a karaoke club for every night of the week.
Martin's bus shudders to a halt at the city terminal
and he begins his twelve and half minute, uphill walk
to the bank. He knows the exercise is good for him, but
that doesn't mean he likes it. Martin is a big man. Not
short and round, but tall with big arms, sagging
breasts, rubbing thighs and legs that appear ready to
buckle at the kn ee. Every morning he makes this trek
and every morning dreams of limousines and cell-phones.
Two and a half minutes into the walk, sweat beads on
his forehead and cheeks, and spreads through his shirt
like a nasty rumour. He ignores it, pausing only to pull
the tie from his pocket, unroll it and dab at his fore
head before stretching its elastic cord over his head.
As it settles into the folds of his neck, Martin fan
tasises his cell-phone is ringing.
He assumes, quite correctly, that it will be the
office. He reaches into the breast pocket of his navy
suit and flips open the phone. The fantasy is so com
plete he even reaches inside his grey nylon jacket as
if the phone were really there. Just as he thought-it's
his secretary. No, he won't be long-the traffic was
horrendous. Tell them to delay the meeting five min-
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utes. Oh, and don't forget : -Call the golf club and
change my tee-time with the Archbishop to one-thirty.
Yes, half an hour will be plenty. He'll understand .
Good. Okay. Bye. And then Martin cringes as he realis
es he's said ' bye' out loud.
It's times like this Martin wishes he was on stage ,
the place where his fantasies become reality and real 
ity is fantasy.
The only place where, apart from his
daydreams, he feels truly capable and invulnerable. But
he's not onstage, he is in situ : a quivering pink lump
of embarrassment. He blushes, quickens his stride and
looks at his shoes, but when no-one around him points
or laughs accusingly, he resumes his nonnal pace. No
point being early, he thinks, mouth firmly shut. Not
for stamping and initialling and shuffling. Not for
this job.
It's not the first time Martin's fantasy life has
embarrassed him. Simon's caught him at it before. So
have Sue and Gary. They think he's a loser, but Martin's
not concerned. He knows what he wants. And even Martin
understands, it's not just a cell-phone he wants, but
all those things that go with a cell-phone, like an
important job and lots of friends. Everyone with a
cell-phone has an important j ob and lots of friends.
That's why you have cell-phones. Because you can never
afford to miss a call. Simon told him that.
Simon used to work with Martin, but about a year ago
he top scored on an aptitude test and was transferred
to Computers. Now all Simon talks about is LAN's and
WAN's and computer things he knows Martin doesn't
understand.
This annoys Martin, his coaching was the
reason Simon aced the test. But Simon seems to have for
gotten about that. Nowadays Martin just makes arrange
ments with him and Simon breaks them as soon as he finds
something better to do.
But Martin knows this time will be different. This is
special. For the first time in months, Simon's invited
Martin to a new club he's discovered and Martin's
bursting to go. With its revolving bar and crazy
Karaoke contest every Wednesday night, it's the coolest

place in town. But that's the catch-it's too cool. Even
though Simon said he ' s dying for Martin to see it,
Martin knows there's only one reason Simon wants him
there-and it's not because Simon thinks Martin might
enjoy himself.
Simon wants Martin to go to the bar because of
Karaoke. Every year the bank social club hold a karaoke
evening and every year for the past three years Martin
and Simon have entered, and every year they've won. Or
more acurately, Martin has won and Simon's grabbed all
the glory. With this year's competition only weeks
away, Simon wants Martin to get some new ideas, because
Simon wants to be the winner again.
Martin walks into the bank at two minutes to nine,
strolls past the tellers and is waiting for an eleva
tor when he sees Simon standing surreptitiously behind
a tal l potted palm.
Spotted, Simon emerges speaking. 'Hey big guy. How's
it going?' Martin tries to reply. Tries to remind him
about tonight, but can't get past the torrent of ver
biage rushing from Simon's mouth. 'Great. . . Hey look,
can't stay, gotta fly. Things to see, people to do,
right? You get i t ? Ha ! Great. Call me, eh, ' and he's
gone, busily pressing buttons on his cel l - phone. Then
suddenly he's back. 'Hey, ahh. . . you wouldn't have five
bucks would you, big guy? . . . forgot m'cash card.
Great. Thanks . Later right?'
Martin sighs and takes his lift to the basement. At
his desk he hang his nylon jacket over the back of the
chair, says hi to Gary and Sue and begins on the pile
of work left behind last night. Gary and Sue talk con
stantly while Martin initials and stamps and sorts.
Later, bored and ahead of his work as usual, Martin
day-dreams about his cell-phone again. Simon says
Martin is always dreaming about something.
At ten-fifteen Martin and Gary have morning tea . He
watches Gary unwrap a piece of mother-made chocolate
fudge from its cling-film wrapping and thinks about
pain au chocolat , espresso and being one of them. He
puts another sugar into his instant coffee and pretends
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he ordered a f lat white. It' s not the same.
Mid-morning, Simon' s girlfriend , Cindy, comes down
from Money Market to collect work from the previous day
and Martin' s heart sinks. Like every other day, there' s
nothing he can do. He stares at his desk intently, try
ing not to notice slender legs riding the pair of impos
sibly angled stilettos and disappearing into the slinky
red dress, but he can' t.
When Cindy speaks, he knows she' s going to do it
again.
'Hi Marty. How' s my big star today?'
'Fine Cindy, ' he replies, as noncommittally as pos
sible .
Leaning against his desk , her perfume fil ls the air
and he can feel her arm touching his shoulder.
' You boys getting ready for the karaoke? What' cha
gonna do for me, Marty?' 'Something special? Something,
big?'
No, ' mumbles Martin, eyes downcast to avoid her sensual pleading.
'Oh, Marty. ' She sighs in mock disappointment
, breasts heaving sof tl y . 'Maybe one day, Marty? Please
say maybe one day. '
And Martin can' t help it. He looks up, face flushed
like giant beetroot. 'Maybe, ' he says, handing over the
thin sheaf of papers.
Cindy sighs dramatically again and walks the five
paces to the door like it was a catwalk. She pauses,
shakes her blonde mane and looks over her shoulder at
Martin; her face twisting into a sneer. ' In ya dreams,
Marty. In ya dreams, ' she snarls, and laughs al l the
way to the elevator.
Sue looks across at Martin and shakes her head in dis
belief. 'You ask for it Martin. You really do , ' she
says.
Martin watches t. v. in his dressing gown, unable to
stop thinking about it. He dreams about being there
already, about being one of them. He leans on the bar
and drinks martinis like Simon, laughs when they laugh
and smi les all the time. It ' s his start. Everyone likes
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him. In his fantasy, Martin belongs. At seven-thirty he
thinks about doing it. At eight- thirty he picks up the
phone and puts it down again. At nine-thirty he
relents, calls Simon. He ' d promised himself he would
n't, but he just can ' t help it. All week he ' s been look
ing forward to getting dressed up and going out, but
now, primed and ready, Simon isn ' t calling When Martin
phones, Simon ' s not home. He hasn't been given Simon ' s
cell-phone number. He puts the phone down without both
ering to leave a message, and sighs . What Martin wants
most; more than a cell-phone, more than an irrportant
job, more than anything he can think of, is not to be
left out.
On the morning bus Martin drifts around his fantasy
world, this time devising a different way to defuse the
bomb that will go off if the bus exceeds fifty miles an
hour-just like the guy in the movie. There ' s a lot of
climbing and clambering and being brave, but their adu
lation is worth it. Adulation is something Martin
wants. Martin thinks about being on stage, the applause
and cheers when they win. On-stage is where he belongs.
He knows Simon ' s not a loyal friend, but wonders how
Simon could stand him up like that and risk something
so irrportant. Thinks Cindy ' s probably involved, but
can ' t be sure. Even if he lets Simon get the glory,
Martin knows that without him, Simon ' s nothing. And
Simon knows it too. The bankers might call Simon the
Karaoke King, but Simon needs to be told what to do.
And if Simon ' s the King, what does that make Martin? If
only, thinks Martin, as he slips back into fantasy-land
and the ringing of his cell-phone. It ' s Lady Di.
On the day of the bank ' s Karaoke contest Cindy comes
into the basement. The contest is the talk of the bank.
Everyone is going.
' Hi Marty. How ' s my big boy? '
'Hi Cindy. '
'Are you two going to win tonight? '
'Maybe
Cindy , '
Martin
is
already blushing.
'What are you going to do? Can't you tell Cinders?
Even Siromie won't tell me. ' Simon has been sworn to
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secrecy and because of the act, Martin's sure he won't
spill the beans. Martin just shrugs, eyes still down.
'Am I going to squeal Marty? At least tell me your
going to make me squeal. '
'Maybe, ' says Martin, waiting for it.
' In ya dreams, Marty. In ya dreams, ' she snarls and
walks off cackling.
'God you ' re pathetic, Martin, ' says Sue. But Martin
doesn't care. He knows what's happening.
Half an hour before the contest Martin slips into the
basement Men' s unnoticed. No-one will disturb him down
here.
The first thing Martin does is shave closely. Then,
in front of the mirror he applies a layer of pancake,
darkens his eyebrows and uses a touch of eyeliner. The
wig is next. Pulled down tightly it fits as if it were
his own hair. A transformation takes place. Staring
into the mirror he brushes it gently, slowly leaving
Martin behind and becoming someone else. That's who he
is, he thinks, Somebody Else. Only when he's on stage
will he actually be who he wants to be.
Martin knows that above him in the social rooms, the
contest will have started and Simon will be starting to
panic. Don't worry Sirranie, thinks Martin caustically,
I'm coming to save you. Martin stands on a toilet seat
and reaches into the next cubicle to retrieve the cos
tume that's hanging hidden behind the locked door. He
still can't believe how beautiful it is, and as he
slides into it the sequins sparkle on the drab tiles of
the bathroom like disco fever.
The second the boots are zipped the metamorphosis is
complete. Standing, Somebody Else is fully an inch
taller and Martin is no longer.
Somebody Else checks out the reflection in the mir 
ror-falls desperately in love-and strides out the door .
Somebody Else doesn't walk, so much as glides out of
the elevator and along the hal l to the social rooms,
exuding a trail of confidence and eye- watering fra
grance. Pausing outside the packed room, Somebody Else
touches hair, costume and glasses, ensures everything

is in place A brief wave of anxiety sweeps past until
Somebody Else hears the crowd and knows it's not too
late. They want Simon, they want their champion, the
winner, their Karaoke King and they call for him.
As a chant of 'We want the King, ' fills the room,
Somebody Else slips inside and stands at the back in
time to see a reluctant Simon take the stage alone. The
crowd erupts in a cacaphony of wolf-whistles and laugh
ter. Simon is wearing a strapless sequin mini-dress,
Tina Turner hair and heels so high his ankles look ready
to snap. The make-up is a disaster. The music starts
and Simon begins singing hesitantly. He can do the
actions, but his voice screeches from the speakers; a
horrendous caterwaul. The bankers, drunk and frustrat
ed attempt to drown him out with jeers, throwing pro
jectiles to dispatch him from the stage. From the back
Somebody Else watches calmly, counts to ten, then pow
ers through the crowd oozing charisma. When Simon sees
Martin, he starts screaming hysterically, much to the
amusement of the crowd, but Martin's not there. It's
Somebody
else
who
steps
onto
the
stage.
You said Sister Sledge. You said Sister Sledge ! '
screeches Simon.
Somebody Else ignores the cries, and a voice Simon
doesn't recognise breathes words heavy with the humid
ity of southern surmners ' They said 'The King buddy, not
The Queen. '
'But you said Sister Sledge ! ' cries Simon, gesturing
dangerously. ' We rehearsed. You said. . . ' and the protest
halts as Simon topples off his heels, off the stage and
falls in a heap of hair and sequins on the dance-floor
below. That's enough for Simon. With the crowd howling
he leaps to his feet and runs, for anonymity-exit stage
left. Behind him, from behind outrageous sunglasses, a
deep southern drawl intones;
' Whatever you say sister. We all want to be something
we're not. We all want to be . . . something more. ' And
with Simon despatched, he turns to the audience and
says, ' That boy reminds me of a little song I know. '

The music starts and he is perfect. He has the
white sequinned jump suit , the collar , the flares ,
the rings , the hair , the sunglasses , the weight , the
sweat , the scarf , the moves. The crowd go wild and
Hound Dog goes on forever. The King is dead , long
live The King.
In the middle of the instrumental he plays to the
crowd.
Puts a hand on his inner thigh and gestures
to Cindy dancing below. She wants to be special so
badly , wants to be with the winner , she forgets com
pletely who is on-stage.
Simon's just an embarras
sasing memory.
' Touch me baby, touch me , 1 he says , but she's
reluctant. Everyone is watching , she doesn't Jmow
what to do. He takes her hand.
' It's okay honey. The call me The King , not. King
Kong. ' The crowd roars. On a heady wave of confusion
she reaches up , gazes into the mysterious depths of
the glasses and with blood rushing to her hand and
suddenly , overcome , she's sinking backward , trying to
scream but unable , and as the darkness closes in
around her , the deep voice bounces around her head ,
' In your dreams , baby. In your dreams. '
Later , after two encores , the King humbly accepts
the first prize trophy - a bank social club joke and the small cheque. While he might gaze at the
plastic cellphone in his hand and gratefully intone ,
'Thankya'. Thankya very much , ' he's thinking all
the time : It's a start Martin. A Start.

Denis Baker

B arbie
I have a little fetish to which I must confess
it started with a doll of mine that I used to undress
this fetish swept whole nations - it wasn ' t only me
who spent hours playing nookie with Ken and Barbie.
It started out quite innocently, with Barbie and her man
making cups of tea and cooking in her Hawaiian campervan .
But soon that got a bit boring so then I made them root
I converted Barbie ' s van into a rocking love filled ute.
At the time I wasn ' t sure, which way it went in
so Barbie learnt the Karma Sutra and all the seven sins
and even though she slept with Ken and did some crazy
stuff
it really was a miracle - she never got up the duff.
But again their sex got boring so I gave them both a
rest
and that ' s when things got interesting as I made Ken
cross dress.
He never had a penis. He looked great in mini skirts
but without Barbie ' s massive tits he swam in all her
shirts.
It wasn ' t that that made my parents think that I was sick
it was when I used my plasticine to make Ken a six inch
dick.
I stuck it on his head, his bum, his legs and on his
back
but Ken just couldn ' t keep it up and it kept going slack.
But then I had a dream. That Barbie could be huge
With my own style of dolls I ' d send Mattel down the tubes
But my dolls would be different they ' d be true to life
The first I made was Battered Barbie the domestic vio
lence wife.
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Then Melanoma Barbie sat in the sun as spots appeared
sold separately with chemo cap. That one cried real
tears.
Negative self image Barbie , she came with razor
blades
and wanky yuppie stuck up Barbie sold with Ray-ban
shades.
Chernobyl Barbie was my fave ' cause she had two heads
Train tracked Junkie Barbie - I painted blue and
dead.
Then came bulimia Barbie with a bucket and body
regrets
sold separately with diet pills and six packs of lax
ettes.
Malboro Barbie had a cough and sold with just one
lung
with her little scalpel finding tumors was such fun.
Mabo Barbie came with land you weren't allowed to
keep
and Rural Ken did fabulous thing with his favourite
sheep.
Feminist Barbie had heaps of fun piercing her body
parts
her nose, tongue, belly button, clitoris, ears and
arse.
And then you joined them up, with a shiny silver
chain
and when she sneezed they'd all vibrate till Feminist
Barbie came.
DSS Barbie - too lazy to leave her box
played with Hooker Barbie who always had the pox.
Then I made Pauline Hanson Barbie with One Nation
Plan
but it proved too hard to tel l her from Barbie Ku
Klux Klan.

I must admit by now my parents thought me mad
but didn't do a thing until the time it got to Dad.
One night while he was sleeping, his false teeth in a
glass
I crept into his bedroom and shoved one up his arse.
'What the hel l are you doing?' he hol lered through
the night
' It ' s not me , it's Doctor Barbie checking if your
haemorrhoids are al l right. '
He staggered out of bed, confiscated al l my toys
and since that fateful night I've only ever played
with boys.
A. J.
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Bi rth :
Place of Dol l
Manufactu ri ng
The closed book allows
no turning back ; its message
is steeped in alien hieroglyphics,
untranslatable and cold
as the moon ' s mountains.
Birth is supposed to be
amnesic, but remembering
has found me : disclosure
and razor-sharp soups of sound,
colours flecked with blindness,
undiscriminated discrimination wrapped
me in Pink. Bald pink,
bold tears, and the laughter
of relief .
Sunless blanket turns
to moonlight lace : the pattern
of my soap-washed dreams,
squeaky and sparkling
under the canvas of whitewash
doe traps. Hunters ' tactics
are sugar and sex in the cradle,
on the blackboard. How they convince
nods and smiles from us, lulling us,
lulling us. Lulling us
to sleep.
Lelania Wilson

Babyland .
Into this mystery
wanders the happy fool
Through the looking glass
tumbles Alice
Why shouldn't a raven
be like a writing desk?
a raisin falls out of
a rag doll
you mix up your words, say
to your friends Gotta smile?
slip on banana smell of
recycled pumpkin, that pellet of squashed
rye bread on the carpet sounds
a false alarm
Babyland my pumkin
my popnsqueak my blot my dot
he's teaching me
to talk like him
I can even wave Hi
That's me in the mirror Hi
There I am Torrany
There's Torrany
There's Murrany
bye now bye
Babyland mirrors and nightmares of fragility
arming yourself with fatalism pillows
and patience patience patience
you make neat little packets of poo
you? who you? mum, mum
just keep mum there ya go
oh baby land on this soft surface
kick my ribs and spit
in the face of the past
and mum's the word
you go like all fury
clothes out nappies in
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ratsak box packed inside milk carton
rubberbands around handles
all the little bits of shit picked up
from the carpets floors and yard
while one foot tall clings to your leg
resenting it mightily when you walk away
so tall ! so fast ! and he must crawl after you,
thump and puff, his plaything

model, wall, rescue from the fall . . .
competes with border collie and kitten
for attention as toys and dust fly
and you dance to the tune of
Irish and the clock's tick and
little boy time
and Babyland, games and delights for me !
his wonder, as he learns to dance
to sing, and that a leaf
can shake a tree.

Kerry Scuffins
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Blow
Warning : Explicit sexual images on display throughout
shop.
Sarah put her hand over the sticker and pushed the
door open, hearing the tinkling of the bell and the
th1.lllPing of her pulse.
She walked in and looked around her. Large breasts
seemed to loom in every direction, vaginas gaped at
her. 'Help us' they cried out to her, but she ventured
on and walked up to the glass counter where an old man
stood patiently 'serving'a customer interested in
dildo's. In fact the top of the counter was lined with
varying representation of the great phallus, in every
colour, shape and by god, size. She clamped her thighs
together at the sight of a rubber penis, that could only
have been modeled from a captive elephant somewhere in
Africa. She watched it being lifted from it's resting
place in the cabinet to the top of the counter for the
customer to view.
'No-one would be able to fit that in them. ' She heard
herself say, watching the two male heads turn to her,
complexed, intruded upon.
'Well they do. 'said the customer, surprisingly light
headedly, and she attempted to blot out the forming
picture of what he was planning to do with it
The old man behind the counter turned to her, like
you would to a child who was lost.
' Can I help you, love?'
She looked around at the few men that populated the
shop, completely engrossed in the explicit magazines
lining the walls like exotic wallpaper, and the racks
of videos, who's covers betrayed the entire plot of
each movie and made watching them pointless.
She smiled at the old guy. His gray mustache and bald 
ing head made her think of a grandfather. She was sur
prised to find a man in his surroundings looking so nor
mal. No bright pink breasts tattooed on his forehead or
any obvious signs of perversion. No drool.
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' I need to buy a blow-up doll. ' she said, aware that
her voice was louder than usual, compensating in some
strange way for her nervousness, as though she was
scaring monsters from under her bed who thought she
didn't know they were there.
He pointed to the back of the shop, above all the
videos, to a long shelf which stretched across the
whole back wall, supporting many different sized boxes.
' They range from $ 5 0 to $ 6 5 0 depending on what you're
after. ' His voice was pre-occupied and automatic, and
she wondered how men could walk in to the shop and feel
the slightest itch of eroticism.
She giggled nervously. ' It's just suppoed to be a prac
tical joke for a friend's birthday . 'She said.
' $ 5 0 is fine. '
His voice remained the same. 'Right up the top, on
your right. '
Sarah nodded her head to him and began to walk the
long hallway to the back of the shop, having to squeeze
to get past the men completely immersed in the maga
zines they were sampling. She tried not to touch their
space, and was aware that she was feeling very irritat
ed with the men for ignoring her. She wanted them to
see her run. She wanted, at the very least, for them to
be embarrassed at being caught ogling, by a woman with
her clothes on. But they weren't and that unnerved her
more than the fact that they were the
consumers of
blown up pictures of women's vaginas and breasts.
She caught brief glimpses of the images as she walked
by. Some apertures were pulled open, some dripping with
semen, with very few faces and strangely enough, no
shots of the naked woman getting up, putt ing on her
clothes, being paid and walking in to a house full of
kids , a job, a purpose, a mind.
She made it to the back and looked up at all the dif
ferent boxes.
'How do I know how much they all are? ' she called out
to the front of the shop.
The old guy looked up at her briefly. 'The price is
where the bar code is. '
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' Thanks ' she repl ied weakly and looked back up at the
shelf.
Some of the boxes were covered wi th provocative pic
tures o f young women , probably younger than the girl
who sorted through them, in many di f ferent poses , as
some kind o f adver tisement as to what could be found
inside .
' Surely this is not what the dolls look l ike , ' she
thought , inspec ting each one for the price.
She moved over to her l eft where the boxes had a clear
front with the face and breasts o f the actual do ll
inside squashed up against the plas t ic screen . She
stood quietly looking up at the ir dis torted faces .
Their nipples had been painted bright red and they
stood st iffly up agains t the box . She felt qui te
revolted at the s ight of them. They s imply looked so
vulnerable. Their synthetic ha ir circled their haunt
ing faces , mouths wide open. Express ions which resem
bled more of a please don ' t bring that thing near me
again, rather than the desired , please do what ever you
want wi th me. She wondered how deliberate or acc iden
tal these express ions were in the manufactur ing
process .
suddenly her trip into the shop did no t seem qui te so
daring and funny , as she had thought when s itt ing and
giggling in the car outsi de wi th her fri ends. I t s eemed
tragic in some way and she fel t s tained.
She walked over to the packets wi th ' Teen Dol l ' wri t
ten over the cover and a $50 pri ce tag on the bar code.
Grabbing one she walked roughly to the front counter ,
not caring i f she ran into some poor erect fool on the
way down .
The old guy behind the counter looked down on her
quite nonrally , smiling as he took the three $ 2 0 bi lls
she offered him .
' One blow-up doll. $ 6 0 given . $10 change . ' He smi led
again as he shoved the box into an inconsp icuous brown
paperbag .
' What ' s the dif ference between these and the one ' s
going for $ 6 5 0 ? ' Sarah asked . ' The ones at the top of the

7
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range have an entirely moulded face , and an inbuilt
vibrator. They're amazing to look at.'It sounded l ike
a Saab.
He handed her the $ 1 0 change and brown paper pack
age.
'Thanks. 'she said and went to leave.
'Love, ' he cal led after her, 'tell h im she's a cheap
ie, so he won ' t get much wear out of her. '
She looked down at the box and did not even hear the
bel l tinkle as she opened the door and stepped into the
street.
Sarah waited until she got home to take the doll out
of the box. She pulled at the plastic, watching it
unravel into deflated l imbs and body. She looked very
sad as she inspected i t.
' $ 1 0 more would have bought nipples and hair. ' She
said to no-one , looking down at the wrinkled breasts
and the printed brown strokes on the head, meant to
reassure us of her hair. She folded her up messily and
pushed her back unto the box, throwing the package onto
her couch and out of her range of vision.
She lay awake for a long time, looking out the win
dow without seeting anything and trying to keep her
mind on other things. She had walked past the package
on the way to bed and she felt it had, in some way,
possessed her.The way it j ust sat there accusingly, with
some poor , very cramped plastic women sitting inside,
betrayed by one of her own sex.
Sarah gradually dri fted off to sleep with her own log
ical reassurances that it was indeed a plastic woman in
a box , and the haunting sound of wind blowing outside
her bedroom window was not enough to inflate her.
She awoke in the night to hear a small bang. Her eyes
thrust themselves open in the dark and she lay , silent
ly paralysed , searching through the shadows, real ising
objectively , that she was scared of the latex woman in
the next room . She had images of the doll somehow get
ting out, unravell ing , self inflating and them walking
quietly on her toeless feet into Sarah ' s room and
standing before her bed , her fingerless hands reaching
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toward her, her mouth wide open accusingly, her drawn
on hair blowing in the wind.
She listened for any other noises and could hear none,
so pulling her doona right up under her neck, and turn
ing to face the door her intruder would enter through,
she eventually slept in a world of distorted dreams
where she knew that if she did not wake up in the morn
ing, due to being murdered by a blow-up doll, she would
have somehow deserved it, for purchasing the poor
woman.
When she did manage to wake up in the morning, hav
ing made it through the night, she walked suspiciously
to stand before the couch. There the package lay, in
what seemed to be the same position she had left it.
The box still in the bag, the woman still in the box.
Sarah lifted up the package carefully, so as not to
awaken whomever was inside and placed it in the spare
room, where she would not have to look at it until she
and her friends took it to the party on Friday. She
closed the door quietly, listened for any noises and
then made her way into the shower.
Sarah looked down at the brown paper package sitting
on the floor of the passenger side as she drove. She
felt guilty at the way it slid across the floor when
she took the corners too sharply, and she wondered if
she was really pushing her relationship with the doll
a little too far.
She picked the package up when they arrived at her
destination , and carried it inside , placing it on her
friend's kitchen.
' What does it look like? ' Errana inquired.
'Horrible. ' Sarah stated and watched as her friend
pulled the plastic woman from her hiding place.
Oh, my god. 'She giggled and began to blow into the
nozzle. The two girls looked sadly down at the inflat
ed woman lying on the couch. They looked at each other
silently
viewed
with
shame,
as
they
her
nipples, breasts, open mouth, the slit painted bright
pink, with the tunnel inside and on the back, a place of
rear entry.
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'Do you think that's really what men want? ' She asked .
' Is that all we are? '
Sarah shrugged her shoulders and picked it up pro
tectively.
They took her into Emma's bedroom and selected a leo
tard from her wardrobe, and put it on her, awkwardly
pulling the inflated stiff limbs apart to get in on .
When they had finished they sighed, relieved at her
being covered up and took her back downstairs.
The two girls sat quietly, glancing occasionally at
the poor woman who lay awkwardly on the couch . Not able
to stand up, not able to sit down. And they silently
wondered what aspect of themselves they saw in the pow
erless plastic figure that seemed to be haunting them .
' We'll have to give her a name.'. . .
The two girls and the one woman walked into the party
amongst hoots of laughter and screams . They stood
before the b irthday boy and hesitated before handing
her over .
' I can ' t believe you did this. ' He laughed. 'She's
horrible . '
The room erupted into laughter and then gradually dis
persed into its different crowds. Sarah began to min
gle but was constantly aware of the woman lying alone
on the couch , being ignored, completely humiliated, an
unwanted guest .
Emma came up behind her, also looking down at the
woman .
'At least she sti ll has her clothes on.' she offered .
Sarah nodded, and the two moved back to the party.
' She ' s gone . ' Sarah called out to Emma .
They moved around the room, looking for her, feeling
gu ilty for having left her on her own. It was them that
the chanting coming from downstairs wafted up to them .
The two girls followed it, racing down the stairs and
into the room below where they watched as the plas
tic, naked figure was thrown from guy to guy, hands
roughly handling her, her plastic skin sqeaking under
their grasp, her mouth wide open, her astonished fea
tures mirrored in the faces of the two girls who had
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brought her there. They watched as one guy strung a
rope from one of the beams on the ceiling , tying it
in the manner of a noose .
Sarah looked around her in horror. She viewed the
other girls in the room, who giggled nervously while
looking at each o ther, threatened, perplexed. Their
place amongst the guys j ust as shaky and vulnerable
as the latex figure, who head was current ly being
shoved awkwardly into the noose. She looked at the
excited faces of the men in the room and wondered
whose head they were really seeing wobbling from side
to side. A mother, girlfriend, a power over which
they had no control. The noose was tightened around
her neck and the laughter seemed deafening in the
small room.
The room became deafeningly silent as the laughter
ended and the only sound was a scream that emanated
from the mouth of the girl who had bought the plastic
thing that now hung from the ceiling.
' Noooooooooooo. . ' she screamed, desperately pushing
her way through the crowd, shoving the guy who had
hung her, off the chair and into the crowd of people
who stood and watched her with confusion.
She hurriedly wrestled with the rope, saving the
crinkled neck and cupping the deflating figure in her
arms, her tears sliding down the plastic body, which
sat crumpled, cradled like a child.
A voice called out obscenely from the silence.
' For Christ's sake. It's just a bloody doll. '
Sarah looked defiantly into the face of justification and smiled insanely.
' No, she is not just a doll. ' she said slowly. Her
name is Woman. '
Samantha Benton
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who Gives A Shit ?
I remernber, maybe a few years ago, sitting under the
railway line that ran past the back of Barbara's house,
drunk off our faces. I was telling Barb that she should
be friends with me, not Amanda. Barb was very upset
about things Amanda had said and I couldn't understand
it. I didn't give a shit what Amanda thought of me, so
why should Barb care either?
Another time we were pissed ( somebody else's place ) ,
we were sitting in a garden bed. I offered Barb a ciga
Barb didn't condone smoking up until then. I
rette.
couldn't see what the problem was. I liked smoking so
why shouldn't she like it too?
Then Amanda came creeping through the bushes and caught
us puffing away. She yelled at Barb. She didn't yell
at me though, 'cause she knew I didn't give a shit.
It was not so long ago, maybe last weekend, that Barb
and I sat out on my balcony. I'd made us both a cup of
coffee and she offered me a cigarette. I cautioned
around the topic of her latest ditched-educational ven
ture. I was trying hard not to yell at her.
She dragged long and hard. She nodded and waved her
hand away; 'Yeah, yeah. I know what you think- I'm a slack
ass. But you know what? I really don' t give a shit . '
Lauren Manitta
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As I sit and wait for anything really, because
something is a force you can put your finger on, sit
ting and waiting for something is much more danger
ous. Sitting and waiting for anything to happen gives
something an opinion, sitting and waiting for any
thing tells something that you don't care.
Something is a sting on a scorpion's tail, it comes
in the masses like new born babies with closed eyes,
it bites on the teat that feeds it. Something is stu
pid around here, it thinks it wants what you've got,
it thinks ir wants what they've got, it thinks it's
come to the right place but always changes what it
already has.
Something is a hungry monster whose stomach con
tains the fermented dregs of too much food. Something
is a silly cafe with trendy colours boasting of exot
ica yet is surrounded by cafes that are the real
mackoy, that are cheaper and tastier. Something likes
old fashioned cottage shops, something thinks tacky
means quaint. Something started a rumour that the
primary school was closing down. Something is the
Brunswick Council member who hung his washing on the
line over hopscotch. Something is the cafe that I
worked in which catered for the council's gourmet
lunches but wouldn't supply napkins because they are
environmentally unfriendly. Something loves alarm sys
tems ' coz they don't want to be touched.
A lady who has lived here for ten years moves to a
caravan in Broadmeadows. Trees are planted shaming
grotty inhibitants. The Sarah Sands has turned into
the biggest wank ever, even pub culture orders a 7-11
mentality. Something is stupid, it dances around like
an Irish twat and I can't believe that ' Dirty Old
Town' sounds sexy.
Something stifles hope because it can't find it's
own dreams, something is a dream stealer, a spirit
thief, a cleaning woman from hell. Something spreads
ugliness 'coz nothing is beautiful. Nothing doesn't
fight. Nothing does nothing, and something does. My
breath is soft but sure as I struggle to breathe.
Sarah Andrew
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The Toy
That scent
I can smell it
brings forth reminders
or those baby dolls
fresh in plastic wrappings
shiny, glossy hair
holding on to l ittle fingers
playing l ittle morrmy
without the anger
but maybe it spil led unconscious
for that scent to spread its wings
those brand new doll ies ended
now they never sing
hair turned to ragged mess I remember
the torn panties
of that no- longer
who hung her head
the night he gave
to catch her ride

fresh dol ly
in shame
her money
home

with a trickle of blood spill ing down her
soft leg without anger, only wonder

8

God And The Girl
I'll look up at nothing
What is there , she asks me - what do I say
the god is gone once I was up there too
with nothing but a bible
to read and hand down
tear it up
don't want it
black , with the sacred cross
and dirty hands of hypocrite men
on my breast that wasn't there
to see , in their eyes
angel love
nothing
gone , gone , this hand hurts
of sitting still
what is there, she asks me
nothing , I tell her

Jo Panas
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You Are No t My Role Model
( Fo r Kurt Cobain )
so, you blew your head off, kurt.
what a man.
what a machine !
a media machine
and now
you'll be as famous
as janis joplin :
' try, just a little bit harder
so i can drink, drink, drink
take drugs and kill myself . . . '
YEAH !

you'll be as famous
as karen carpenter :
' just like me,
girls want to be
thin as spaghetti. . . '
YEAH !

you ' ll be as famous
as elvis presley :
'i am richer than you
but you know my head is screwed
and i have an overloaded heart . . . '

YEAH !

you'll be as famous
as sid vicious :
'i ' m very rebellious !
i'm an adolescent !
don ' t know what i want
but i ' ll be dead before i get it. . . '
YEAH !

good one, kurt !
but you still looked cool on MIV

and I bet you smelled good after six days,
not like ' teen spiri t ' at all,
more like bits of your brain
rot ting in the sun. . .
YEAH !

and i bet those cops and ambulance men
will always remeber you,
scraping what was left off the carpet . . .

YEAH !

you'11 be imnortal, kurt,
easier than writing, or singing, or touring, or car
ing.

i guess a few kids
might soon try to join you
in your very own version
of j unkies' nirvana
where there's endless, endless
lines of pretty white powder
and a bunch of angel acolytes
sqeaking out your tunes, over
and over, like a monotonous tape loop.
and what about your kid?
yeah, she ' ll get the money, and probably
spend the rest of her life in therapy.
i guess you heard the world wai t ing
while you lay in your self- induced,
sedated oblivion.
guess there wasn't
enough of -for you- splashed
across the newspapers . . .
kurt, i really liked your music, man
but now i t's dead and gone
and who is left to send to us
' all apologies?
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N i ght In c inc inat t i
it's night, cincinatti city
and i'm talkin' to harley.
harley's a freak brother,
straight out of the comic book.
and we're in a gallery
smokin' the meanest weed
you ever tasted .
man, we are wasted !
and i'm talkin' about texas
about the bluebonnets covering
the green of the hill country
around wirnberley
and the wonders of southern hospitality
- the margharitas and guacamole,
shrimp feasts and banj o-pickin',
corn chips in the shape of texas
and about arkansas people
in the bible belt's gold buckle
who use a sixpack and a bug zapper
for quality entertainment
when
i'll
them
why,

harley says, 'woman,
tell you about
folks down south.
they're all

cabin'-livin', fly-swattin' ,
cornbread-eatin', stump-j umpin',
bean-fartin' motherfuckers.
and i j oke, ' that's what we say
'bout our tasmanians . . . '
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in the night, the crack dealers
stand of street corners, black
children in the doorway play
with a dead rat, the drunk
woman on the step asks
if she can have our bags,
laughs at our surprise
and waves her excellent hand.
there are mansions by the river,
hitmen and the gunshots sing
under the half-moon, hanging .
and i am fearful traveller,
know a vocabulary of streetwise
that only speaks of familiar cities,
dots on a vast desert continent,
far away
from this misery
and madness .

Liz Hall-Downs
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What you carry
What you carry
What you carry around
Say what do you carry around
This is what you carry around
Tattered rags plain clothes rotten shoes
Painful contacts Body paint nylon stockings
Listening devices crystals and a crucifix
Roadshows party tricks and phone numbers
Say Yeah
Say What do you carry around
Left wings sardonic attitudes
The politics the rhetoric
Suitcases transients
Luggage with a safety lock and hearts in quarters
Drunken madness sleep
Say
The
The
The
And

what you carry around
mind ' s real trial
mind ' s reel trial
mind ' s real trial
a wide smile

Momentum hypertension the likely outcome
The cold hard facts A poor man's hash
Got the news of no hard cash
Black beer A Taste of independence
Pleasant company
Answers crosswords
Bites classes pay-offs kickbacks and descriptions
And . . . ah. . . reasonable doubts
Is that what you ' ve got
Well put 'em under your arm and
Let ' s go
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What you carry
What you carry around
The mind's real trial
The mind's reel trial
And a wide mile smile
Jim Gamnack

de havillands on wellington
rare and unusual books bought and sold
474a Wellington Street, Clifton Hill, 3068
CALL Shelton
Phone: 9486 32 1 9
Fax: 9486 3808
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a angin ' Wit h Andre
It's Friday night and Andre's ready to hit the town. I
feel sick. Too much town the night before. I left my
mark all over this great city last night. It lies in
small pudles fanning j ust outside back doors that lead
on to dark alleyways. Just waiting to be stepped in. But
Andre's nearly polished off half a cask of red wine
already, and he's raring to go. So I guess I'll go with
him.
Get on the tram. Andre's drunk and embarrassing.
Looking to score. He hassles the conductor while I
laugh beside him. The eternal side kick. The conduc
tor's been through all this before. I can see he's got
us pegged as druggie ferals, which isn't really too far
from the truth although I do pride myself on my high
level of personal hygiene.
Get off the tram at Brunswick St. Andre spits at the
tram door and his big, phlegmy glob of shit just man
ages to sneak onto the tram before the doors shut com
pletely.
'Tickets please ! We crack ourselves up.
We walk down the street stopping to talk to the home
less and the strange. Weird people give weird conver
sation. Andre manages to buy a deal off this old bas
tard whose pants are falling halfway down his arse.
' Someone should pull that guy's dacks up, ' I whisper to
Andre as we walk away.
That's when we come up with the idea of giving the
old guy a wedgie. Pull his pants ALL the way up.
We laugh for a while, as Andre rolls a joint, and
then we smoke and discuss the beauty of the idea.
' It'd be like poetry, ' I say, and we laugh some more.
Then suddenly the mood changes and we're serious.
We're gonna give that guy a wedgie. It'll take some
planning.
' Timing is everything, ' Andre shouts to the yuppies
passing by. We fall down laughing. More yuppies come by
and have to step over us to get past. The old guy's dis
appeared out of sight. But we know he' ll be back. He's
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a regular on this stretch of road.
Into the pub. Punter's Club on a Friday night is hap
pening. Bodies everywhere. sweat mingles where arm
touches arm and cigarette smoke dances lazily towards
the roof. Lots of drinking and speaking shit. Lots of
everything.
Ferals, hippies, clubbers, yuppies. Feral clubbers.
Hippy yuppies. Techno heads druggies, alkies, prudes,
bogans, rnuso's and arty wanker types. Techno prudes and
druggie bogans. Pretentious une!ll)loyed. Dolebludgers,
wogs, christians, atheists.
Andre scabs a buck for the pool table off some naive
middle class chick. Her face as she hands it over is
hilarious. The girl ' s all scrunchies and distaste ,
trench manicured fingernails that practically throw the
coin at Andre. You can just tell she doesn't want to
touch him. Andre takes the dollar off her, and for a
minute I think that he ' s going to let her get away with
it. But then he's smiling, and holding out his hand
towards her. She fumbles for a moment, unsure of what
he wants. I know what he wants. He wants to fuck with
her mind.
Andre grabs the girls hand and starts shaking i t
vigourously. I stand beside him, trying not t o laugh.
But Andre can sense an audience like a seagull with a
bag of hot chips and he moves i n for the kill. Grabbing
her by the shoulders he pulls the girl close to him and
plants a big sloppy kiss right on her beautifully
painted lips. The best part is that she ' s gaping in hor
ror and Andre manages to slip her the tongue before she
pushes him away. Or so he reckons anyway. It's for
moments like these that I hang out with Andre.
The dollars line up along the edge of the pool table,
a polite queue of golden discs. We knock back a couple
of pots while we wait for our turn. Then. We're up. The
guys we ' re playing against are pretty good.
Halfway through the game we realise that we ' re fucked.
It's not like we weren't trying. Andre's face has been
all screwed up since he broke seven shots ago. That can
only mean that he ' s concentrating. It ' s a dead give-
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away . He hates it, 'cause Andre never likes to appear
that he cares about anything. It makes him feel all vul
nerable or something. But he can't help it. I give him
shit at all opportunities. Tonight , I j ust keep repeat
ing that old primary school chant ' cut sandwich , cut
sandwich'. It's j uvenile , and less than imaginative,
but my mind is too fuzzy to think of anything else.
I don't know why I feel the urge to s tir Andre up.
It's j us t a routine we've always followed .
Anyway, it works and Andre's all pissed off and fired
up and he's not gonna be made a fool of. He grabs the
black ball from the table and aims it carefully at my
head. His shot's way off though , and the ball sails,
slow motion like , through the air until it smacks into
the face of this really big guy. That's our cue to
leave.
'CUE to leave, get it? ' I laugh and Andre rolls
his eyes. We've j us t run a block and a half-both of us
are panting heavily. Somehow we always seem to be run
ning. Our legs s tart walking towards home without us
even thinking about it. Up ahead I see the old man with
the loose pants disappearing around the corner of Cecil
Street. I'm about to nudge Andre but then I realise I
can't be fucked. Another time.
The key fits into the front door after a small s trug
gle. Andre's hand is shaking like an old man's after
too many years on the piss. It's real hot inside . a sti
fling heat that has filled up the whole room. Andre left
the heater on. There is a bubbling sound , the sound of
boiling water , and I wonder if I left anything on the
stove before we went out. Andre flicks the light on to
reveal all.
It's the fish tank. It's sitting on top of the heater.
The water is boiling. Tiny fish corpses lay scattered
on the floor. They mus t have j umped out to escape the
heat. We both s tart to laugh hysterically. Then Andre
starts to cry. I go to bed.
Libby Kelly
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p oet rY in the P ark

(Medellin, Columbia , 1 996)

1.

a small girl
holding blue and pink ballons
in the park
listening to the poetry
asks her mother
for a puff of her cigarette
smiling at me
when she says no

2.

three girls
wheel their mother
into the park
to listen to the poetry
taking turns
to hold her head up

Grant Caldwltll
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Going F or A Job At The
Dep artment o f SS

have you previous experience?
most of my experience is a bit previous
i said
he said
this job is not what you want
but what you must take in the present climate
i said now you're controlling the weather too
he looked embarrassed
and repeated the question
i said
i have been a writer for over twenty years
he smiled in that way reserved for mental patients
and the disabled
i felt like killing him
but that would have been taken in the wrong way
and I'd never get a job at all
except as an executioner
an executive position
if they bring back capital punishment
so I smiled and said
i experienced a great hiatus once
you can't understand me without knowing that
he looked as blank as the form he'd given me
oh well, he said, you're a writer
at least you get to go to book launches
and meet important people

Robert Verdon
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Patience
The cards I use for patience
know me pretty well
They've been with me since Japan 7 3
They tell me
when visitors are coming
when the phone's gonna ring
when it's time for a crap

*
Kitchen tap is dripping again
like an echo of the rain

*
Possum in the roof stirring
Had one once
fell into the washing up
when the ceiling rotted from too much piss
Obi Obi Queensland 77
Don't know who got the bigger fright !

*
On the weekend
people walking down the street :
Look at that cute li ttle house
with all the paintings on i t
Not that I'm trying to draw
attention to myself
I just like a little colour in my life
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*
A year ago
just after I moved in here
Sharon & I were walking down the road
checking out the heathland growth
when this cop car with flashing lights
pulls up : Wha t 's so in teres ting in the bushes ?
so we show them some seedpods we'd gathered
Melaleuca he says
But it was Casuarina
*
Billy asked if he'd ever
find that elusive love of his life
The plastic coating has worn off these cards
and they're dotted with fly spots
They've seen relationships come & go
Queen of Hearts Queen of Spades

*
Sharon rings to see
if I ' m coming to town to see her
It ' s pissing down outside
Sky and sea two tones of grey

Corne lius Vleeskens
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Review : P rohibit ive Matt er

I had this short story that I ' d sent to a couple of
mags. I received two or three written responses which
said that they found the story very interesting but
unfortunately it wasn't the type of story their maga
zine would publish. One editor suggested the type of
magazine I should send the story to. I sent it to a cou
ple of genre magazines and had it knocked back. Then I
came across an ad for a magazine that was looking for
a short story in the genres of science fiction, fanta
sy, horror and crime. So I thought this might be a
chance. I sent the story to off to ' Prohibitive
Matter. '
Three months later I received a letter from the edi
tor of Prohibitive Matter saying that they would pub
lish my story in the next issue. I was rapt. Another
three months passed and I had forgotten about the story
being published, when a large envelope arrived on my
doorstep. I thought, what ' s this? I opened it up and
there was the magazine, Prohibitive Matter. I took it
inside and put it on my bed. I went and made a cuppa, and
lit up a smoke. I took the cuppa back to my room and
sat down to read the magazine .
The first thing I did was find my short story and
check if it was alright. It was just as I had written
it. I felt pretty up myself. Well partly up myself with
three or four tickets hung around my neck. I decided to
read the story that was after mine. As I began to read,
I realised that this story wasn't fiction. It was about
how Pauline Hanson was the saviour of free speech and
multiculturalism was a threat to Australia. The story
attacked everyone that wasn ' t blue eyed and white
skinned; bullshit on top of bullshit. My tickets
dropped off and I began to chew my bottom lip .
I thought after a couple of minutes, maybe this was
just a one off. I began reading the story before mine.
Now, this was not a story either. This one was on how
the goverrunent only looks after black lesbian single
mothers and treats the real hard working white
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Australian like dirt . It went on to claim that femo
nazis had taken over the country. But thankfully lit
tle Johnny was a good man for bringing back freedom of
speech. Well I stopped reading , and went into the
loungeroom and threw the mag on the couch .
I was really pissed off . I was just about spitting
blood. I kept thinking, why didn ' t I check out the mag
beforehand? Why didn ' t I? I walked into the kitchen,
then back into the loungeroom. I did this three or four
times stopping each time to look at that rag of a mag
sitting on the couch. I 'had to calm myself down . So, I
went outside and took out my f:rustrations on the wood
stack. In other words I went and chopped wood for the
open fire in the loungeroom. When I finished I took the
chopped wood inside and lit the fire.
I sat down on the couch and had a smoke . I began to
think that maybe I had just misread the magazine. I
picked it up and began to read the editorial. It was
about sado-masochistic videos. These videos were not
available here in Australia. All the titles seemed to
be about degrading women . I turned to the letters page
while shaking my head wondering, why didn ' t I just
check out what this turd of a paper was about before
hand? The letters were nearly all rightwing extremist
claptrap . Then I flicked through the rest of the mag
and came upon a full page ad for Pauline Hanson ' s One
Nation . I threw the rag away from me and lit up anoth
er smoke , all the while punching my thigh and calling
myself fuckwit . I looked over sat the fire and I could
see it wasn ' t burning too wel l . I looked at that mag .
I looked at the f ire . I looked again at that mag . I
looked again at the fire that wasn ' t burning. I jumped
up . I grabbed that mag and I rushed over to the fire
and shoved it in.
Well that was that . I did learn one thing from all this.
Racist propaganda really gets a fire burning .
Robert James Con1on

Down

A Hysterectomy
' Long past its use-by date'
she says , her eyes chasing
her thoughts . I bend the corners
of my mouth back at her,
mindful of when I had used it;
ripening in thick baby blood,
stretching her stomach,
which now faces me,
patterened with a
puckered cross-stitch,
sour and accusing .
In between soup, nurses and pain
she makes finger prints on chocolates
and stroked polished magazines .
swaddled in pale-blue towelling,
she scuffs the length of the corridor
to say goodbye . I think now of death
not as if, but when.
In her own bed, plurnped by pillows,
she recollects memories of children,
and speaks to me of ghostly siblings
imagined, but never borne.
Falling into sleep, the musty breath
of these children whispers around
the withering swirls beneath the scar ,
as her soft, shallow snuffles
mumble into feathery snores .

Carolyn Tetaz

What Ha,pp ens Now?
Sarah took thirty Panadol
to bring Tony back to her.
She did not present
until a day later
because he had returned
that night and everything
had seemed alright.
Cupful after cupful
of charcoal
had stained her smile black
for no purpose there was nothing left
in her belly to purge,
blood already tainted
by this irrevocable act,
yet I was compelled to try could not accept the curtain
drawn around that cubicle
as omen
for the death shroud.
Her life mapped out
on a computer
had the uncertainty
of liver function tests
and clotting factors which rose
beyond the edge of the screen,
the prediction of her days
crossing the boundaries between
numbers and a single lifespan.
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When she asked me
'What happens now?'
I could not answer
to the wavering spark in her eyes :
you could die.
I should have held her then
but did not, restrained
by a coat of professionalism
and the carapace of a man ' s heart
to holding her hand
until they took her away.
Four days later
news came from the ward :
she had died
calling out for Tony,
though he had sat every day
by her bedside
and she had not realised ,
in the confused whorl of encephalitis.
I had not visited.
There seemed no point .
Even if I had gone
it would only have been to hold her,
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and not for her
- lost in a hepatic delirium but for me ; to press her
like a flesh-coloured bandaid
over my breast ,
wounded by the sharp scythe
of her question.
' What happens now? '
My heart
claws desperately with fingertips
to that final question mark ,
hovering over the dark pit
of all our
unanswered questions.

Stanley Sim

VIOICEWORKS
the magazine for youth by youth
Express Media
1 56 George Street
Fitzroy 3065
features fiction, poetry, interviews,
opinions, illustrations, cartoons.
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Sunlight Dancing Across Tall
Glass Walls
Helena Spyrou

I am sitting in a chair in a semi-dark room with the
light from the corridor giving a luminous glow to the
pale blue walls. I watch intently a white sheet barely
rising and falling. When it stops moving, my body
stiffens. I place my ear against it to listen and when
I hear a deep croaky rattle, I soften with relief. I
struggle against sleep, dozing and waking frequently to
check for movement and to listen for the sound that had
once terrified me. This is how I spend my nights,
focused and waiting for silence.
Today, I wake up to the touch of a hand stroking my
hair and moving towards my cheek. I nuzzle into the
warmth of memory and his voice in my head. But I turn
to find Irini has come to relieve me.
She asks me how he is and I try to tell her how
frightened I get during the night. Half listening, she
turns towards Takis, who is lying underneath white
sheets, turned on his side. Soothing liquid drips into
his arm and yellow fluid flows from his into a catheter
that protrudes from the side of the bed. She kisses him
on the mouth and strokes his forehead. He stirs and his
eyes follow her as she eases her hand under the
sheet, takes his hand and moves it to touch her face. His
eyes caress her. She kisses each finger tip. Tears flow
from him. I watch with tenderness.
I wonder where his mind travels as I watch the mor
phine bliss in his eyes. I know I am with him. I know
him as I do myself. I am calm as he is. I wait as he
does for Irini to let him go. After 40 years of mar
riage and such a closeness, she' s not ready yet to be
alone.
Soon the room will be filled with people, sisters,
cousins, nieces, nephews and friends who come every day
to be by his bedside. Their presence brings laughter to
relieve us from the intensity of these early mornings.
A party really. The nurses are still getting used to
this crowd.
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The visitors talk of everyday things. They laugh and
cry and tel l stories to each other of their past and
their memories of my father. And he lies there , his eyes
open and soft , his breath strugg1 ing. And he listens
and watches and they involve him in their tales and
respond for him. The man who dominated all conversa 
tions is now silenced and humbled , yet still very much
the centre from which all others revolve.
This morning, before the visitors arrive , Irini turns
to me and , with a sudden urgency , blurts out that I need
to go and buy my clothes now. I tell her I'll wear what
I've got , that it'll do.
' No ! It won't do , Lena ! '
' I can't do it now ! '
' You must do it now. '
' Not before , Mom. . . I won't'
Our voices reach a fami l iar crescendo and then we both
fall silent. Simultaneously we turn towards the bed ,
then pass an embarrassed glance down the corridor.
My mother continues through clenched teeth , ' yia ton
pateras sou. '
I silence a scream and turn my focus to the window
and a glorious view of a panoramic city skyline. Her
words ring in my ears , ' for your father , Lena , for your
father. Then she takes my hand and as our fingers inter
lace , we let the tears come. Outside sunlight dances
across tall glass walls.
' I'll go and buy a suit. '
' Go to Myer . '
I lean over and kiss my father. I stroke his long,
thin strands of hair away from his forehead. As a child
I used to see how long a plait I could make of that
hair that covered the bald spot on the top of his head.
I look at him waiting for a response . His face doesn't
change , as if he's not registering and then his muscles
relax into a smi le. As I turn to leave , Irini calls out
my final instruction.
' Make sure you get a skirt , you can't wear pants. . . you
Itn.lst dress properly ! ' I walk out without looking back.
I greet the nurse on duty , the cleaner pol ishing the
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floor and patients from other wards taking their morn
ing stroll.
Outside the hospital, it's ferociously cold, I put on
my coat, and wrap my anns around me in a reassuring
hug. I look down one side of the street and then the
other not sure what direction to take. Muffled voices
become audible and I turn towards the sound. A group of
people in pyjamas and dressing gowns, rugged up in
blankets and coats having a fag, are sitting close
together outside the entrance. Deep bronchial coughs
intersperse their muffled dialogue. Glancing at the
hospital sign, Peter Mccallum Cancer Institute, I smirk
at the irony and move on down the street.
The sky is a bluey grey. Heavy rain in diagonal sheets
slashes through foggy mist as faint pastel pink rays
push through.
I wander along crowded city streets. My breath rises
above me and merges with thick fog. A hum, echoing the
hum of the hospital air conditioning, gets louder in my
head. People rush past me, bump into me. I watch the
line of green trams waiting to move in heavy traffic.
Faces surround me, some huddling in building entrances
waiting for the rain to subside, some scrambling to get
onto trams. I am oblivious to the heavy rain, oblivi
ous to the people going about their daily business as
I walk amongst them. I cannot feel myself, my presence.
I am only aware of colours and shapes. People hurry and
I saunter, stopping occasionally to look up at the sky,
to feel the rain on my face and catch the glow of the
sun behind a grey mass of sky, giving it a silvery glow.
I stop outside Myer. White cloths are being draped
along the walls for the window display. I watch thern as
they fall. The hum in my head stops and I hear my own
soft breathing, then again it merges with my father's
deeper, more croaky, rattle. I turn to find a man in a
wheel chair stopped beside me, breathing heavily.
Panicked, I run headlong into the mall.
The mall moves into sharp focus and I again become
aware of where I am. I stride towards Myer and walk in.
Taking the elevator to Ladies Wear, I walk around the
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racks, notice a sign that says Co-ordinates and start
my hunt for suits.
' Are you looking for something in particular?'
'A black suit. '
'A special occasion?'
I have an urge to laugh, but instead my eyes fill up
with tears as they meet the assistant's gaze. We both
look away. Sizing me up, the assistant goes to a cou
ple of racks, pulls out a few suits and takes me by the
arm.
We stop at the entrance to the fitting room and she
hands me the suits. I try on jackets and skirts, check
ing out my body within them and soon find myself on a
shopping spree oblivious to my own sadness. I feel
relaxed and 'ordinary' for the first time in months.
I head back to the hospital through the city mall. A
mime artist, with a painted white face comes towards
me, mirroring my sadness by drawing down his bottom
lip. He hands me a red hanky and rushes back into the
crowd.
I find myself in the hospital lift still holding the
red hanky. Two, three, four, five, six. . . my body stiff
ens. I hear the sound of breathing, a soft, croaky deep
rattle and then it stops. Silence. The doors open.
I walk along the corridor towards his room. I see
small groups of people standing outside the entrance
chatting. They seem calm and comfortable.
The room is filled with people. Every square foot of
space is taken up. My father is awake, Irini is hold 
ing his hand.
'He's been much better this afternoon. '
I make no response, but turn to smile at one of my
aunt's who's telling my cousin the story of her
father's shoes.
'He bought the shoes back in the fifties when he vis
ited his son in Limasol . For some reason, he was con
vinced that he was going to die that year and he bought
these black shiny shoes to wear to his funeral. I don ' t
know why he thought he was dying, the man was stronger
than any of the donkeys in the village and he lived
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another thirty years before pneumonia finally got him.
And then, well by then the shoes would not fit. His feet
had become so swollen with gout, my sister didn't know
what to do. She stretched them, but they were still too
tight. She couldn't bury him barefooted and he had to
wear the shoes he bought. '
'So what did she do?'
'Cut them of course. And then she had to sew them up
around his feet. '
'Has Theio Takis bought his shoes as well?'
'Of course he has, ' interrupts Irini, 'but he won't
be needing them just yet. '
'No, of course he won't. ' My aunt reassures her.
Silence fills the room. By the evening, all the visitors
are gone. My mother and I are left exhausted.
'Go home tonight, ' she says to me, 'there's no need
to stay, your father is getting much better. '
I am lying under my doona in my old room at my par
ent's house. I get out of bed and sit on the window ledge.
I press my face against the window and my breath fogs
up the glass. I am in pain and I know that I am alone
with this pain . All I can do is to focus outside of
myself. I watch the sun saturate the walls of this red
brick terrace and listen to air pass through the leaves
of a lone gum somewhere in the distance. This moment is
so familiar. Then I hear the phone ring. 'Morn?'
'Corne now, he's going. '
I rush into the room to find all the relatives hud
dled over the bed sobbing, howling, touching my father.
I push my way closer to the bed. Irini is on one side
of the bed and the nurse on the other. The nurse nego 
tiates the small space she's been allocated to do her
job.
'I've given him a triple dose to ease him through . He
can still hear you so tell him it's alright to go. I'll
just be outside. '
I stroke his face, his forehead. His breath is strug 
gling, the rattle becomes louder. The rattle stops. The
crying people cannot be heard. All dissolves into white.
Helena Spyrou
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Falling Quiet ly
filling up, on tip-toe,
just reaching, squeesing
the cask dry, first mum
then dad, vessels siren red
growing like healthy roots, or the obvious
road map, the cartographer blind
drunk, as drunk as
you know I get,
addiction seems relative, the computer
screen never looked so good
baby, so while I begin,
reminiscence flows like liquid
bronze, or gold, not silver
carefully measured and struck,
a line comes to mind :
she wilts like a fond memory,
in steps if you like ;
falling quietly.
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EfflP t Y Room FOr A nay
An empty room for a day
off the bare fluorescent
grey concrete ladder,
busy and hive- like, can be
hard like silence;
( unobtainable )
with nothing but thought
torn open, crimson like
muscle through ragged skin,
I fill mine with you;
clean as buffered glass,
gloved with fine plastic;
frosted and uniform with
detail like walls, corners,
surfaces, and light doing
its best to captivate,
colluding with memory,
building shapes from unseen
particles, the screen of this room;
empty and hard like silence;
between us.

Chris Grierson
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The game old Thing
Prack flicked on the television, watching the pixels
gradually coalesce into a newsreader's face then slow
ly drip down the screen like treacle. The casing of the
set began to break out in blisters that swelled sever
al inches before popping and spraying hot black plas
tic onto the wall behind it.
Prack liked tripping. As a mat ter of fact Prack fuck
ing loved tripping. He grinned as he stared at the tele
vision picture which now lay on the floor in a shim
mering puddle. It had been far too long since he had
sampled a quality batch like this.
Lately Prack hadn't been pulling any jobs, which meant
he was running low on cash. That meant he was experi
encing his last chemical trip. Worst of all, that meant
he now had to bite the bullet and score a deal or begin
a diet of purely transferral trips. After tasting chem
icals, transferrals were watered down piss as far as
Prack was concerned; the equivalent of morphine to a
junkie or decaf to a caffeine head. As far as Prack was
concerned there was no point in taking a brain scan
lifted from someone else's trip when you could have the
real thing.
Prack wanted the real thing.
As Prack's chemical dealer always took pains to tell
him, 'What fuckin' good is a flashback if it isn't your
own ? ! ' It could be worse though. At least ' his current
transferral dealer didn't pass off prints that had been
done on animals. Prack put up with this with his pre
vious transferral dealer until he ended up on top of
his cupboard grunting like a chimp and smearing his own
shit on the walls. Less than one percent difference
between our DNA make up and he got a chimp who'd rather
paint murals with shit than roller skate or smoke cig
ars. He still thought about it s ometimes. He still did
n ' t laugh.
Prack had to pull a job.
Prack believed the sporadic nature of his work gave
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him a certain degree of comfort. This, and the fact that
he only worked on chemicals. Once he got the job done
there was never any trouble getting a buyer. The one
time there had been a problem Prack had been coming down
so badly he took three quarters off his usual fee just
so he could pul l another job for a better price.
( Prack stole DNA)
It was the one time Prack had stopped and taken stock
of where his life was going. He imnediately realised
that if he didn't sel l the next sample for a decent
price he'd be working nine to five just about everyday
for the rest of his life, and there was no way he was
going to follow the same path as the rest of the
straightsville schmucks, or greys, as he liked to cal l
them. Grey suits, grey hair and nothing but dul l grey
matter inside their heads producing nothing but a per
vading grey consciousness. As far as Prack was con
cerned, nothing could hold him in check.
Prack was distracted from his thoughts by the steam
rising from his coffee. At it's zenith the vapour ele
gantly wove itself in all directions until it formed a
tiny bearded face which bobbed smoothly up and down
while singing. Prack stared at the face in sudden
delight, as a child would at an attraction at a theme
park, which was somewhat ironic. Disneyland had been
sued not long after Prack ' s first visit there as a child
for deceptive advertising.
The Disney Corporation had been powdering their pop
corn with more than just icing sugar and salt. Charges
that the Disney Corporation were lacing their food with
hallucinogenics and stimulants to make the rides more
addictive were never proven in court. Their lawyers
managed to push the blame for trace amounts of LSD found
in some fairy floss on to a fifteen year old employee
from Frontier Land. According to the media a twenty
three percent fal l in attendances the following year
pointed towards proof that the Disney Corporation had
received their just desserts. A thirty five year old
chemical head staring at dwarf ' s face in the steam of
his coffee singing ' Hi ho, hi ho, it's off to work we
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go' pointed towards a major m iscarriage of justice.
Prack had also eaten at McDonald's as a kid. Prack
was pret ty fucked up.

*

*

*

*

*

*

He entered the bar adjust ing his t ie. Prack never
could tell if it was the tight collar on his business
shirt or the nerves of a job that made his neck itch
the way i t did. 'You've got to look good to get the
goods, ' he reminded himself as he took a seat in a dimly
li t booth, taking the proffered scotch and coke from an
even more dimly li t wai tress.
It normally took a few drinks before he made any
moves; he amused himself with the drink coaster. Every
t ime he moved his drink through the air over the table
the metal coaster would follow underneath. Backwards.
Forwards. Left. Right. Figure eight .
The wai tress was watching him and giggling. Prack
considered the odds of hitt ing the wai tress in the head
wi th the glass from where he sat. Then he factored in
the metal coaster, spinning in i t's slipstream. Then he
laughed. The alcohol was blending wi th his trip, and so
long as he didn't over do i t everything would be fine.
Tonight was going to be easy. Snagging some attrac
ti ve DNA normally was , providing you had a discerning
eye for surgery. (Prack had a discerning eye for
surgery. ) At the other end of the scale was collecting
an intelligent sample. Tonight he could find what he
was looking for at a glance but if he was after brains
not beauty then that took groundwork. Prack wouldn ' t
have minded such a task tonight but looks were easier
to sell. Besides, it had taken him an hour to drink his
coffee at home. He'd be coming down soon. That would
n't be good.
Prack left the booth and seated himself at the bar.
He took a box of ma tches from a glass bowl next to him
and his fourth scotch and coke from the girl behind the
bar. After emptying the matches from the box he took a
pen from his pocket and swivelled in his chair to watch
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the dance floor. All couples, all dancing. Prack swiv
elled back and stared at the pile of matches in front
of him, smiling as one by one they grew limbs, jumped
up and started dancing. For some reason he was remind
ed of a mouse with big ears dressed as a wizard.
Quickly he scribbled a short note on the match box,
then, looking down along the bar he singled out an
attractive black haired girl. He called the bar
girl. Putting on his best choir boy face he handed her
the matchbox with a fifty dollar note and asked, 'Could
you do me a favour and get that girl a drink? 'She nod
ded. Prack ordered another drink and waited. He didn't
have to wait long. He knew he wouldn't.
Technology was a beautiful thing. Prack believed this
wholeheartedly even though his first video had been a
Beta. Technology was almost as beautiful as disease in
Prack's opinion, for without the disease the technolo
gy would never have existed. At least this was how it
was with the Plasmate™ . The Plasmate™ was the answer
to sexually transmitted diseases and the saviour of
biological copulation. A pocket size biolab, it could
trace any virus in a drop of blood within thirty sec
onds.
So
long
as
you
gave
your
respective
stranger/ partner the once over with the Plasmate™ sex
had never been safer or more easily obtained. It's
enormous success had seen a significant drop in sales
of interactive porn and that meant most people were
returning to bars for sex. The more inhibited types who
kept away from the bar required DNA clones for sex. It
was a win/win situation for DNA dealers.
A number of factors still had to be settled of course.
Your place or theirs. Kinky or straight . Couple or
group. The list was as long as you wanted it to be but
Prack knew the bars he worked and knew exactly how to
act. Most :irrportantly though, he knew how to get them
back home.

*

*

*

*

*

*

Fumbling with his keys Prack unlocked the door while
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the girl clung to him, hungrily kissing his neck, Prack
was getting annoyed. He knew he had peaked. It was a
downhill slope from here. But he was more concerned
with the foul smell he had noticed as they approached
his house, and it wasn't the girl's breath.
It hit him full in the face when he opened the door.
He heard the girl gasp, the stench forcing her face into
an unhappy contortion, so quickly he worked their way
down the hallway and guided her into the bathroom. The
bathroom was easier to clean up if things got untidy.
Removing a tazar from his jacket he pulled the trigger
tightly and jabbed her in the waist. It emitted a dull
hum. "Fuck it ! " Prack said exasperatedly. Flat batter
ies.
' Is that a dildo ? ' the girl asked. Prack glanced at
her. She seemed genuinely interested. Prack held the
tazar up for her to see. The girl screamed. Prack
grabbed her by the hair and rarnned her head into the
mirror. The cracks spread thirty centimetres but did
nothing to stifle her screams. The sight of her own
blood merely increasing their intensity and Prack's
desperation. He looked around but there were only dry
sponges, an unused Plasmate™ and toothbrushes on the
bench so he began pistol whipping her with the tazar.
A mouthful of blood turned her screams into gurgling
sobs of desperation.
Things were going badly.
Kicking her legs out from under her, he dragged her
to the toilet ; raising her head and slamming it onto
the rim of the bowl. There was a sharp crack. Prack
stopped to wipe his brow. He looked down. He noticed
that he, or rather she, had broken the bowl.
Things were going pretty fucking badly.
Running his fingers through his hair Prack felt some
thing sharp j ab his forefinger. Examining it he found
his hand was covered in several white splinters.
Porcelain or calcium? Whatever their corr-position he
watched the splinters slowly form into what looked like
tiny stars and burrow into his skin.
( Prack was coming down. )
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Fumbling through the pockets of his suit he produced
a tourniquet , needle and plasma bag. What Prack really
needed was a dust buster with a plasma bag inside it.
Nervously he slid the needle into her left ann and tried
desperately not to think of his hand. This didn't help.
He could feel the stars eating away at it from the
inside out. Holding it in front of his face Prack
watched as the pea sized lumps moved systematically up
and down the lengths of his fingers.
Things couldn't get worse.
His eyes darted back to the back. It was full.
(Actually it was only a quarter full. ) Prack needed to
score. He could return later and drain the rest of the
sarrple. After removing the needle he hastily tucked
himself in and smoothed out his hair in front of the
j agged , blood splattered mirror. As his breathing
slowed Prack noticed a twitch under his right eye. It
flickered
in
and
out
at
a
rapid
rate ,
in/out/in/out/ in/out/ in/out/ in/out/ in/out. He slowed
his breathing further and it slowed accordingly.
In. . . out. . . in. . . out. . . . in. . . . . out. . . . . . in. . . . . . . out. . .
. . . . and then slowly it crept across his cheek to meet
another apparent twitch. Porcelain or calcium?
Prack needed the real thing.

*

*

*

*

*

*

As Prack lurched down the street blood dripped from
his cheeks like a large clown's tears. He'd stopped
clawing at his face for a good while now though. He'd
stopped while approaching the main drag where his
buyer/dealer resided. He'd stopped because of the
brightly coloured snakes that had dropped from the shop
windows and slithered after him. Prack could hear the
hissing rising in his ears but dared not turn around. He
thought of throwing them the plasma bag as a diversion
but he knew they were coming for him , just like they
always did.Just like they always did?
The girl, not that girl, another girl. Prack knew
there was another girl. He knew about a boy too. Prack

----------�-
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traced a line from the back of his mind to the front of
it, chronologically. He stood at the start of the line.
He stood just like he had as a child each birthday when
his parents would tie a string to the end of his bed.
Prack began to walk forward in his mind .
Every birthday the string was always strong, new twine
that had a special smell to it. He liked to hold the
string and let it slide through his hand as he moved
along. He didn ' t even let go when he came to a gift,
proudly displaying his dexterity by opening it with his
free hand. He always had been very dexterous.
Prack remembered the other girl. The smiling slit in
her throat. The bedroom .
Prack had never let go of that string until he got
to the very end . He remembered every birthday he told
his parents how he wished that the string would never
stop. He wished he could go to sleep and wake up the
next morning and another piece of string would be wait
ing for him.
Prack remembered the boy. The front room. The unnat
ural twist in his neck.
As he approached his buyer/dealer's metal door Prack
turned to face the snakes. Turned to face it. The neon
vipers were grouping themselves together, writhing and
entwining. Prack couldn't tell if the hissing was get
ting louder or if it was the friction of their smooth
glass bodies moving over one another. The decision was
made for him as a glowing multicoloured serpent rose
from the ground and towered over him. It stood swaying
as it's hood slowly opened , bringing with it a kalei
doscope of such intensity that Prack had to look away .
As he cowered against the door with his eyes clamped
shut and his hands pushed tightly against his ears he
knew the serpent was still there. He knew because he
could smell it.
Prack remembered all of them. Night after night came
flooding back. The stench rose, burning his nostrils.
Prack knew he couldn't face going back to his house. At
least, not like this.
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suddenly he fell backwards for what seemed like a
long time. Even when his head hit the concrete it
felt nice and reassuring. His eyes flickered open and
he saw a man standing over him. 'Hey Floyd, ' he found
himself saying as he raised his right hand; his eyes
motioned towards the plasma bag, ' I need a hit. '
Mark Farrell
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A Per f ec t Analogy f o r
west ern Soc iety
( S o m e t h i n g fo r t h e w e e k e n d)
shapeless

b u t w i t h l i ngering
connotati ons

of potency and rigidity
k e p t fro m d i s s i p at i o n

b y a t h i n m a n u fa c t u re d

skin

its teat a
h orn of

plenty
fu l l o f d e a d
salty milk

tied in a knot
froze n i n to a
puddle by a

bus stop i n the

swinging sixties
fa s c i n a t i o n

and distaste

o u t o f fa s h i o n
fo r a w h i l e

and now in

a morbid boom
no l o nger s o l i k e l y
to be blown up but
m o re t o b e w o r n

away

Peter Keneally
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wh at I S There To Wo rry
About Today ?
When I was little
I used to worry about the things
�t w� m my ��
All those words and thoughts and
scrambled up ideas.
All those drifting faces
of people I didn't even know.
I ' d ask my big sister what was in her head
did her thoughts go ' round and round?'
And the questions
What are the ones to ask?
Sometimes , did she have strange questions?
did she have thoughts that you don't
hear people talking about?
and a funny feeling that made her think
She is as small as a pin head
the tiniest of specks?
Sometimes I would sit
and be nothing .
One of the first things I remember
was a worry.
I must have been twelve months old.
I was with my gran and
my mum and my sister
in Mr. Lemon's paddock and
they were pointing up
to the sky saying something like
' Here he comes look
look, over there ! '
there was a roarmg,
a shaking all around.
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'Look here he comes , here's
your dad , wave.
He'll wave.
He'll see us , wave. '
Everyone was shouting and trying
to be heard. I was crying ; screaming
as a huge black bellied bomber
filled the sky and swooped so low
you could almost touch it.
Then a voice from the bomber shouted
'Watch it'
And things dropped out.
A letter wrapped in soft cloth
with a weight at the end and
some tinned peaches.
My mum was excited , hand over mouth
looking up
tut tutting now
saying in a shy voice
'Oh Vernon ! '
My grandfather got a letter too. . .
from Mr. Lemmon ;
His cows had got into such a panic
they hadn't given any milk that night or the next
morning.
Grandad had to write to say sorry.
I worried about things in the sky
The moon with the man in it
And the man who saw everything you did , and
knew every thought you had.
He was in the sky , but you couldn't see him.
Was he the one who put the thoughts in?
Whose thoughts were they then.
When I went to school
I learnt about amoebas and
how they started as one single cell
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I drew amoebas everywhere
they floated on my water, flat and slimy
a floaty outl ine
coloured like a rainbow, splitting off
making more.
I was worried that I knew
what I really was.
And the things that adults say.
My nanna said that if you kissed cats
you get Hydadits and die.
I didn' t tell her that I always kissed cats
and I had them in my bed.
This was a worry that started j ust before we left
on a caravan holiday to Adelaide.
I couldn ' t even tell my sister, but
I remember staring at the flooded Murray river
feeling for the lump that was going to
choke me slowly to death
growing in my throat .
My dad said he ' d never known me to be
so quiet !
I did my best worrying at night.
I ' d pull the covers over my head
leaving the smallest possible gap
to breath.
Then I ' d watch the door
one eye out
until I was forced to sleep .
I was so scared I made myself believe
I was an Egyptian priestess
in a bed guarded by black panthers.
And the dreams
that nightmare
the one I always had when mum
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and dad went to dances and balls
and left us by ourselves.
The one I could never tel l about.
I was four when that started
and I kept it to myself and worried because
I thought that I knew about
the end of the world
and I was only at the beginning.
The one where the roads melted.
Running like thick syrup sweeping cars and
buses full of faces screaming silent
into cracks that opened up in the earth and
down they fell and me too
and there was this feeling of seeing
of watching something happen
that no one could change and
I would wake up screaming
my sister screaming beside me.
As I grew up
my dad used to say
' You'd worry about the day you never saw'
and I'd answer back with a ' I do not ! '
but all the time I'd be thinking
'Well, I've seen it ! '
Judy Jacques
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The boy - I think he ' s a boy
Sits across from me. His face is
Lost in hair - I mean, he ' s
Got half-grown-out dreadlocks, he ' s
Got hair between his brows
And in his nose
On his lower lip like
Accumulated sneers, and
Every finger holds a ring ( one has two)
Some glassy brass, some twined Celt-silver, some
opaque
fake pearls. And a wire bracelet.
Arms, brown like a country kid, sllllll' He nods to the beat of his sleep and plays
With his fingers - white-out on 3 nails, A
Student, I realise. He bows into
His bead-and-shark-tooth necklace.
I wonder, are the zits on his
Neck puberty or amphetamine shrapnel. . . ?
Somewhere near on the train I smell beer .

Paul Veitch
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s o� Things r About 9 reative
wrif ing : �n ee Stor i es
At the beginning of 1997 I stood before nearly one
hundred first year literary studies students at Deakin
University to deliver a lecture entitled Introduction
to Creative Writing. I resorted to storytelling and
fragments of narrative to tackle the reasons these
mostly young students wanted more than anything else to
write creatively and then have their efforts assessed,
while some others could find no meaningful structure,
no inspiration and no real challenge in creative writ
ing exercises. I had not much interest in trying to win
over the doubters so I put aside logic and argument.
Instead I spoke from my desire as a writer to see this
sort of writing accomplished in both a deeply personal
and rigorously writerly manner. I was not sure whether
I was speaking as a writer out-of-place in a universi
ty or as a writer who had found the right kind of sanc
tuary in a university.
Following is a slightly expanded version of the talk
I gave :
I am a Creative Writer. I do it , but I cannot easi
ly talk about it or analyse it. More accurately , per
haps , I think I do it--though I might have borrowed some
vain emperor ' s non-existent clothes-and who could I
trust to tell me if I have? I have a recurring dream
that I am naked in the most ordinary situations and must
act as if I am not naked. For me this exposure (Freud
would call it 'exhibitionism' } has to do with writing.
My helplessness and my exposed state as a naked man in
my own dreams comes back to me when I call myself a
poet, a writer-a creative writer.
America's often crabby and provocative essayist,
William H. Gass is openly annoyed at the many who want
to call themselves creative writers :
People call themselves poets and painters, and seek
help for their failures , as I might come to a psychia 
trist to discover the causes of my vaulter ' s block or
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to find out why I can't get anywhere in nuclear physics.
Indeed, regularly people push through the turnstiles of
the critic's day who feel very strongly the need to pass
as poets, to be called 'creative', to fit themselves
into a certain social niche, acquire an identity the
way one acquires plants there's is no time to tend or
goldfish that can't be kept alive, and their problems
are inportant and interesting and genuine enough; but
they are not the problems of poets as poets, any more
than a child who tiptoes to school on the tops of fences
has the steelworker's nerves or nervousness or rightly
deserves his wage
( Habi tations of the Word, 1 9 8 5, p. 1 19 ) .
Gass goes on in this essay to make a plea for those
truly creative writers whose sentences are ' fists' and
have ' souls'. He wants to read sentences with energy,
perception, passion, thought, music, movement, and
imagination. For him, what is creative must have in
some measure a sublime style. It must dazzle. All
ideas, he writes, have been 'fucked over'; no writer
can have an original one, so all that's left is style :
sentences with muscles that move.
I want to stay with my recurring dream of enduring my
public nakedness, and tell three stories which might be
to modest in Gass's terms to be called creative; but
they are stories that I think say something about what
creative writing might be for those of us who are not
sublime, not full of soul, not at all sure enough of
ourselves to send sentences out as fists. The first
story is one I have told many times to friends and fam
ily but I have not written it down until now. I am not
sure why I could not write it down before now :
In 1982 I was a young man greedy for experience, heady
with ideals, in love and in poverty. I was working as
a Teacher's Aid in a school for multiply disabled chil
dren. On weekends I went with another writer to
Melbourne's Pentridge Prison to run creative writing
workshops with prisoners. There was one prisoner there,
a bank robber and once escapee from Pentridge itself,
who wrote intense, powerful, carefully constructed
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poems. ( By the time he was released from prison in the
early 1 9 9 0s he was writing poems in strict rectangular
blocks-every space and every letter contained geome
He was the real thing. A poet.
He was in the
try. )
high security section of D Division. This was a prison
within a prison, a modern concrete bunker costing mil
lions of dollars to build. It was a temple of worship
to the eighteenth century ideal of the panoptikon.
Guards were caged in a central glass-walled office from
which they could view a circle of rooms where the pris
oners, I suppose, counted down their time and imagined
and imagined breaking out of circles and rectangles. To
enter this area visitors had to negotiate a corridor of
seven locked and armour-plated barriers, each one
enclosing by remote control before the next would open .
The prisoner who was also a poet told me that he need
ed a typewriter if he was going to work on finishing
his drafts and submit ting them to publishers. I remem
bered that I had an old typewriter at home, one I no
longer used. So I arranged with the prison authorities
the necessary permissions to bring this man a type
writer.
On the next day for visiting the prison a friend of
a friend ferried me there with the old, long-neglected
typewriter under it's dusty cover placed in the back of
her station wagon. Myron, the other poet running the
workshops with me, met us at the prison and held the
door open as I carted the heavy contraption up to the
officer on duty. I handed over the permission papers
and the officer took the cover from the typewriter.
Lying across the typewriter was a branch of marihuana.
I had put it there to dry several months before.
'What's this?' the officer asked.
' I don't know, ' I said. ' It's probably a weed. You
can throw it away. '
' I think I know what this is, ' he said. ' You two stand
over there while I get these visitors out of the way.
You ' ve been trying to smuggle drugs into this prison. '
He put the dried branch on the table behind the
counter and Myron and I stood there beside the table,
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wait ing for-what ? Waiting for the ful l irrplications of
this discovery to become obvious ?
I became conscious o f the dyed purple anny-surplus
greatcoat I wore , my long hair and patched j eans , san
dals-the ful l uni form of a refugee from the 1970 's
hippy days ant i-Vietnam marches, anti-Springbok demon
strations where marbles were thrown under the hooves of
police horses. The Thing, the worst Thing was about to
happen. I did not know what to do about it, but I had
to do something about it. Al l my education to then had
been doing something about i t, whatever i t was.
I stepped across the table an picked up the branch ,
stuffing it into my pocket. With my hand in there I
crumbled it as best I could and then walked across the
visitors' wait ing area to an open window and threw as
much of it as I could out into the wind and onto the
scrubby patch of prison ground outside. Then I walked
back to Myron and waited.
Soon there was a kind of pandemonium. Myron and I kept
saying we did not know what happened to whatever it was
that was on the table there. Myron really did not know
what had happened. They locked us in a room and brought
Alsatians to search the area. They said the Alsatians
would sniff i t out if i t was hidden on us. In fact the
Alsations would know if we had been near marihuana at
all in the last few weeks. I imagined the dogs ripping
at my coat when they smelled the crumbled leaf frag
ments in the pocket lining. There was an ashtray in the
room so we emptied the ashtray into my pocket and rubbed
my hands in the ash until we were sure the s tink of old
cigarettes was enough to put off the smartest dog they
might set on us.
The officer who had first uncovered the branch on the
typewriter came into the room, red faced, suddenly
articulate with anger.
' You people, ' he shouted, 'you bring drugs in here
and the prisoners go crazy and attack us. We have fam
ilies. We could get ki l led by crazy prisoners. You
don't know what you're doing. '
I told him I respected his family. I did not want to
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see him or his family hurt. I did not want to anyone to
be hurt.
Then two detectives arrived. They called off the dogs
and took us to the local pol ice station where we were
questioned in separate rooms. They made it clear that
I faced at least five years in prison if I was con
victed of attempting to smuggle contraband into one of
Her Majesty ' s Prisons. There would be a court case. I
should tel l the truth now. So I did. I told them the
story I have j ust recounted to you , and signed it. My
signed statement is now lying in the cardboard box
somewhere among my old notes for stories underneath the
stairs at home .
There was a court case . I had my hair cut short for
it and burrowed a suit from one of my brothers.
Character witnesses told ludicrous but true stories of
my forgetfulness to show that after all it was not
remarkable that I could hide away the green vegetable
matter ( as the police called it) and forget it. I
explained to the court that , as a writer, I thought it
was important for me to experiment with altered states
of consciousness. I was not an addict , I was an artist.
As it turned out the magistrate had a disabled child so
it worked in my favour that I worked with disabled chil 
dren. After much talk by the prosecution about a branch
discovered on the typewriter the magistrate asked to
see the branch. The pol ice handed to him a small enve
lope. Within it were some fragments recovered from the
table at the visitors' reception room. He snorted. He
might have smirked. The charge of smuggling was dis
missed and I was given a twelve-month good behaviour
bond for possession of those fragments, barely enough
to fit on a finger nail.
That is the story. It is really one part of a longer
story about my reasons for putting the branch under the
typewriter cover in the first place, and then about
that prisoner and our difficult friendship. The part I
have told you has become , of course , a family legend.
The absent-minded Kevin. In his childhood he could turn
up at football matches dozens of miles from home with-
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out his boots.
Why am I telling this now? One reason i s that I like
stories, and this has become a story I find now I can ' t
resist. But is true? Did it happen? If it did happen ,
did it happen in this way? Have I been making this up?
Perhaps. I know that Myron ' s version of the episode is
different to mine with many other details I might have
forgotten or repressed. But the point I want to make
about it here is that this kind of writing involves
exposure. It is the recurring dream of being naked in
public. It is an uncovering of what might not normally
be paraded before strangers . It is personal . It is
about the personal.
I have read that it has not always been the case that
stories are about exposing the hidden, personal, embar
rassing lives of individuals. Michel Foucault has made
the point that nearly three hundred years ago Western
literature turned from its function of telling leg
endary, mythic, heroic and fabulous tales for the edu
cation of readers or listeners, and sought to speak
instead of what is most difficult to perceive, what is
most discomforting, most forbidden and most scandalous.
he calls this ' the ethnic immanent to the literary dis
course of the West ' (Michel Foucaul t : Power, Truth,
Strategy, 197 9, pp . 90-1) . Fiction, we might say, is on
a quest ( to borrow a term from more heroic ages ) . The
quest is to speak of the personal , the inconsequential,
the embarrassing, the normally hidden-to break the
rules of any code constraining any discourse, to find
constraining any discourse, to find a way to tell the
story of the typewriter, of an unreliable memory, of
that guard who broke into such a heartfelt plea in front
of two smugglers, and the story of the prisoner-poet
who might never be known as a poet by more than a few
others ; the quest is to give disorder and confusion a
voice.
Is it only O. J. S�son ' s celebrity status that pro
voked public fascination with his murder trials in the
mid 1990s? His act, if it was his act , was monstrous
as monstrous as Jirranie Blacksmith ' s at the turn of the
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century : black men murdering white women. But what is
it that Thomas Keneal ly attempts to do in his novelised
version of such an event,
The Chan t of Ji.ITUni e
Blacksmi th ? He brings the monster home, introduces him
to us intimately, shows us his private dignity, his
uncertainties, his provocations and confusions-his
fel low black countryman sodomised and left to hang to
death in a prison cel l by a country-town Constable ; and
the treatment of black women by white men. The fic 
tional Jimmie Blacksmith might be pressured into action
by Keneal ly ' s humane, slightly intellectualised abhor
rence of the history of white treatment of blacks, but
the portrait of the black man also comes to life through
Keneal ly's wil lingness to get close-in to his subject
and listen to the creakings of his psyche. In a passage
that moves strangely between a weighing-up of histori
cal inj ustices and a simple cry of rage, Keneally
writes in this novel :
Now Jirrmie himself knew that Newby was not what he
wanted. He was in a fever for some definite release.
Killing Newby, however, was not it. When he put his
rifle against Newby's gut, he knew that he wished to
kill that honey-smooth Miss Graf. His desire for her
blood, he understood, came as a climax to his ear
lier indecencies.. .
He wished to scare the
school mistress apart with his authority, to hear her
whimper ( p. 7 8 ) .
Keneally writes to make Jirrmie Blacksmith's act our
own act. The Chant of Ji.ITUnie Blacksmi th looks back to
Mary Shelley's Frankens tein as a model for its project
in domesticating the public's convenient monster. It
looks forward, weirdly, to the O. J. . . Simpson news
story of a black man who, at least one j ury decided,
murdered a white woman. Sirrpson became the public mon
ster, shambling across our television news. There are
differences, of course, for now the black man is
wealthy, powerful, and was acquitted at one of his tri
als. He will not have the certainty of execution, as
Jirranie Blacksmith had, but can continue to live uncer
tain of how his story will end and how it will be read.
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It is in a sense the absence of s story that fascinat
ed us in O.J. Simpson's case. And we will only ever be
tantalised by this absence in newspaper and television
reports. It will be left to some writer, perhaps, to
bring us close enough to this event to find it's source
within ourselves. It seems unlikely Simpson will find
a way to speak as intimately and as transgressively as
Pierre Riviere did in the remarkable document he wrote
from prison in 1835 which began, 'I, Pierre Rivi ' ere ,
having slaughtered my mother, my sister, and my broth
er, and wishing to make known the motives which lead me
to this deed, have written down the whole of the life
which my father and my mother lead together since their
marriage' (I, Pierre Riviere, p. 54 ) . Even when the acts
seem brutally mythic we have come to desire a view of
them which is most personal, difficult to articulate,
intimate, and unhurried by events.
This then is the first point I have been making about
literature and that writing we call creative : it is
risky, it involves exposing oneself as a writer to what
is emotional and personal-even when it is not strict
ly autobiographical ( and perhaps especially when it is
not autobiographical ) .
I want to approach another aspect of creative writ
ing by saying, along with Jacques Lacan that creative
writing is about the object being transformed into the
Thing. (What is the object in my first story? It is per
haps the typewriter, that dangerous, outdated instru
ment, that smuggler of words onto our pages . I have
always been a little shocked and interested that the
letters of the alphabet on a typewriter become keys-a
surreally writerly and Papal image ) .
The second story is called 'Four Years' and it is
hardly a story ; it is series of episodes in four parts :
1
Walking with Nerida , a four year old girl. She told me
she nrust go to the toilet now. I asked her to hold on
while we hurried back home. As we pass a small tree she
stops by it. She drops her pants to her ankles ; she
grips the trunk and squats , facing it. As she passes to
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surprisingly discrete obj ects, she says, ' girls can use
too'.
trees
2
Collecting has to do with what is important and it
demonstrates how almost anything can become important .
I use matches to light small gestures towards the gas
stove and as the matchboxes empty, I line them up across
the top of the kitchen dresser. When Brett, who is
four years old, sees this, he looks at them carefully
and asks me for the one he likes best. We discuss the
labels. I can see how anxious he is to begin a collec
tion of his own, and how important it is to him that he
should begin with this particular box.
3

Brett's father damaged his eye. He took Brett with him
on one of his visits to the rooms of an eye special
ist. While his father was with the specialist Brett
found a shed in the yard at the back. In the shed he dis
covered a collection of old horse shoes, radio valves,
gaskets, coils of wire, Milo tins, fish hooks and other
treasures . He showed his father what he'd found. Later,
Brett told me that his father called everything in that
shed 'rubbish', and not one thing in there was rubbish .
4
I am with Nerida while she eats a banana . She comes to
the end of it, the part that tucks into a black dot on
the flesh . She says, " I don't eat the bum of the
banana."
More than fifteen years after writing this I came
across an anecdote about the poet Jacques Prevert, told
by Jacque's Lacan in a lecture on ' the object and the
Thing'. Being a collector, like Freud, Lacan was drawn
to the anecdote. he recalled :
I once went to visit my friend Jacque's Prevert in
Saint-Paul-de-Vence. And I saw there a collection of
matchboxes. Why the image has suddenly resurfaced in my
memory I cannot tell .
It was the kind of collection that it was easy to
afford at the time ; it was perhaps the only kind of col
lection possible. Only the matchboxes appeared as fol-
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lows : they were all the same and were layed out in an
extremely agreeable way that involved each one being so
close to the next to it that the little drawer was
slightly displaced. As a result, they were all thread
ed together so as to form a continuous ribbon that ran
along the mantelpiece, climbed the wall, extended to
the moulding, and climbed down again next to a door. I
don't say that it went on to infinity, but it was
extremely satisfying from an ornamental point of view.
. . This arrangement demonstrated that a matchbox isn't
sl..nl)ly something that has a certain utility, that it
isn't even a type in the Platonic sense, an abstract
matchbox , but that the matchbox all by itself is a thing
with all its coherence of being. The wholly gratuitous,
proliferating, superfluous, and quasi absurd character
of this collection pointed to its thingness of as
matchbox. Thus the collector found his motive in this
form of apprehension that concerns less the matchbox
than the Thing that subsists in a matchbox ( The Ethics
of Psychoanalysis , 1 9 9 2 , pg 113-4 ) .
There is mystery here. The collecting, preserving,
shelving and displaying of an object suggests we should
take another look at it. To what purpose? Every word a
writer puts down is placed before us on the preserving
shelves of lines of type on a page. We read the word
by-word collections of writers ( who often confess the
corrpulsive nature of their collection/writing ) . There
is more than a hint of the mysteries of religion when
Lacan gives his Thing a capital T, then suggests that
this Thing ' subsists' in an object just as , we might
say , Christ subsists in the consecrated Catholic Host .
This is what, I think, creative writing seeks to
do-to look right into objects and in there some sig
nificance no matter how well it has been veiled or mys
terious it is. I am a writer committed to the task of
rewriting-as if the discarding of certain words is as
irrportant as the preserving of selections of them.
Isn't col lecting about discarding as much as it is
about preserving? Perhaps it is not surprising that I
am drawn to the slightly mystical way of thinking about
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writing for I was raised in a Catholic family who recit
ed the rosary aloud together ; I was educated by Jesuits
and after leaving school I spent two years in a Jesuit
seminary praying, writing and studying to be a priest.
But that is another story : the story of the Hair Shirt
in the Tower, the Thirty-Day Retreat, the Stolen Altar
Wine and the Body of a Priest whose sacred host-hold
ing fingers could not be prised apart in death. A story
of other obj ects, other Things .
The Thing is of course more complicated than this. It
is, for instance, sensual too. Nabokov referred to this
when he urged his students of literature to caress the
details.
The Thing is always compromised by issues of gender,
race, class, colonialism, the oppression of children
power in all its manifestations. We might say that it
is not only the personal that's political, it's the
Thing that is political as well. In November 1996 the
Australian newspaper reprinted an essay by one of
America ' s most well known professional literary theo
rists, Frank Lentricchia. It was a confession. As a
professor in a university English department he felt
that he should be teaching his students the critical
theory that, after all, had made his academic reputa
tion, and was the body of knowledge the students were
expected to receive. Instead, he confessed, when he was
in a room with a group of students he would shut the
door ' tight' and take out a novel or a poem and read it
aloud, enthusing the students over the pleasures of the
line, the sentence, the voice, the story. A simple
pleasure made more subtle and complex by avoiding the
crude touch of politicised theory . They were caressing
the details of literature.
But Frank Lentricchia was only half right, offering
no more than a helpful reminder, because literature and
story-telling can't be sealed away by a shut door from
social history, from social change, from all those hazy
discourses of j ournalism, speech making, letter writ
ing,
creative writing .
I think Helen Gamer's
sometimes mischievous The First Stone was composed in
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that disorientating landscape that lies between novel
and reportage, fiction and history. In this place sim
ple questions can seem to be severe arguments. In any
case , any story worth reading, like any fashion worth
wearing, has attitude.
It is a confronting experience to write creatively,
or I write down what is significant to me and then won
der : will others laugh or shrug at my Thing, my ma tch
boxes so careful ly and courageously set apart. Whether
the story is fantastic or mundane, the writer reads it
out to others with trepidation. Have I transformed my
object into a Thing? Will people listen? Will they feel
anything when they hear this?
Perhaps what makes this exchange more likely to be
pleasurable than shaming is the curiosity we al l have
about each other. And our capacity to delight in each
other. Last week I stood outside the bathroom and lis 
tened to my chiildren talking together in the bath. I
was eavesdropping on them. Raph, my four year old son,
said in his most boastful voice, ' I've been here for a
million and fifty years ! ' Sophie, my seven year old
daughter who loves to hear stories, replied indulgent
ly, ' That's a long time for a four year old . ' What I
liked was Raph's creative appropriation of numbers,
especially those numbers we reel of about prehistoric
dinosaurs; after that I liked Sophie's ut terly open and
yet sharply observed response. She was at that moment
the audience his little story needed.
My third story like the others, is a simple one. In
1996 I treated myself to a day at the Melbourne writ 
ers festival. I attended some morning sessions where
dutiful speakers made suitably daring and controversial
statements. One poetry editor scoffed at the idea that
real creative writing could be a healing or therapeu
tic act. He said that he was sick of receiving poems
from writers who wrote poems as therapy. There were big
crowds at the Festival, and during the lunch break I
wanted to get away by myself for a while. I walked from
the Malthouse to Southbank and found an open space at
the front of an office block where I could sit alone
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and read. A man approached me. He was wearing a shiny
black suit with a T-shirt under the coat. He had long
hair tied back and something like a goatee beard not
well cared for. He asked me for fifteen dollars and
eighty cents. I stared at him , amazed at the amount of
money he wanted and at the exactness of his request. He
told me that he needed the money to get himself and his
family ( a wife and a baby ) back to Geelong. He had lost
his wallet at Flinders Street station and the police
had sent him to a St Vincent de Paul office near
Southgate. The office had been closed . ' I haven't asked
a stranger for money before, he said.He told me he was
embarrassed to have to do this, but he would take my
name and address and send me back the money soon. He
said, 'Don't give it to me if you don't want to, but
I'm telling you, I'm embarrassed to have to do this. '
'And I ' m annoyed, ' I said, ' that every time I sit down
in this city now I'm asked for money. '
'Fair enough, fair enough.' He raised his hands in a
gesture of surrender and stepped back from me but he
didn't go away. He waited while I tried to think through
what fifteen dollars and eighty cents meant to me,
whether I believed his story, whether this was, on a
more abstract level, a test of my generosity towards
those who have fallen on hard times , how I might feel
immediately after giving him the money if I did give it
to him. Would I know from the way he looks at me that
I had fallen for a scam, or would he maintain his act
for the benefit of my feelings? Would he pretend grat
itude?Should I give a stranger my name and address?
What kind of man walks around in a shiny black suit coat
over a T-shirt, with the pant legs stopping well before
the tops of his socks? A beggar? A family man from
Geelong? A con man? Should I go with him to the rail
way station and inspect his wife and child-and even if
there was a 'wife and child' would I be convinced of
his story? Why doesn't he suggest that I go with him to
buy his ticket for him? Is this the point of bad faith
in his act-the clue to the unauthenticity of his story?
How much does it cost to go to Geelong?Fifteen dollars
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and eighty cents sounds about right.
He stood away from me, not catching my eye, waiting
for something to happen within me.
I want to stop this story here, for now. It is a frag
ment really. It is an incident working its way into a
novel that's in its messy early stages. I want this
fragment to illustrate a third point about creative
writing : that is about those sometimes vivid moments of
confusion , uncertainty , dilemma , confrontation. And it
works best when the writer , it seems, does not know yet
how to find a way out of the dilernna so foolishly
entered into-and is willing to let the writing go where
it will. This is the secret joy of writing , one that
few writers will talk about , perhaps because it is so
different every time.
Finally I am always drawn to the question of read
ing when I think about writing. Why write? Why attempt
creative writing? There are of course many possible
reasons , and many ways to fail at it , as William H. Gass
has reminded us. One reason for doing it is that by
writing creatively each of us might come to books as a
changed reader. The exchange between reader and writer
is unbalanced. A writer might spend ten years writing
a book. It takes me five to seven years to complete a
novel. Joseph Heller took ten years to write Catch-22
and an avid , intelligent , gifted reader I know looked
at the blurb on the copy I gave her and said , ' No , I
won't read it , I'm not interested in books about war. '
The writer might worry , fret , dream and puzzle over
corrmas , prepositions , paragraphs , a tense moment in a
sentence when it could fall on a false note or take
flight. But then the writer must give up the written
book and a reader literally takes it in her hands and
makes of it what she will. The reader can skim through
it , skipping whole pages ( Samuel Johnson apparently
made an art of this sort of reading ) , argue bitterly
with it , read it carelessly or , even savour it. Who
knows what the reader will do with it! The reader is
strangely enough , the one who has the last word. Those
readers reduced to reviewing have, at times , dismissed
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that we couldn't understand.
But were someone to confide in us, "Always anxious
when I go to read, " or were a person unable to read
except at rare, privileged moments, or were he to
overturn his whole life, renounce the world with its
activities and all its happiness just to make his way
towards a few minutes reading-doubtless we would
assign him a spot beside that patient of Pierre
Janet's who did not like to read because , she said,
'a book one reads becomes dirty' ( The Space of
Li t era ture, 1 9 82, p. 1 9 1 ) .
Or would we? People do throw over whole lives in
order to read books and talk about books. Blanchet is
not merely making jokes at the expense of readers,
but I think reminding us that slow readers, creative
anxious readers, need sanctuary just as writers do.

Kevin Brophy
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Per sonal Advice For The Lonely
Buy an extra toothbrush
and hang it next to yours.
Talk to the television.
Remember , there are thousands
of people alone out there
- now , doesn't that make you feel
less lonely?
Do not be driven to desperate acts.
never kiss the naked nozzle
of the vacuum cleaner
- use the brush attachment.
Do not get drunk with the house plants
for they will surely wilt
- and you'll feel lonelier.
And Guilty.
Talk to the people at the supermarket,
even if they do lack the vitality
of the vegetables.
Talk to people at the bus stop.
And i f no one will respond
don't give up
- talk to the bus stop .
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Try a few self-improvements.
Look at your clothes
- are they hideous?
Look at your hair
- do you have any?
And if you do
where is it?
Look at your body
Could you lose a few kilos?
Ladies, are you a maxi
where you should be a mini?
Gentlemen, the reverse applies to you.
Join clubs to meet people
of similar preoccupations as yourself.
Or, if that is not legally possible,
enrol in a leisure course
at Evening College :
'Microwave Cooking for One'
'Romantic Fiction'
'Massage for the Uncomfortable'
' Self-Defence'
Remember, you are a child of the Universe
and the Universe cannot disown you
no matter how
clumsy, ugly, embarrassing you may be.
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And though you may feel unloved
remember, for everyone there is someone
somewhere in this world
- and if you fail to find a partner here
then surely you'll find one in the next .
And as long as you smile
you have good health.
And if no one else will
then go fuck yourself.

Bill Fewer
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ToO Beat TO
And Copping

Fleet

The man or anybody else too beat to stand
on feet to beat-hip too hip-nik beatless nikster feet
less
evening after the news dusk crickets mosquito's coils
too beat
at fifty-four to be a hipnik
anyrnore anyhow anyway anytirne anyday everywhere which
away
throwaway sunnday bluebeat skies to hot to trot
too beat to treat not enough to eat aint got a dime
nor deener nor swy nor zak nor trey no way this day
got to sit down get off my beat get off my feet
sit on my arse I got to coolout under some shade
made for me down by the sea but when for old man hip
shitsternik
blown his youth missed the chance
at loot to boot done shoot my load down by the river
the beat river second class treat backalley street
working class too beat to meet the man
too beat to pay any respect to swanky panky hanky
hobby nobby gangsters ripsters scarnniks bullshiters
politicians
policy makers managerial conglomerates
corporatniks bureaucratiks hefty lurrpsurnsters
bulging super expense skyhigh accounts bodynik chesty
westy
scarnrny wharnrnynik plunder hip pocketster sixteen months
in the nickster for the biggest robbery fraudism
bondisrn
in Australian history nikky nikky dernus sharnus blame us
sharnus frame us blame us for being too hardy onny yonny
bondy
poor beat guy FUCK EVERYONE else
I love it when I see someone like allan the cowboy
sticking his slimy prick it right up society
and all the dickhead pea brain citizen retirees who
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lost their life savings fuck them the greedy bastards
good on you bondy stick it your dick right up the sys
tems
shithole and does it gives this old hipnik deep grati
tude
for opening my eyes to the error of my ways
how wrong could I have been?
good lord whatever took hold of me to give me the idea
that doing the right thing by our collective society
and environment was the manly way to go?
and yeah Fred fuck the reds too magoo
as a matter of fact fuck everything
plunder is the only way to go flo blowjob j oh
fuck the arctic ice meltdown
fuck all those useless trees in the Australian rain
forest fuck
I'm suprised that there is any of the bastards
still standing !
someone's fucked up there well we'll sort that
bastard rnistakeout those bloody trees are a gonny
cornrny
downy
quicky
fucking
smarty
farty
and any faggitty feral smelly greeny woodloving
will be bullfucking dozed right into the fucking ground
and used as first grade fertilizer shit that is
shit fertilizer is what they are and just made for
and I bet your pussycunt to a cup of hippyniks piss
that there is a redhot to trot market advantage
opportunity right fucking there under our noses
just waiting to be commodified a la NEW SOCIETY
the spanking brand new shiny COMMODITY SOCIETY
which is not on its way nor not about to come about
nor just around the corner nor just above the horizon
of the spanking wanking gashy 2 1st century
oh no oh no indeedy doody maggoody siree
its here right here and now among us
and doing just fine thankyou very much
and there is no way known that we're going back now
no way possible of turning back any fucking clock
on this little number this baby of the postindustrial
postrnodernisticism jism of the postpostist postwel-
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fareism
postcaring isms of nistic ists oh fucking no
no fuckingistic way that this little bastardism is
stopped
learn to love it love slavery and cleansing its here
right fucking here right now so lets not beatnikism
around the hipster bush or ring around the treesy
breezy
weesy lets j ust get right on down to it and suck on it
and privatise EVERYTHING right?
oh I see you can ' t get your balls around that one hey?
Well fuck you baby and if that's your measure then
you can just get yourself over there
next to all those other historically redundant
nonproductive subhurnanist
postmodernist bodgie reject bastards
that are going right up the fucking chimney
so to speak and I mean so to speak
they're right straight up the fucking chimney
jimneny crickety fliketty flakey wakey upppy into a bad
very very bady waddy dreamy weerny hrrmn?
oh no I don't think so its not going to be that simple
this aint no fucking dream oh no
you're going you're right the fuck going
down the gurgler of the ol hollowcostic of ' 42
the fucking good old cleansing nights of 42'
is a picky nikky in comparison to this little unfold
ing
number what is upon you right fucking now
and by the coming new century's eve those that are left
will see with their bulging eyes something
that in their wildest dreams and imaginations
of the worst hell on earth
that they will have missed the mark by a billion light
years
"of the actual reality"
victory is ours VICTORY IS OURS
plunder in the name of the game
pillage is the way to go privatisation rules supreme
who needs politicians
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WHO THE FUCK SAYS THAT WE NEED politicians
to run our society?
politicians and parliamentary institutians are redun
dant
obsolete nonproductive democracy is a paper tiger
pipe dream of historical il lusionism
victory to post historicalistic comrnodificationism
power
fuck the losers and the fucking cormnie bastards
laurels of victory to privatisationisticism marketifi
cation
comrnoddificationistic stratificationis reconstruction
ist
capitalisationism electronicism marketification VICTO
RY
sel l police and military services market and sell
market and sell comrnunity owned comrnodities
water power fuel roads bridges right of ways
market comrnodify and sell privatise the anny the police
the inspectors the checkers the fire brigade the ambu
lance
hospitals education privatise user pays way to go
with everything and I mean EVERYTHING the roads the
garbage
the right to walk along the river bank
or along the beach or across any bridge
comrnodify market and sell right of way
comrnodify market and sell the right to walk on
the beach privatise privatise EVERYTHING
privatise Eric beech Shelton leeway feely Phillus moth
erwellus
Bil ly the kid j ones balmain fitzroy beatster Nigel
rogers
privatise comrnodityism jism comrnodify everything
privatise comrnodify and sell emotion feelings imagina
tion
dreaming scheming breathing EUREKA .
. breathing
we've got it sewn the fuck up with that
we ' l l privatise the fuck out of breathing in public
in the privatised public domain that is yeah
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the privatised republic too OH HOLY EUREKA FUCK
this wil l have sewn the whole fucking game up
sewn up tighter than the eye of a needle
and you bet your pussy on this babe there aint nobody
going to get no fucking camel through that hole
that is not unless they fork out the cash for right of
way
HOLY SHIT this is going to be biggger than Eric flyns
prick
we ' ll COI\lOOdify and market 'culture '
of trying to pass through the eye of a needle holy shit
this is big and there ' s no going back now no fucking
way
its about time we sorted them out
plunder and pillage is the name of the game
that ' s without a shred of doubty pouty
plunder pillage robbery fraudery scamnery slashery
trashery ba.shery hashery stashery cashery
counterfeitist culture and commodficationised
Stations of The Cross
saint john the j ack fill up my crack
with srnackety smack
spanky wanky syllogisms orgisrns .
Hey don Carlos where are you now?
I heard someone said that you've gone over
to the other side where your bread is buttered better
better than bread and dripping and black tea
is it true? Is it true that you have
thrown in the sponge thrown in your lot and gone
to work colluding aiding and abetting for systems
organsiationism and combine the firm this thing
that which is our thing their thing the thinnamaj ig
thing?
is it true ma.goo? true that you have
become the embedded spirit in commodificationism
the cornnodity supreme
thrown your lot in with the syndicate ' s corporation
the winners? is it true?
that you have blown with the wind of no answers
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that you have blown with the wind of no answers
sailed along with strength?
changed BMW ' s in mid extreme?
is that true? Don Carlos
what now for us?
Cop it sweet stick fat don't stall OK !
who truly gives a fuck so why should I?
welfare why just get fucking rid of it
and them too the unemployed
underemployed disemployed overemployed
overordinary homeless careless assetsless
and all the rest of the blight
on our shitfucking hot industrial capitalism
our postindustrial destructionist technologicalism
instantaneousism communicationism
the 2 1st gleaming sparkling global marketism
cut off point membership of societyism
and all below the OP cutoff score
of marketised scamnsterism get the stick
shoved right up their redundant arseholes
and ought to be wiped from the face of private society
round them all up and stuff them
into container ships and send the bastards to somaliaism
where they belong send them to bangledeshy or roowandandy
or any other of the scores of fifthteenth world economies
they' s fit in j ust nicely
just get the fuck rid of them if they can' t pay the way
they are a non pro fucking ductive arsehole liabilities
downsizing the number of persons living
in the 1st world is the way to go
restructure reshuffle reorganise maximise downgrade
delete persons upgrade electronics cleanse the redundant
commodity the process export them to Baggydesh
dump them on Soomadi or Dhhis)Q1lyroopme
or any other of the 8 9 th world economies
format encode privitise cleansings
commodity radicalise marketise disappearances
crank it up and get efficient get the fuck rid of them
and all sundry that cant fork out cant hack it
in the postplunderist postillusionist marketism
of the brand new spanking new world of che 2 1st century
VICTORY to the commodification and cleansing
privatisation
sweet victory sweet illegality
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the bench and all other bench ' s and benchmarks are
marked
cop it fucking sweet you loser bas tards
this is where you get yours
sayonara adios and may you enj oy wherever
you are going that is i f anywhere adiosos
sweet victory to the strong .
Karl Gallagher
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L anc e MC Guire ' S Amaz ing
C aravan O f Dr eams .
It was a muggy Sunday night in the suburb of Glendale
Heights. Windows were open as if to encourage the cool
change promised by the bureau while air-conditioners
struggled to churn the thick dull air. Television sets
flickered in dimly lit living rooms. The evening dish
es remained unwashed, stacked by the sink. The pierc
ing drone of cicadas filled the air. Beneath the heat,
the suburb had sunk into an immobilising lethargy .
As he did every night, Lance McGuire was lying under
neath the silver caravan in his front yard with his
hands by his sides.For the residents of Glendale
Heights, Lance's nocturnal hibernation beneath the car
avan was viewed as an eccentric but harmless quirk.
Indeed, his behaviour provided the hosts of many din
ner parties in the area with a story to amuse their
friends and excite dull guests, anxious to display a
neatly crafted, esoteric and philanthropic nature . As a
symbol of discontent, Lance quickly became the subj ect
of two-bit philosophy and playful conj ecture.
"He had everything a man could ever hope for, yet it
wasn't enough. "
" I wonder what happened . "
"Did he hope for too much? "
"He was a dreamer. "
"He was a man of ideals . "
"He was an optimist. "
" If he was one of those things , he was all of them. "
At cocktail parties in Glendale Heights, again and
again, the story of Lance McGuire's Amazing Caravan of
Dreams proved itself to be an excellent ice-breaker.
The Glendale Heights Council accepted him on the
grounds that he keep to himself and that he never be
allowed to behave in such a way as to affect the mar
ket value of the surrounding properties . Like most sub 
urban communities , however, Glendale was divided. In some
quarters, mainly among the elderly . Lance was frowned
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upon
as
a
disturbing
inf luence.
Fo.F
his
adversaries , Lance ' s behaviour represented an open chal 
lenge to the nonnal , ordered, peaceful and civi l i zed
method of suburban l iving. Their distrust manifested
itsel f in an endless stream of gossip and rumour mon
gering.
On the who le though , most people openly supported his
right to lie under the caravan and firmly believed that
his privacy should be respected. At the end of the day ,
no one could honestly say that Lance was doing anyone
any harm or damaging the suburb ' s good reputation.
It all started three months ago , when Lance j acked
the caravan up on a fi fteen degree angle and removed
the wheels. That night , he slid in underneath i t and
took the wheel axle off. Once he had inspected the con
necting bol ts hor any signs of rust or worn thread , he
prepared to replace the axle. But as he lay there under
the caravan , Lance fel t an odd sense o f security enve l 
op him , as though he had suddenly and inadvertently
stumbled into some place that was truly destined for
him. Lance had never believed in de j a vu or reincarna
tion, but under the caravan he was overcome by a strong
sense of belonging that profoundly moved him in a way
he had never been moved before. At onc e , he could feel
a warm sensation flooding out from wi thin him to the
very pores of his skin. In the smal l egg shaped crevice
inside him that he imagined to be his soul , he felt as
though a cloud had j ust rolled away to reveal a bright
and comforting l ight.
After that , Lance returned to the caravan each night
after work. He looked forward to i t with a yearning that
disturbed his fri ends and family. His workmates no ticed
him becoming more easily distracted and irri table. In
the afternoons , all he could think of was getting home ,
slipping into his overalls , closing his eyes , and
blissfully stretching out on the so f t grass beneath the
caravan. I t was an obsession that sometimes troubled
him. He wondered occasionally whether people thought he
was crazy. No doubt it was an unusua l pract ice. But
regardless of whether or not his curious habit of his
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had any place in normal society , he relished his hours
in the only place he felt safe with ravenous delight.
On this particular night , as he was absently staring
up at the mass of dark steel with his hands by his side ,
he noticed a light sweep over the yard and heard a car
pull into the driveway. He dragged himself out in time
to see his brother , Neville, walking across the lawn
towards the front door with his characteristic vaude
ville shuffle. Lance called to him. Beneath the dim
glow cast by the verandah light, Neville executed a
Gene Kelly style skip in his step as he turned. Lance
looked over towards the driveway. Neville ' s station
wagon , a 19 85 VK , six cylinder model Commodore with
custom fitted mag wheels , was caked with dust and spot
ted with dead bugs. The back windows were lined with
dozens of small colourful stickers from all around
Australia.
Neville was wearing a pair of bright orange shorts
with a thin white plastic belt and an open neck Hawaiian
shirt. The blonde hairs on his legs and arms high
lighted the deep tan of his leathery skin. His azure
eyes greeted Lance with a radiant warmth. Lance stood
mesmerised as his bother suddenly adopted a beaming
black and white minstrel stance with one knee slightly
bent and his arms outstretched. "Here I am , " Neville
said, exposing a row of stale , yellow teeth. Lance
shook his head slowly. "Well bugger me , " he said qui
etly, and pulled his brother towards him in a rough
embrace. "You old bastard ! "
Neville jogged back to the car and returned with
two fold up chairs and a brown paper bag containing a
cool six pack of Melbourne Bitter. He sat down and took
a long swig from the first stubbie. His adam ' s apple
bobbed and Lance listened to the smack of his lips on
the rim of the glass. Neville wiped his chin once he
had finished and studiously turned the empty stubbie in
front of him. "By God that ' s a mighty fine beer. " He
leant down and eagerly pulled another stubbie out of
the paper bag. "You should see the cat's piss they drink
up north Lance. It ' s enough to make your guts turn. "
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Five years ago, Neville McGuire quit the j ob Lance
had secured for him at the General Motors Holden truck
plant in Keilor and went north. After eighteen months
without a word, Lance received a postcard one morning
from Gladstone ; a small shipping town in North
Queensland. Neville had drifted up the coast working
odd j obs along the way and said the stories he had to
tell were far too big to fit on one postcard. He asked
Lance to keep in touch but left no forwarding address.
It was another year before Lance heard from him again.
By then Neville had gone into the Beef Jerky business.
One night a tall bloke calling himself Big Red wandered
into the pub and said Beef Jerkys were huge in America.
Consequently, they were about to catch on in Australia.
He said, " Look at Hollywood on the Gold Coast !
Australians are suckers for that American stuff. " It
seemed rational enough. So Neville went around to the
food stores in Gladstone and the surrounding towns
selling All American Beef Jerkys out of his dusty suit
case. His friend Big Red was the brains behind the oper
ation. He had connections in California who shipped the
Jerkys out in huge freezers.
Neville worked slowly on his second beer, savouring
the taste, and in between sips, brought Lance up to
date. He said, " I should have kept in touch but you know
how it is Lance. I'm not one for writing letters and I
figure, well I ' ll tell you when I see you. " He raised
his stubbie, winked, and slapped Lance on the knee. "So
anyway. . . "Gradually, the Beef Jerkys began to sell and
soon enough some money started coming in. Big Red and
Neville set up their own shop in the heart of Gladstone
which ran a distribution service errploying two full
time couriers to keep up with demand. Neville stopped
to take a drink. "God that's a good drop, " he said with
a sigh.
By the time Neville and Big Red had established a name
for themselves and a regular clientele, they could run
the business from an office above the shop. They soon
realised though, that Gladstone was too small and far
too isolated to make any real money. They decided the
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big money was in Brisbane, and so, leaving one of the
courier boys to run the shop in Gladstone, they made
the move South.
"Queensland ' s a great place for the small business
man, Lance. "Neville was staring out across the yard,
sitting with his legs crossed, rubbing his chin
thoughtfully. "With a bit of collateral, good idea, and
a belief in yourself, anything ' s possible I reckon . "
Lance pulled another stubbie out of the bag. He
cracked it open. "Nev , " he said thoughtfully , " a man ' s
gotta find his rightful place in the world. There ' s
nothing worse than a man who thinks he ' s something he ' s
not. "
Neville stared silently at the stubbie of beer rest
ing on his stomach. He was scratching at the label,
peeling it off in long strips. His fingernails were
corrugated with a deep, woody grain. He said, " I know
what you mean Lance. I was never cut out for the car
business like you were. All the time I j ust felt like
I was pretending. "
"You're a roving spirit Neville. "
Neville shifted uncomfortably in his seat, and shot
Lance a confused and slightly suspicious look. "What do
you mean by that? "
"You ' ve got the natural ability to come and go as you
please . That's something not many men can honestly say
they have. "
"Come off it Lance. I'm j sut a slack bastard that
can ' t stay in the one place too long. That's all. "
"You've discovered yourself Neville. Some people live
their whole lives without ever understanding who they
truly are. "
"Yeah, well sometimes I wish I wasn ' t so restless.
You know it gets a bloke in trouble with the sheilas
every now and then. "
" Some women'll rob a man ' s spirit j ust for the sport
of it Neville. "
"You reckon? "
"My oath. Lance inadvertently glanced over to the car
avan as he said. "A man can ' t just waste his lif e with-
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ering away in the one spot all his life. "
"A man can't spend his life running away from respon
sibility either. Anyway, what are you talking about?
You're not wi thering away Lance. You love to travel.
What about the caravan? I thought you'd have taken that
tr ip up to Queensland by now. What happened? "
Lance slumped i n his seat and sighed. He was still
looking at the caravan. he said, "Neville, I reckon I'm
just about done with i t. •
"Bullshit . You'11 finish it. Parts must be hard to
get though. I'11 bet that holds things up a bit. "
"Not really. •
Lance sipped his beer, listened to the cicadas sub
side, and felt the first wisps of the cool change on
the back of his neck. "Fact is, " he said, "there's real
ly no excuse why the caravan shouldn't have been out on
the road years ago. Now all I can do is just lie under
it. •
"You do what? •
" I lie under it Neville. Every night. Sometimes I even
sleep under it. What do you think about that? " Lance
aimed a challenging stare at his brother.
Neville met his eyes, then looked down at his stub
bie and said, " I reckon that's a bit bloody weird
Lance. •
"You're probably right. See , " Lance continued, " it's
turned out that I'm not really the man I once thought
I was. •
" Is that so? " Neville had a reluctant look on his
face as though he thought he was about to hear some
thing he didn't really want to hear. Silently to him
self, he wished he was talking about something else
with his brother ; something simple, like cricket.
Lance continued. " I used to think that by the time I
reached a certain age, an age I've long since passed,
that I'd have more to show for it, and be more like Dad
was. Remember those stories he used to tell us? "
"Yeah. What about it? "
"Didn't you ever imagine that when you grew up, you'd
do the same sort of stuff ? "
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Neville waved his arm. "He made half that stuff up. They
were all just stories he got out of those war books he
used to read. "
"Maybe. But they caught my imagination and I've always
raised Shelton to believe that anything is possible if
you work for it. "
"Exactly right. He's a fine boy Lance. "
"Times are so different now though. I'm not sure if
that's really true any more. "
"Well maybe. Maybe times are not so different though.
People don't change that much. All depends on how you
look at it, doesn't it. "
Neville sat up in his chair and finished his beer.
Lance noticed him turn to study the caravan. There was
something about the way he feigned interest that made
Lance feel suddenly ashamed. Sensing this, Neville leant
over to put his empty stubbie back in the paper
bag. "Jeez it gets cold down here all of a sudden does
n't it, " he said.
"You want to go inside?Dorothy's in there. "
"Nah. "Neville stood up. " I just thought I'd drop by.
Your birthday's in a few days isn't it? "
"Yeah. The twenty-fifth. Wednesday. "
"The big fifty. "
"Half a century. "
"Yeah, well I'11 see you and Dorothy on Wednesday
then. "
They shook hands .Neville gathered the empty
bottles and Lance picked up the two chairs. Once he had
set them across the back seat, he stood examining the
stickers for a little while, as Neville got behind the
wheel.
" How did the car hold up? " Lance asked, poking his
head through the passenger side window.
"Beautiful, "Neville said, suddenly smiling. "This baby's
indestructable. " He revved the engine playfully.
"The VK's a good one alright. Wasn't too expensive to
run was it? "
" I made it back from Queensland on just under four tanks
I reckon. "
Lance nodded. "That's good going. Wait till I tell the
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fellas at work. "
"Neville's smile faded as he said, "Look after
yourself Lance.
I'11 see you soon. "
Lance watched Neville pull out of the driveway. As
he walked back across the yard, he noticed his wife
Dorothy standing on the front verandah, with her anns
folded tightly across the lapels of her woollen
dressing gown.
"Who was that? " She called.
"Neville. "
"He's back ? "
"Yeah. "
"Well for Heaven's sake, why didn't you invite him
in for a cup of tea ? "
"He had t o go. "
Lance walked around behind the caravan, unbuttoned
his overalls, and began urinating on the willow tree.
He heard his wife calling. She said, " I'm going to
bed now dear. Why don't you come inside, it'll be
raining soon. "
" I think I might stay out here for a little while
longer, " he said, shaking himself off. " I' 11 be there
soon. "
He heard his wife mutter something to herself and
then shut the door. He buttoned up his overalls and
slid in underneath the caravan. He put his hands by
his side and then lay there staring up at the dark
ness. Soon, he heard the soft drum of rain on the
roof of the caravan. "Who ever heard of Beef Jerkys
anyway? " he said quietly, and then, watching the
misty rain fall on the lawn of his house in Glendale
Heights, asked himself why he had allowed his dreams
to slip through his fingers, when only a few years
before , he had held the world in the palm of his
hand.
James Lee
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The P res s op er ator
(For My friends a t P. J. K.)
The operator is punching out car parts
in the Press shop.
His calloused hands move with grace, precision
and an economy of motion in an industrial dance
choreographed by Frederick Winslow Taylor.
The press provides percussion in monotonous rhythm.
His eyes dance too,
constantly scanning the punch, the die, the auto 
matic feed,
searching for ' slugs' or splits in the steel
alert for anything out of the ordinary,
I don't want to distract him,
the machine removes fingers
as easily as scrap.
Yet he sees me and smiles,
points to his ears and then to mine,
I'm not wearing plugs like he is.
He frowns his disapproval with exaggeration,
wags his finger at me, skilled at cormnunicating
with expression and gesture
in a world where words are lost
in a voilent cacophony which assaults the body I can feel the presses pounding
through the soles of my feet on the concrete
floor.
I nod and wave agreement.
I should put the ear plugs in
but I can't have conversations on the line wearing
them
and I won't be here for thirty years
to inherit the industrial deafness
he suffers without complaint.
The pile of parts in the bin grows steadily.
What is he thinking about
as he tosses the blanks into the bin?
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Is he counting ,
str ivin g for the f ive and a hal thou
f
sand
every hour ,
l ike the supervis or said ,
thinking about lubricati on , the viscos i ty o f the o i l ,
gettin g a green ID card for his next bin?
Is he thinking about his chi ldren at school , or
universi ty
working for their future
in a cleaner , quieter world
where discussions about personal safety
concern lighting in the company car park?
The safety guard closes on the press
and the ninty tonne punch crashes down
cutt ing and fonning the metal blanks
j ust as it shapes the lives o f its operators
with the full weight of i ts indifference .

(For Barry)

Barry works in a laboratory in Col l ingwood .
It probably used to be a textile fa�tory, our buil d 
ing, but they refurbished it .
He explained, It ' s a private company ,
doing mostly genetic engineering.
They 're trying to make blue roses .
I imagine white coats , sterile glass and stainless
steel
where there was once the rat tle and whirr
of a thousand bobbins .
I see the faces of many migrant women
labouring in rows ;
fabric fed into the invisible blur of moving needles
is suddendly fastened onto f lesh ,
s t i tched through the webbing between the fingers.
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There is swearing and crying
in many tongues, and tears,
and a foreman complaining
of blood on the stock and lost time.
Generations of workers have persevered
in Carringbush conditions
- they do so still sweating in sultry surrmers,
aching and weary in winter chills .
They persist for the promise of a better l ife,
or perhaps because this is a better l ife
than the front row seats in the ' theatres of war'
from which they came.
But do they, in their wildest dreams,
imagine the quiet hum of airconditioning
providing climatic control
for computers and plant stock
and a new generation of workers,
with microscopes and test tubes,
striving to create, for the crystal vases of
Toorak,
the rare Blue Roses of Collingwood.
Peter Wat erhouse

Famous Reporter
Poems, short stories, haiku, storiettes
travel writing and news.
Wal leah Press, P.O. Box 368'
Hobart, TAS 7002
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The Lord Bloody Newry
it ' s a bit brittle
at the corner of the bar

where the people who come here
because they ' ve always come here
sit
it seems that a & b
who used to live with c&d
are now in some kind of menage
with f & g

and it ' s a bit strained
this conversation
we always have
' nmn ' i say
i say that a lot

she shouts me a shudder
apparently x & y have been
asking after me because
they never seem to see me any more
which i find so astonishing
that i say •really?
you nust give me my number"

when what I meant to
say was "nmn"

she starts telling me
what her family are up to
the conversation carves out a valley
and eventually i look across the room
to where you smile and incline
you head towards the door
it ' s eleven-thirty / the Rockford Files
are on at twelve
"Last shudders• the manager shouts
just time for one last shudder
or else be locked in
and shudder till three
o ' clock in the morning
as we stand in the door
i t all shrinks in on itself
as we get in the cab
it implodes
the cabbie demands to know
if we 've been anywhere
nice tonight

and we can ' t shudder
like we used to

1
' ITITIT\" we say
we say that a lot

peter keneally
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The P eac h Farmer ' s Dr eam
1.

Night is preening itself
darlmess purrs around my ears
a cold flash of steel
tail
illuminates a window.
Day has peeled its gold back
only black.
to reveal

There was only black
underneath .
Alright, i t was gouged
out in spots
the cracks of i ts eyes
shine through

and for all the stars
I cannot sleep.
2.

He was beautiful then.
A glass in his large hand
wine
me

autumn on his lips.
Trees were aglow
each one lit by hundreds of small fleshy
suns.
He would take fruit
and stroke its furry nape
then place it alongside a ceramic
bowl, a ten dollar note
my hand
as if corrparing its beauty.
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3.

The factory is an insti tution.
Since 1 9 1 2 it has t inned
fruit and created jobs
for the l ocals. Rumours
are part of that
ins titution.

4.
The factory suggested he plant
new trees
to keep up with demand .
When he found out
the truth
there was no choice.
For five days fires raged
in metal bellies, hard steel
ploughed trees into the orange earth
and sunlight reeked of
peaches.

5.
On the fifth day
I hear the tractors
stop
through the floor I feel
the vibrations of a single
shot
and I am running barefoot
through fields of bruised gold
and frui t flies
and then I see h im
slumped over the yellow j aws
of the tractor, the men
standing behind him.
The sun sinks into my throat.
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6.
Even now we don't talk about
it .
We can speak of losing the farm
and the house
but it is only in occasional dreams
I hear him say
I didn ' t see the cat
I didn 't see the cat
and these are the only times
I hear him cry.

Wait ing
( F or Time )
a nation afloat , lounging
in the shade of the equator.
a lizard leaps across the Nullarbor in one
night, claw marks down the moon's
back. water holds true
to earth's outline ( an army seldom better
watchdogs for a coastline ) .
swirmning offshore, this sometimes stone
when sun swallows the moon whole ,
loses sight of land ;
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Coming While I ' m writing And
other p leasures O f t he Text
writing is like masturbation one can do it by oneself
and like masturbation one can write for ones own plea
sure for ones own satisfaction as an expression of joy
as a way of releasing anger frustration sorrow writing
is like masturbation there is no inferior or superior
in the act of writing just as there is no inferior or
superior in the act of masturbation in the act of writ
ing/masturbation there is no control and domination of
other than oneself there is no objectification self
ishness subjugation uncertainty uncertainty about
motives respect power the fine line between sub jugation
and thinking of anothers needs like masturbation the
act of writing does not involve domination objectifi
cation subjugation of another person there is no power
play between people no uncertainty about motives
respect and needs in the act of writing there is one
person in control and like masturbation when one fin
ishes writing there is often a sense of relief a sense
of release a sense of satisfaction a sense of self con
trol and ones own power when im writing/ masturbating im
a womun in control i have control of my own body my own
emotions my own thoughts my own actions when im writ
ing/masturbating im a worm.m in control the only dif
ference is when im writing im not a wanker

Kathleen Dzubiel
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Fa th�� Ge rry From the
Nortlll:>ourne Cha� e l o� the
Go l de n Brown Madonna
I may have had a few drinks before I got behind the
wheel, I won't deny that. Why would I?
It was Nathan O'Connor, he came round. He needed a
chat, he needed more than that. He had that look of a
man who'd been pushed to an edge. And that edge was beg
ging to take him.
You see , I've become accustomed to inviting some of
the parishioners back to my place for a session of shar
ing and prayer . ' Prayer n Port', I call it. It's only
recently, after years of building and maintaining the
tradition, that I've begun to understand this activi
ty's deep meaning and significance to the culture of
the congregation. I'm sure you're aware of this, that
priests are seen as, well, priests : distant, pompous,
aloof, frustrated ( signalled by our love of wearing
purple, apparently) , out of touch, overly protected and
generally useless in the big scheme of things. When I
established the Northbourne Chapel all those years
ago, I set out to change the image of those cormnitted
to the cloth. I realised that these bottom of the heap
people had nothing. This struggling community, crammed
together. Randomly bumping into each other to mutter
greetings under their breaths . If you're lucky,- Closed
shop, this lot . So, being the kind of man who would
rather watch footy on the box than go through the same
old church pomp and ceremony, I set on a mission . In
the first period of my, can I say 'leadership', I let
the neighbourhood know that Father Gerry was around and
available. ' Prayer n Port Sessions, ' I broadcast to the
neighbourhood, ' to be held each Sunday evening. One
person per session. ' I wanted to know more about this
crowd, real stuff. Time to chat, to share, to pray.
Casual. Over port.
The first week no-one came. Iwas told by a confi
dant that the idea was a little too unconventional.
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' Unconventional ? ' I told the man . ' Wasn ' t our Lord
Jesus unconventional ? '
I kept my faith in the Lord and in my ability to
gently, discreetly share the beauti ful , powerful story
of the Brown Madonna . Something must have happened , per
haps a l ittle modern miracle , because two people turned
up on the second week , four on the fourth, and eight on
the eighth . Packed Sunday evening, I can tell you . By
my first Chri s tmas wi th Northbourne I had a dozen peo
ple on the books coming round to my little spot . Their
stories , they ' re like dinners : I ' d die without them .
They tell me things , things like youth and drugs , youth
and sex , youth and drugs , youth and abandon . Basically
anything at all that reminds us of our own youths we ' ve
since replaced with a pass ion for the Brown Madonna .
Just as well too . And over time, these men have begun to
see their Father Gerry as one of them. And I ' ve learnt
more about the real issues , the things that matter .
These sirrple , hard-working sorts , who ' ve made home in
this tough neck of the woods , just want to lead a l i fe
that ' s both good for them and their fami lies . ' Prayer
n Port ' to them is time out , time away from the world .
Time to get close to the source of things . Time to leave
the darkness of the world and bathe in the light o f our
Lady. That ' s what I offer , you see : light . Father
Gerry : Merchant of Light . The beaut i ful guiding light
of the Brown Madonna . People don' t understand her . Have
you heard o f the Brown Madonna? They don ' t want to know
of Her power . She ' s j ust light , the colour o f unre
strained, undef ined freedom . But most people don ' t want
to know .
When a few hours ago I see the bearded face of
Nathan O ' Connor through my front door ' s peep hole , the
first thing I think is : ' Hel l , it ' s Sunday night and
the first person for ' Prayer n Port ' is here already .
I rmist have forgotten to do the service this morning .
How embarras s ing . ' So I open the door and take dear
Nathan ' s hand and shake it hard as i f to kick start my
memory . I tell h im :
' Brother , you mu s t forgive me , I am sorry . What
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will the parishioners think?'
Nathan walks past , says nothing , clears some space on
the sofa , sits himself down. I close the door.
' Sorry about the mess , ' I say. ' Too busy with my vis
its. Everyone' s ill. '
Then my feet jam. 'Why didn' t anyone ring me?' Why
didn't anyone call to ask of my whereabouts? What a fool
I am. You will have a port before we get down to
things , won' t you? I sure need a soother. '
And Nathan , the wise soul he is , says : ' Father , it's
Saturday. Most of the world don' t have church on
Saturday. '
'Oh , for heaven's sake.No church on Saturday .
You' ve just come over for a chat anyway?'
' Saturday night. Can't have you alone. '
'Aren't you a kind man , ' I say. ' Here , let me fill that
horribly empty glass of yours. '
Despite being a Saturday night , I offer my brother the
opportunity to have an impromptu ' Prayer n Port' ses
sion anyway.
Nathan says : ' Keep filling your glass , you priest ,
you. '
An hour later , and into our second bottle of Penfold's
Club , and we' ve been chatting. Nathan O'Connor's life
needs some work , things are falling apart for the poor
blighter .
I say :
' Perhaps it' s time for prayer. '
Nathan rises and says : 'perhaps I'm going to hang a
piss. . . ' - his words , not mine- ' . . . then when I get back
I want to get down on my knees and you're going to do
your thing. I want something special. I'm luckless this
week , I'm having one of those luckless lives. I want to
go places. '
When he says ' I want to go places' I know that Nathan
O'Connor's won't be content with just ' Prayer n Port. '
I know this man. I reckon he's keen on going all the way.
Out of the dark, as I say , and into the Golden Light
of the Brown Madonna.
When he returns to his sofa place , I say : ' What about
corranunion , my old friend?'
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And Nathan says : 'Whatever you want to call it, Padre,
I ' m all yours. You just weave your magic. '
' It ' s not the most conventional of ideas, ' I offer by
way of explanation as I enter the kitchen to get my
things together. 'But, you know, Jesus wasn't the most
conventional of blokes. I like this, it happens too
rarely these days.
Impromptu communion that is.
Especially around here. Closed shop, this lot. You know
'communion ' and 'community ' have the same Latin root? '
I yell from inside the pantry.
'Communis meaning com
mon. Amazing. It ' 11 be wonderful to commemorate our
friendship by celebrating the life of Jesus. Ten years
this week, did you know that?'
By 'ten years ' I ' m referring to ten years of friend
ship but it doesn ' t come out quite as clear as that.
'Cardinal, are you saying two weeks is like ten
years? ' asked Nathan, though I know he too has had his
fill, the Penfold ' s screwed his sense of time.
' If ten years feels like ten days, then that's fine
with me, ' I say, gathering the sacraments together.
Then I add ' To everything there is a season and a time
to every purpose under the heaven. Ecclesiastes Chapter
3 Verse 1. '
' If you say so, Holy Man. '
I clear the papers from the coffee table, push aside
a small collection of spoons that someone has left from
an earlier ' Prayer n Port', and place the sacraments-a
goblet, a new bottle of Penfold ' s Club and two pieces
of stale Buttercup white bread-on the glass top.
'Do you mind if I don ' t don my robes? Dog collar
enough?'
'Whatever you want, Vicar. '
' It ' s Father, I correct. ' Father Gerry. '
'Whatever you reckon. '
I kneel, say my bit, take some bread, say another bit
and have a sip from the goblet. I pass the items to
Nathan. He tosses the bread over his shoulder ( which I
think to be a bit unorthodox but I don't mind bending
the rules if it adds meaning to tradition ) , pushes the
goblet onto the floor and proceeds to throw back the
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entire bottle of Penfold' s Club.
'Thanks, Rev. Now, come on, let's get into the stuff, '
is his finishing comment.
'Well, my son, ' I say, leaning back into my single
seater, ' skulling's not really in the spirit of commu
nion, but I appreciate your enthusiasm for the sacra 
ments. '
Nathan rolls his head over onto the back of his neck.
His eyes shut.
'Brother, is there something on your mind you haven't
shared with me?'
Nathan laughs slightly. I think his face mouths. ' I
want the stuf f. '
' Would you like to do an impromptu confessional? I
could fashion a crude box out of cardboard
Nathan laughs harder.
' No Medicine Man, I'm fine. Just give me the god damn
stuff. '
'Mind your language, ' I warn my brother gently. 'This
house is God's house too, you know.'
'Oh, I'm sure it is, ' my friend giggles. 'God's fuck
ing house. '
I don't pick him up on his language the second time.
If those words best describe his relationship with the
Almighty then I have no right to correct him.
Controversial, I know, but Jesus was a. . . yeah, sure,
I'm repeating myself.
Nathan remains on edge. I say : ' You sure there's noth 
ing on your mind?'
He jerks forward to the sofa's edge and shouts : 'OF
COURSE EVERYTHING'S ON MY FUCKING MIND JUST GIVE ME THE
FUCKING GEAR AND I'LL PISS OFF . '
And so I have no choice. I head to the spare room and
return with what I confess I've always known my broth
er has come for. I just didn't want to go straight to
Our Lady, she demands patience. I light the Lord's
Candle, remove my belt as Our Lady requires, and say a
few words to the Father by way of preparation. I say :
' Nathan, our Lady is your light. ' Father, I know . '
'Nathan , believe in her. Let her take you. Surrender. '
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' I surrender, ' he says.
And over the course of the next few beautiful moments
I administer the sacrament of Our Golden Lady. 'Oh
Jesus, ' says Nathan O ' Connor leaning back into the sofa
like a man who ' d j ust worked it all out. ' Sweet, sweet
beautiful Jesus. You ' re a marvel, Shaman, ' he says with
relief to the air above his head. ' I think I love you,
Jesus. And your beautiful Mother, the Brown Maddy. Or
whoever the hell she is. '
And I leave my brother to revel in the Spirit, bathe
in the light of the Brown Madonna.
It's a little later when I return from washing up that
I find Nathan on the floor, shaking considerably as if
he ' s got too close to God for comfort. Running to his
body, I yell : ' It ' s demons. He needs and exorcism. '
Placing a hand on my brother ' s head, I demand : ' DEMONS
OUT. DEMONS OUT. ' But Nathan foams and mumbles : ' I ' ve
got to get home. Get me out of here. ' And so, being the
samaritan I am, I offer to take my brother home, wher
ever that is. I throw him on the back of the Parish
Vehicle, the one I use for pastoral visits.
I ' m not long down Northbourne when one of your col
leagues pulls up in front of the vehicle and says : ' Move
over, Pal. ' I pull over, ready as always to obey the
laws of the land. Your colleague walks towards me and
says :
' No helmet. You look like your carrying a dead body as
a pillion. You ' ve got no lights on. And your riding all
over the place. Had any drinks tonight, my friend? '
And I say : ' I may have had a few drinks before I got
behind the wheel. '
And he asks : ' Why the dog collar? '
' I'm Father Gerry from the Northbourne Chapel of Our
Golden Lady, the Brown Madonna. '
'And I'm the Second Coming, ' says your colleague,
becoming a little abrupt for my liking. ' Nice t-shirt,
chum. Lovely dog collar print. The Pope ' s throwing out
tradition, is he? '
' I begin explaining that since the seventies priests
have been allowed to wear dog-collar t-shirts but your
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' I begin explaining that since the seventies priests
have been al lowed to wear dog-col lar t-shirts but
your col league doesn't seem interested.
'What's the story with your friend here?' he
demands.
Nathan O'Connor slides off the back of the bike
like a snake, gathering to a pile on the verge.
' Demons, ' I say. ' But he'll be alright. Romans
8 : 3 8 ; angels nor demons, neither the present nor the
future , nor any powers, neither height nor depth nor
anything else in all creation wil l be able to seper
ate us from the love of God. ' Demon's have got in the
way of my brother. I sent his soul flying in the
Light but demons got in the way.
' It looks more than that to me, mate. I think you
and your good friend will be coming back with us. '
' I'l l sit any test, ' I tel l him as the two of us
assist the frail Nathan into the back of the car.
' I've only had a few dinks before I got behind the
wheel. '
As I help myself to the back seat next to the
slumped Nathan O'Connor, I say : ' I've done a lot of
street work myself, you know. Mostly helping down and
outs with their lives. There's a lot of them around
Northbourne. Wel l, there were until they started rip
ping down the Guivvy flats. That's my job you see,
connecting the body to the soul, then getting souls
to fly. '
Your col league looks at me in the rearview mirror.
And so that's how I find my way to you. It looks
very stale here. Very clean and ordered. Do you think
I can run a service for these people? No? No, I
can't? Cops, they needs saving, too. Go on, be a
sport. These are the sorts of places Jesus will be
visiting next time. I need to pave the way, scatter a
littl bit of the Lord's divinity. Like Johnny
Baptist and his stash of locusts. Good stuff, those
locusts, I bet.
No service here? Absolutely not? What a pity. You
don't know what you are missing out on.
Nigel Featherstone
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tiniest sparrow
before my heart can cup its hands
tips the sky on me

wild bull of sun
taken out of its paddock
by a blue iris

unfi nished poem:
was once over you and me
this old paper sky

sweaty afternoon
my kiss gleaming on her face
rip in the curtain

colours in surf
a feather struck in the sand
kids' shoes open mouthed
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re-digging the bed
the iri es failed this year
kids with firecrackers

slalom waterfall
barely a pleat in the lake
the bridge we stood on

chip chip chip chip chip
now everyone knows it:
alone in the bush

a bowl of water
flower delicately drawn
fly swims for its l ife

out the door, uphill
blare of l ate afternoon sun
going home, how far?

Peter Tiernan
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SimP lic ity
After years
of grasping
morning comes .
Two feet,
a board ,
a wave .
Unercployed
dolphins
join me
with their
permanent smiles.

In any dark city
an imaginative child
can mistake
the source
of the moon's glow
for a power line
just beneath it.

Scot t St arbuck
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i am standing
and next to me is a shopping bag,
and in the shopping bag is
an a fterthought,
and the a fterthought is about the race,
and in the race is this dog,
a speckled dog, and next
to the dog is a mother,
a mother with four children,
and in one o f the children's mouths
is a word,
i think it is an adverb,
and next to the adverb is
of course a verb,
the meaning of which is something like
the meaning of
' to perambulate'
and next to ' to perambulate'
is a tiger,
and next to the tiger are bars,
and next to the bars are more bars,
and then still more bars
and it becomes obvious
that next to the cage,
there is a fantasy,
and in the fantasy there is a dwarf whose
name rhymes with
' vision', and yet
it is not ' decision, '
and it is not ' incision, '
it might actually by ' frank , '
( it's a lateral rhyme ) ,
and next to the dwarf whose name
might be frank is a parsnip,
and next to the parsnip is a stew,
and in the stew is a lover,
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the lover is in a stew ,
and next t o the lover is a
quadrant :
14. 7 9 1 happenstances
by 2 9 3 indecisions , squared;
and in the adjacent quadrant is a flavor ,
and the flavor is :
ten doors slamming at the same time ,
a wolf and a rose making love ,
a torture where they run around you and
make the sounds of turkeys ,
and next to the sounds
is an ear ,
and if the ear could draw,
it would draw a picture
of another ear
( of course it would )
and next to the ear
is someone
standing ,
and next to someone ,
is someone else ,
and next to them ,
their thought.

A F amily O f Her Own
her father had been a preacher
and everyone believed every word he said
when he told aunt Agnes she was going to die soon
and she didn't ,
she killed herself.
when he said there was going to be a drought ,
people conserved water for months,
even though it was one of the wettest seasons
ever ,
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many animals drowned
and only the water birds were happy .
and when he tripped on the stairs up to the church
one sunday,
he blamed it on the devil and
the town burned the church down to the ground,
then built another
in its place
paying particular attention to the stairs .
she was his daughter .
she had never learned how to ride a bicycle .
her father constantly warned her that
riding a bicycle
can get you pregnant .
especially,
if you pedal quickly
and are wearing a short skirt .
and she was never allowed to play with dol ls .
dolls are for sluts , he told her .
they are a form of voodoo ;
only loose women have dolls
dolls make you want chi ldren :
dolls give birth to babies .
from an early age
she knew her destiny :
when she became old enough,
which she prayed she would soon ,
she was going to
break away ,
run away from home ,
f ind hersel f a nice bicycle ,
and have lots of dolls .
Philip Norton
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